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4Abstract
Recent advances in technology have led to a surge in innovations in the area of spatially aware applica-
tions such as locally operating social networks, retail, advertising, local weather and tra￿c services.
Such applications are often supported by large data-collection and dissemination processes, designed to
work on large-scale, inexpensive, infrastructure-light wireless ad hoc networks. As a consequence, novel
modelling techniques are required for the purpose of capacity planning and in order to build on-line
prediction models based on large quantities of location-aware data.
In this thesis we study the spatio-temporal evolution of population systems related to such city-scale
challenges. In particular we focus on large-scale, spatial population processes that are not amenable to
￿uid-￿ow or mean-￿eld approximation techniques because of locally or temporarily varying population
sizes. Our main contributions are
(i) Providing novel ways of incorporating space and mobility in large-scale spatial populations models.
(ii) Illustrating how, for a certain class of spatial population processes, the time-evolution of higher-
order population moments can be obtained e￿ciently using hybrid-simulation analysis.
(iii) Presenting case studies for realistic spatial systems from di￿erent application areas to show that
our modelling techniques are well-suited for the analysis of network and protocol performance of
static and mobile ad hoc communication networks as well as for building fast on-line prediction
models.
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Notation
The following notation is used throughout this thesis. If the same notation is used for two di￿erent
purposes, it will be clear from the context which one applies.
a,b,c, . . . Scalar
a,b,c, . . . Vector of scalars
P ,Q , . . . Matrix of scalars
  ,  , . . . Constant and randomly distributed reactions rates in (I)(D)PCTMCs
d Deterministic delay duration in DPCTMCs
A,B,C,Orig ,Dest , . . . Labels for agent states and populations
⇤_li Su￿x for populations labels to indicate spatial position, e.g. A_li
N⇤ Random variable describing the discrete number of individuals in state ⇤
N Random vector comprising a number of N⇤
⇤(t ) Time su￿x for time-dependent scalars, rates, random variables and vectors.
Sometimes dropped for notational convenience
(P,C,N 0) (I)(D)PCTMC with populations P, reactions C and initial distribution N 0
E[NA(t )],Sd[NA(t )] Expectation and standard deviation of the number of individuals in popu-
lation A at time teE[NA(t )], eSd[NA(t )] Approximation for mean and standard deviation of population A
1{⇤} Evaluates to 1 if the boolean function in ⇤ is true, otherwise it becomes 0
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1Introduction
In this thesis we aim to illustrate how stochastic spatial population models can be exploited for
high-level analysis of city-scale spatio-temporal systems. Given the complexity of the dynamics
resulting from interacting individuals in spatial systems, as well as the potentially high cost of
simulation, we speci￿cally look for scalablemodelling approaches that are amenable to e￿cient
second-order moment analysis techniques which are not entirely simulation-based.
Over the past two decades, information systems have gradually increased their presence in people’s
day-to-day lives. Being an area of huge economical potential, it is safe to assume that this trend is
going to shape various aspects of personal, public and corporate life in the future. One application area
that has particularly bene￿ted from improvements in data collection, analysis and dissemination, are
location-aware services that provide position-dependent information at an unprecedented granularity.
Nowadays, services can provide highly local information, for instance area-speci￿c events, o￿ers or
social network activity. However, as customers grow accustomed to these services, their expectations
regarding the Quality of Service (QoS) with respect to timeliness, reliability and accuracy steadily
increase. As a consequence, service providers require innovative ways to collect accurate spatio-
temporal data and to build models to leverage that data. Furthermore, changes in cost as well as in
time-to-market considerations have resulted in applications which increasingly rely on infrastructure-
light data collection and dissemination networks, e.g. peer-to-peermobile ad hoc networks (MANETs)
[101, 131], which are less reliable than traditional infrastructure-heavy, wired networks. In turn, this
has raised the need for new capacity-planning modelling techniques to ensure that data is sourced and
transmitted reliably as well as in a timely fashion for all areas in which spatially-aware services operate.
1.1. Motivation and objectives
While spatio-temporal stochastic systems have been addressed extensively in the literature, our niche
is the application of spatial population models to real-word processes that emerge from interacting
individuals in heterogeneous spatial environments that do not warrant mean-￿eld regimes. Mi-
croscopic models of such systems [e.g. 206, 162, 164] can capture so-called emergent behaviours by
factoring in a large number of behavioural characteristics of individuals. In this way, a better under-
standing of potentially unintuitive phenomena that emerge from sequences of low-level interactions can
be gained. The trouble with such models is that their simulation cost makes it di￿cult to explore system
dynamics for a large number of con￿gurations. Mean-￿eld analysable population processes [e.g. 199,
78, 153, 50] on the other hand often provide inexpensive ways to quantify certain aspects of systems,
but their behaviour may deviate substantially from a process with smaller numbers of individuals.
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The high-level spatial stochastic population models for systems with moderate population sizes
presented in this thesis aim to provide a compromise between the expressiveness of the model and the
computational expense involved in its analysis. The aim of rapid stochastic analysis in this setting is to
facilitate both capacity planning as well as su￿ciently accurate prediction models.
Speci￿cally, we aim to develop new models and modelling techniques for the performance analysis of
large-scale smart-city systems and spatially-aware services, as well as processes in the related ￿eld
of wireless sensor networks (WSN) and mobile ad hoc networks (MANETS). Smart-city, generally
refers to the use of information technology to improve the quality of living in urban areas. This
includes end-user services such as travel updates [220], local news and communication tools, but also
applications for service providers, for instance wireless sensor networks for structural monitoring [216]
and leak detection for water or gas pipelines [152]. The data on which such applications rely, is often
obtained from a variety of sources, e.g. local social network activity [98] or crowd-sourced information
[215] in addition to data coming from stationary sensors or mobile sensors mounted on vehicles [101].
Furthermore, novel, infrastructure-light data dissemination methods have been proposed [50] that
inspired the development of commercial, spatially-aware services such as FireChat [131]. Similarly,
over the last decade, WSNs have been suggested as cost-e￿ective, low-maintenance solutions for a
vast range of applications ranging from large-scale wildlife habitat monitoring [19], forest ￿re [73] and
landslide detection networks [168] to health-care applications [150].
WSN and MANET applications have bene￿ted from advances in processing capacity of small, battery-
powered mobile devices such as smart phones and embedded sensor nodes. In combination with
the increasing availability of cloud-computing services, this has led to a signi￿cant decrease in data
collection, storage and processing cost. The ability to design and launch new smart-city services quickly
without having to invest heavily in infrastructure, has enabled companies as well as researchers to design
radically new solutions for complex challenges that would have previously been too costly to realise.
Despite their numerous advantages, the downside of infrastructure-light information technology is that
its non-functional characteristics are less well understood and harder to predict than that of traditional
wired networks. As a consequence, service providers require novel modelling and analysis techniques
in order to complement small-scale empirical trials prior to investing in large-scale deployments. This
has led to research e￿orts on
Performance The network topology in ad hoc wireless networks is less stable than in wired networks,
since node movement, channel interference and battery constraints may cause devices to become
temporarily unavailable. As this can severely impact connectivity, operators need to take into
account how the system performance alters as the number of locally-active mobile devices in
infrastructure-light WSNs changes.
Data quality and usage As more services, e.g. transport noti￿cation and hazard monitoring applica-
tions, are designed as real-time systems, service level agreements (SLAs) are required to ensure
that data is gathered, processed and disseminated e￿ciently. Assessing the quality of collected
information as well as guaranteeing su￿cient spatio-temporal coverage is an important part of
this process, which has to be carefully considered when developing applications for end users.
Security Given that an increasing number of human users as well as autonomous systems will act
upon information retrieved and communicated via infrastructure-light networks, security aspects
become a big challenge, especially because of the diverse nature of participating devices.
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Interoperability Security challenges aside, engineers have to ￿nd ways to achieve seamless integration
of heterogeneous devices to create a uniform, yet agile, framework to facilitate rapid development
of data-driven applications.
Our spatial population models presented in this work focus on the performance aspects of static and
mobile data gathering networks in an e￿ort to study protocol performance and to assist capacity
planning prior to deployment. However, many of the concepts we develop could also be applied to study
aspects of data quality, for instance temporal area coverage. Furthermore, we look at the suitability
of the spatial population modelling paradigm for real-time forecasting models that rely on spatial
information which is increasingly becoming available to service providers. In particular, we are interested
in the use of population models to predict migration trends, such as that of bicycles in bicycle-hire
systems. This application area is a nice example of how the abundance of spatial information has enabled
service providers to operate more e￿ciently [154, 140] and at the same time facilitated the development
of better end-user transport planning tools [e.g. 116, 220].
1.2. Performance analysis of large-scale, spatial, stochastic processes
Large-scale, spatial stochastic processes as mentioned in the previous section have been analysed
in a number of di￿erent ways. A common approach is to use low-level, agent-based, discrete event
simulations that are easy to develop and can express the behaviour of individuals, as well as spatially
dependent interactions between agents, in great detail. However, the caveat of such models is that
they are generally complex and thus only suitable for simulation-based analysis. While this is ￿ne if
models are used to explain phenomena observed from empirical data, it can be limiting for the design
and optimisation of systems, where engineers need to evaluate a number of candidate setups or want to
perform global parameter optimisation. Similarly, models that are expensive to evaluate are not ideal
for real-time forecasting. Stochastic agent-based models are especially expensive to simulate when
the number of agents increases, since the computational burden of simulation analysis grows with the
number of agents in the system.
One of the earliest ￿elds, in which the simulation of large agent-based systems became a challenge, was
systems biology. However, researchers realised that the state of individual agents, e.g. the amino acid
chain an individual amino acid belonged to, was of less interest than information about the density of
di￿erent proteins and chemicals in a cell or a tissue. The paradigm shift from individual- to population-
based models led to the development of the chemical reaction network formalism [e.g. 87, 58] and
promoted the use of ￿uid techniques to obtain population moment approximations at a much lower
cost than that of stochastic simulation techniques, in particular as the number of individuals in the
system increased. More recently, the emergence of large, distributed computer systems with hundreds
of thousands of interacting clients and servers has helped to establish population models as a tool
for performance research of information and telecommunication systems [110, 104]. While agent-
based systems were not new to this area of research, the population abstraction helped to overcome
shortcomings of existing numerical techniques that did not scale for continuous-time Markov chains
with billions of states, which is a reasonably small state space for a model with interacting agents as we
will see later. Along with the development of novel population formalisms such as Bio-PEPA [58] and
GPEPA [104], research on population models for large, distributed telecommunication systems also led
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to the development of software tools such as Bio-PEPA [58] and GPA [189]. These tools provide both
high-level language modelling support and fast ordinary di￿erential equation (ODE) based solution
techniques that are suitable for di￿erent types of Markovian population models.
Despite recent advances in tool and solution method development, such as mean-￿eld approximations
of population models with non-Markovian delays [106] and the use of population models for stochastic
model checking [31], applications of high-level population models to spatially-dependent problems
remain rare in the literature on performance analysis of large-scale communication processes. This
is partially due to the fact that spatial models break down large, global populations into smaller, local
ones. While this allows more ￿ne-grained inter-population modelling, it reduces the bene￿t of applying
￿uid-solution techniques, since their computational cost is dependent on the number of individual agent
states and hence increases as position information becomes part of an agent’s state. Gribaudo and Cerotti
et al. [93, 45] were one of the ￿rst to address this challenge by looking at the applicability of spatial
population models to a number of operations research problems with spatially-heterogeneous dynamics.
Although their work o￿ers compelling examples for the use of population models to represent complex
spatial processes, a major downside of their approach is the focus on the mean-￿eld limit behaviour of
populations. While providing useful insights into processes with a very large number of agents, the
mean-￿eld approximation is less accurate and informative when populations are temporarily or locally
small, as dynamics in such systems are highly dependent on correlations between populations which
are not captured by the approach. Hybrid approaches [156, 30] have been developed to overcome this
issue, but there is still a lack of case studies and modelling examples to show that such models can be
￿tted to empirical data from large-scale spatial systems.
1.3. Contributions and thesis outline
This thesis addresses aspects related to the following issues in the domain of high-level, heterogeneous,
spatio-temporal population processes:
(i) As spatial systems become large and complex, many simulation-based studies have the disadvantage
that their precise semantics remain opaque without access to the simulation source code. To
avoid any such ambiguities, we illustrate how existing population formalisms, in particular
chemical reaction networks for population CTMCs (see Section 2.4), can be used to provide concise
mathematical descriptions of large spatial models such as those presented in Chapters 6 and 7.
(ii) When creating models for heterogeneous, spatio-temporal processes, the impact of choosing a
speci￿c spatial abstraction for the dynamics must be well understood. To provide the reader
with background on common state-of-the-art approaches, we extensively review common spatial
abstractions found in the population modelling literature.
(iii) While traditional wired networks consist of statically located components, possibly with changing
network topology, the increasing interest in ad hoc networks with mobile network participants has
created new modelling challenges with respect to capturing agent mobility in population models.
As part of this thesis we review existing movement abstractions found in the population modelling
literature. Moreover, we show how one can extend the realism of mobility models for high-level,
spatial population processes to represent agent movement in realistic inner-city environments.
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(iv) In recent years we have seen a surge in applications of mean-￿eld techniques to analyse large-scale,
spatial processes. However, for many processes, populations of interacting individuals are locally
small with respect to an agent’s interaction radius, leading to a deviation between the mean-￿eld
limit and the real behaviour of the system. In this case numerical solution techniques only provide
crude population moment approximations. To learn about the stochasticity of the process one
would traditionally resort to simulation analysis. However, in our case studies we show that
for certain types of spatial population processes it is reasonable to simplify complex inter-agent
dynamics by making suitable independence assumptions, which in turn allow us to apply accurate
numerical higher-order population-moment analysis, possibly in combination with simulation
techniques, rather than having to resort to full simulation analysis.
(v) As the ability to gather and process more data increases, the availability of local information
encourages the study of large-scale heterogeneous spatio-temporal processes. In addition to the
goal formulated in (iv) we therefore investigate the scalability of di￿erent modelling techniques.
(vi) To show that spatio-temporal, stochastic population modelling techniques are versatile, it is
necessary to illustrate how they can be applied to real-world processes in a number of di￿erent
application areas. These case studies, in combination with the development of tailored spatial
population modelling and analysis techniques, form the main contribution of this thesis.
We address (i) by showing that chemical reaction networks, in conjunction with stochastic time-
dependent rates and deterministic delays, are a suitable formalism to describe a number of spatial
systems. Point (ii) is mainly addressed in the literature review in Chapter 3, though being a reoccurring
theme, it is further treated as part of our case studies. With respect to (iii), Chapter 4 reviews common
microscopic and macroscopic movement models from the literature. We show that di￿erent application
areas often exhibit radically di￿erent movement dynamics, which makes it more challenging to classify
mobility dynamics. Furthermore, in Chapters 4 and 7 we show how deterministic delays can be used to
keep track of the exact position of moving individuals in a spatial population model with continuous
space.
Obtaining higher-order moments for spatial population processes via numerical solution methods (see
(iv)) is generally hard for large spatial population models if population sizes within the area of an
agent’s interaction radius are locally small, since this reduces the accuracy of mean-￿eld approximations.
One of our main contributions is to show that for certain large-scale spatial processes, such as the
macroscopic mobility processes used in our case studies, this issue can be avoided altogether. By making
reasonable simplifying assumptions in our models, we can ￿t time-inhomogeneous population models
with reaction rates that are linear in population random variables, to realistic, city-scale spatial processes.
Such systems can then be analysed using a novel hybrid-simulation approach which is presented in
Section 4.4. Although population processes with linear reactions do not capture interactions between
agents in populations explicitly, we show that there are interesting systems where this abstraction is
justi￿able. Such simpli￿cations enable us to obtain exact, unbiased information about second-order
population moments through numerical methods that would otherwise be impossible to attain without
resorting to a full simulation approach.
Aside from presenting new modelling techniques for large-scale, spatial population processes, the other
main contribution of this thesis lies in its strong application focus (vi). The systems modelled and
analysed in our case studies cover a variety of di￿erent application areas for spatial population models
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in operations research. Chapter 5 discusses applications in the ￿eld of wireless sensor networks (WSNs),
while Chapter 6 looks at spatial population models for forecasting bike movements in an inner-city
environment and Chapter 7 studies the performance of a gossip-based data gathering mechanism for
data-collecting bicycles. In particular the latter two show potential for practical applications. For
example, our ￿ndings in Chapter 6 yield insights that are of interest to developers who seek to write
travel planning software, whereas the experiments conducted in Chapter 7 are suitable for research
carried out as part of VANET infrastructure planning. However, we would like to stress that such
applications would possibly require some additional work on our models. This is mostly due to the fact
that our case studies were limited by the data that was available to us. Where applicable, we highlight
such limitations and suggest possible research directions for richer data sets.
To provide a more detailed overview of the contributions in this thesis, the remainder of this section
summarises the contents of individual chapters.
Chapter 2: Background
We brie￿y review mathematical frameworks relevant to the analysis of population processes, including
results for continuous-time Markov chains (CTMCs) as well as the state-space explosion problem, which
has had a profound impact on performance analysis research over the last two decades. We look at
the population modelling paradigm, a possible solution to the challenge for certain types of processes
and further discuss related formalisms and software tools. As part of this, we introduce the reader
to mean-￿eld and moment-closure-based numerical integration techniques for analysing population
models with extremely large state spaces.
Chapter 3: Spatial population models
To set the scene for the models developed later in this thesis, we look at how space is represented
in models relevant to our work. Moreover, we provide an overview of alternative ways of capturing
location information in an agent’s state. Furthermore, we review analysis methods that have been
applied to analyse spatio-temporal individual-based and population models and highlight challenges
regarding higher-order moment analysis. Finally, we discuss existing population formalisms that are
suitable for capturing spatial model features. The chapter mainly extends our work published in [1, 2].
Chapter 4: Mobility in spatial models
As we mentioned in Section 1.1, the concept of mobility becomes crucial to the analysis of many spatio-
temporal systems, as moving agents in￿uence locally- as well as globally-observed dynamics. However,
as mobility concepts are highly application speci￿c, we ￿rst review detailed, low-level, microscopic
models for transport and crowd movement and later compare them to high-level, macroscopic models
found in the population modelling literature. We identify common features of mobility models and use
these to categorise di￿erent types of models proposed by other researchers. The lack of mobility models
for mobile networks that accurately capture city-scale road networks, a crucial feature for the analysis
of various mobile ad hoc and Gossip networks, leads us to the development of a new population mobility
model that can easily be ￿tted to realistic inner-city road topologies. The movement models discussed
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and developed here extend the material provided in [3, 7] and form the basis of models presented in
Chapters 6 and 7. Moreover, we introduce the class of hybrid-simulation analysable IPCTMCs, a
class of population models that is suitable for processes with partially modal, stochastic behaviour that
does not depend on the evolution of the population process.
Chapter 5: Case study – Wireless Sensor Networks
This chapter is the ￿rst of three case-study chapters, which illustrate possible application areas for
spatial population models and form the main contribution of this thesis. Our initial motivation for
looking at Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), was the work of Gribaudo and Cerotti [93, 45], who
investigate the use of mean-￿eld analysis for the study of large, spatially-heterogeneous WSNs. For
WSN models, higher-order moment analysis is particularly hard, as local nodes often cannot be grouped
into populations without a￿ecting the multi-hop topology of the network. Nevertheless, we show that
population models are well-suited for the high-level analysis of features such as service replication,
batch-data exchange, dynamic-routing policies and sensor networks with non-exponential, correlated
data-sample inter-arrival time distributions. Given the strong focus on second-order population moment
computation in this chapter, our already published work on WSN models [8, 6, 5] is mainly used in the
introduction, while the main section on spatial population models for WSNs contains novel, unpublished
material.
Chapter 6: Case study – Bike arrival forecasts
Smart-city applications use the increasing amount of available data to provide real-time information
about tra￿c, weather or events happening in the vicinity of the user. Moreover, data is often leveraged
to make on-line predictions to help commuters anticipate changes at the time of making a decision.
To show that spatial population models are capable of providing on-line predictions, this chapter
compares the accuracy of future arrival forecasts for bicycles at docking stations, made by a spatial,
time-inhomogeneous PCTMC (IPCTMC) model with those made by a traditional linear regression
model. In practice such a model could be extended for station-occupancy forecasting, which is useful
for modern city travel-planning tools like the one in [220] that o￿er cycle hire as a possible mode of
transportation. While being a simple application of spatial PCTMC models, the case study illustrates
how versatile the framework is, even when rates are kept linear. Moreover, we show how linear PCTMC
models can be used in conjunction with error-correcting time-series methods to compensate for missing
correlations. The forecasts made by our model in this chapter were validated against actual data from
the London cycle hire scheme, one of the largest of its kind around the globe. The analysis extends our
previously published work in [3] and provides further insights with respect to the stochastic nature of
linear, time-inhomogeneous PCTMC processes.
Chapter 7: Case study – Crowd-Sensing
Although mobile ad hoc (MANETs) and vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) are being considered as a
cost-e￿ective, reliable way of collecting data in urban areas without the need for installing additional
sensor and network infrastructure, empirical trials have largely been limited to small-scale test beds.
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While low-level, microscopic-movement models are the most accurate way of analysing the behaviour of
vehicular ad hoc networks, their computational expense prohibits them from being used for comparing
a large number of high-level policies and parameter setups, needed to analyse behaviour for various
tra￿c scenarios. The chapter addresses this shortcoming by presenting a novel model for the analysis
of a high-level, hybrid LTE/Gossip data transmission protocol in a network of moving agents. We show
how such a model can be used to investigate the performance of data transmission in a crowd-sensing
network and present a case study based on journey data from the London cycle-hire scheme to illustrate
the scalability of our approach. One of the major features of our model is its amenability to e￿cient
DDE-based hybrid-simulation analysis, while allowing modellers to capture realistic road networks.
Based on work published in [7] this chapter relies on concepts presented in Section 4.5.
Chapter 8: Conclusions
In this chapter we summarise our achievements and re￿ect on the challenges and solutions addressed
in this thesis. Moreover, we look at future research opportunities in our research ￿eld, with particular
emphasis on analysis, benchmarking, formalism and tool development as well as the challenge of
obtaining and sharing spatial data sets for research purposes.
1.4. Publications and statement of originality
I declare that this thesis was composed by myself, and that the work it presents is my own, except where
otherwise stated. During the course of my PhD, I co-authored the following publications, either as a
￿rst or joint ￿rst author.
Book chapters
[1] J. T. Bradley, M. C. Guenther, R. A. Hayden andA. Stefanek. GPA -Amultiformalism,multisolu-
tion approach to e￿cient analysis of large scale populationmodels. In: Theory and Applic-
ation of Multi-Formalism Modeling. Ed. by M. Gribaudo and M. Iacono. IGI Global, 2013. Chap. 8,
pp. 144–169. ￿￿￿￿: 978-1-4666-4659-9. ￿￿￿: 10.4018/978-1-4666-4659-9
This book chapter provides an overview of the GPA tool. We discuss GPA, a software that can
translate a number of di￿erent high-level formalisms into the PCTMC formalism (see Section 2.4),
in the context of othermulti-formalism tools. My main contribution is the literature review on
PCTMCs and multi-formalism research.
International conference & workshop papers
[2] M. C. Guenther and J. T. Bradley. “Higher moment analysis of a spatial stochastic process algebra”.
In: 8th European Performance Engineering Workshop - EPEW 2011. Ed. by N. Thomas. Vol. 6977.
Lecture Notes in Computer Science. Berlin, Heidelberg: Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 2011, pp. 87–
101. ￿￿￿￿: 978-3-642-24748-4. ￿￿￿: 10.1007/978-3-642-24749-1
This paper develops MASSPA, a simple, spatial stochastic process algebra for Markovian Agent
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Models (MAMs, see [45]). In particular, we present a mapping from MAM to PCTMC. To facilitate
this, our framework assumes unicast communication behaviour rather than broadcast communic-
ation as MA models do. While semantically di￿erent, MASSPA and MA models have the same
mean-￿eld limit behaviour. Feng et al. [75] later formalise MAMs as Population Semi-Markov
processes (PSMPs) to capture the precise broadcast semantics of MAMs.
[6] M. C. Guenther and J. T. Bradley. “Mean-￿eld performance analysis of a hazard detection Wireless
Sensor Network”. In: 6th International Conference on Performance Evaluation Methodologies and
Tools (VALUETOOLS). vol. 6977. Lecture Notes in Computer Science. Cargese: IEEE, 2012, pp. 220–
221. ￿￿￿￿: 978-1-4673-4887-4
This short paper studies the behaviour of a PCTMC model for a fail-safe WSN network during
topology reorganisation.
[9] M. C. Guenther, A. Stefanek and J. T. Bradley. “Moment Closures for Performance Models with
Highly Non-linear Rates”. In: 9th European Performance Engineering Workshop (EPEW). ed. by
M. Tribastone and S. Gilmore. Vol. 7587. Lecture Notes in Computer Science. Berlin, Heidelberg:
Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 2013, pp. 32–47. ￿￿￿￿: 978-3-642-36780-9. ￿￿￿: 10.1007/978-3-
642-36781-6
In this study we look at moment closures for a number of performance models with non-linear
rates. Moreover, we benchmark simulation analysis with ODE solutions for ￿rst- and second-order
moments by asserting a certain threshold level for con￿dence-interval widths. My contributions
are the implementation of a con￿dence-interval-threshold simulation method and an e￿cient
implementation of Singh and Hespanha’s multiplicative derivative-matching moment closure
[180], which becomes a log-normal closure at order 2.
[5] M. C. Guenther and J. T. Bradley. “Mean-￿eld analysis of data ￿ows in wireless sensor networks”.
In: Proceedings of the ACM/SPEC International conference on performance engineering - ICPE ’13.
New York, New York, USA: ACM Press, 2013, pp. 51–62. ￿￿￿￿: 9781450316361. ￿￿￿: 10.1145/
2479871.2479882
In this paper we compare ODE-based mean approximations of steady-state bu￿er sizes in a large-
scale PCTMC model of a fail-safe routing WSN with results for a similar protocol implemented in
Castalia, a low-level network simulation framework. A particular contribution was to show that
PCTMC models can capture a simple notion of interference and that the mean analysis is good
when transmission rates are su￿ciently fast.
[3] M. C. Guenther and J. T. Bradley. “Journey Data Based Arrival Forecasting for Bicycle Hire
Schemes”. In: Analytical and Stochastic Modeling Techniques and Applications (ASMTA). vol. 7984.
Lecture Notes in Computer Science. Berlin, Heidelberg, 2013, pp. 214–231. ￿￿￿￿: 978-3-642-39407-2.
￿￿￿: 10.1007/978-3-642-39408-9
This is the ￿rst of two papers that perform research on a journey data set from the London
cycle-hire scheme. We compare the applicability of PCTMC models for short-term migration
forecasts of bikes with other regression techniques that have been suggested in the literature.
Chapter 6 summarises the paper, corrects a calculation error and extends the paper by adding
further details regarding the similarities between the stochastic population model and traditional
regression models.
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[7] M. C. Guenther and J. T. Bradley. “On performance of Gossip communication in a crowd-sensing
scenario”. In: 11th International Conference on the Quantative Evaluation of Systems (QEST). ed. by
G. Norman and W. Sanders. Vol. 8657. Lecture Notes in Computer Science. Florence: Springer
International Publishing, 2014, pp. 122–137. ￿￿￿￿: 978-3-319-10695-3. ￿￿￿: 10.1007/978-3-
319-10696-0
Our second study (see Chapter 7) on the cycle-hire scheme investigates the performance of crowd-
sensing applications in non-congesting tra￿c scenarios. As an alternative to full stochastic simula-
tion, we propose a faster hybrid-simulation technique that repeatedly runs a time-inhomogeneous
population model with deterministic and exponential delays to obtain ensemble statistics for the
process. Together with [3] the work in this paper also forms the basis of Chapter 4.
National workshop papers
[10] A. Stefanek, M. C. Guenther and J. T. Bradley. “Normal and inhomogeneous moment closures
for stochastic process algebras”. In: 10th Workshop on Process Algebra and Stochastically Timed
Activities (PASTA’11). Ragusa, 2011
This workshop paper investigates the behaviour of derivative-moment closures based on Isserli’s
theorem and that of a novel spatially-inspired moment closure. My contribution is the implement-
ation of the latter closure and the compilation of the corresponding examples. We revisit the idea
as part of our suggestions for future research in Chapter 8.
[8] M. C. Guenther and J. T. Bradley. “PCTMC models of Wireless Sensor Network protocols”. In:
UKPEW’12, The 28th UK Performance Engineering Workshop. Ed. by M. Tribastone and S. Gilmore.
Vol. 7587. Lecture Notes in Computer Science. Berlin, Heidelberg: Springer Berlin Heidelberg,
2013, pp. 172–187. ￿￿￿￿: 978-3-642-36780-9. ￿￿￿: 10.1007/978-3-642-36781-6
Our ￿rst attempt to express WSNs as PCTMC models. Aside from developing modelling solutions
for di￿erent WSN components, the paper provides a good introduction to WSN modelling, which
we reuse in Chapter 5.
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2Background
In this chapter we review mathematical frameworks and analysis techniques that are commonly used for
the type of high-level, spatio-temporal population models we study in this thesis. We start by looking
at basic properties of continuous-time Markov chains (CTMCs), a framework that has been applied
to describe many individual-based processes that our population models abstract. Having described
CTMCs, we look at exact as well as approximate solution techniques and show the detrimental e￿ect
of state-space explosion on the computational expense of traditional CTMC analysis methods. This
discussion is particularly important, as the state-space explosion in individual-based models was a
major driving force for the development of more population models. Having given a general overview
over population models, we subsequently discuss how individual-based CTMC agent models can be
translated into population CTMCs (PCTMCs) and how this reduces both state-space size and analysis
cost, if individuals can be thought of as independent and identically behaving. We then introduce a
variant of the chemical reaction network formalism, which will be used to describe models for the
remainder of this thesis. As part of the PCTMC discussion, we review numerical solution techniques for
models with large as well as small population sizes. Finally, we look at existing tools and formalisms
for PCTMC models and further mention other frameworks for population models with non-Markovian
delays and continuous state spaces.
2.1. Continuous-Time Markov Chains
Let X (t ) represent a continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC), a discrete state, continuous-time,
stochastic process that satis￿es the Markov property. In this section we state the most basic facts
about CTMCs without proofs. For more information on CTMCs, their de￿nition, properties as well as
detailed mathematical proofs, please consult [22].
De￿nition 2.1. The Markov property for a continuous-time stochastic process, with discrete state space
S = {1, . . . ,n} is
P(X (t ) = i | X (t0) = i0, X (t1) = i1, . . . , (tm ) = im ) = P(X (t ) = i | X (tm ) = im ) (2.1)
for any i⇤ 2 S, where 0  t0 < t1 < t2 < · · · < tm < t
De￿nition 2.2. A CTMC is considered time-homogeneous if the following property holds
P(X (t ) = j | X (s ) = i ) = P(X (t   s ) = j | X (0) = in ) (2.2)
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for all 0  s < t . Otherwise we say it is time-inhomogeneous or time non-homogeneous.
De￿nition 2.3. Let p (t ) |p0 = {p1 (t ), . . . ,pn (t )} |p0 denote the power mass function (PMF) describing the
transient-state probability pi (t ) of being in state i 2 S at time t given the initial distribution is p (0) = p0.
The distribution is calculated as
p (t ) |p0 = p0 · P (t ) (2.3)
where P (t ) is an n ⇥ n matrix and pi j (t ) = P(X (t ) = j | X (0) = i ). To calculate the time evolution of
P (t ) for a time-homogeneous process X (t ), we de￿ne the generator matrix Q with elements qi j as
pi j (h) =
8>><>>:1 + qii · h + o(h) i = jqi j · h + o(h) i , j as h ! 0 (2.4)
where pi j (h),i , j is the probability that we observe an event from a Poisson process with parameter
qi j in an in￿nitesimally small time interval h and pii (h) is the probability that no such event occurs.
Di￿erentiating Eq. (2.4) yields
 pi j (t )
 t
     t=0 = qi j (2.5)
In other words the next state transition occurs after a delay that is exponentially distributed with rate
  qii =
X
j,i
qi j (2.6)
which can be seen by noting that Ppi j (t ) = 1 ) Pqi j = 0 as it is a probability distribution and
qi j > 0,8i , j as well as qii < 0 by Eq. (2.4). When a transition occurs after an exponential delay, the
next state is j , i with probability qi j/   qii .
Theorem 2.1. The time-evolution of P (t ) for a homogeneous CTMC can be described by the following set
of ordinary di￿erential equations (ODEs)
 P (t )
 t
= P (t ) ·Q P (0) = I (2.7)
known as Kolmogorov’s forward equations. Moreover,
 p (t )
 t
= p (t ) ·Q p (0) = p0 (2.8)
A time-inhomogeneous CTMC can be solved using the same equations, with Q being dependent on
time. The matrix with elementsmi j = qi j/   qii ,i , j andmii = 0 is called the step or embedded matrix
that characterises the embedded chain, i.e. a discrete time process that tracks the probabilities of being
in a certain state of the CTMC after k transitions have occurred.
De￿nition 2.4. A CTMC is said to be irreducible if and only if every state is reachable from every other
state in a ￿nite number of transitions, otherwise a CTMC is said to be reducible.
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Let Fii denote the amount of continuous time needed by a CTMC to leave and return to a particular state
i given that the initial state is X (0) = i . State i is called a recurrent state if P (Fii < 1) = 1. Otherwise
state i is said to be a transient state. Moreover, if E[Fii] < 1 then the state is said to be positive
recurrent and null recurrent if E[Fii] = 1.
De￿nition 2.5. The steady-state distribution   = { 1, . . . , n} of a CTMC is
 i =
X
j2S
p j (0) ·   ji =
X
j2S
p j (0) · limt!1p ji (t ) =
X
j2S
p j (0) · limt!1P(X (t ) = i | X (0) = j ) (2.9)
It can then be shown that
Theorem 2.2. The steady-state probability distribution   of an irreducible, time-homogeneous CTMC
with a ￿nite number of states is independent of the initial distribution and always exists as the solution to
the following system of linear equations
 qii ·  i +
X
j,i
q ji ·   j = 0 where
X
i
 i = 1 (2.10)
Note that  i is a ￿xed point of Eq. (2.7) and also the limit of the probabilities in the corresponding
embedded chain as k ! 1.
2.1.1. CTMC analysis
Their ￿exibility and the existence of many e￿cient analytic as well as numerical analysis methods, which
can provide a much faster means of evaluating models than simulation techniques, have made CTMCs
a popular tool in the ￿eld of stochastic modelling. Moreover, the seemingly limiting fact that state
transitions in CTMCs are always negative exponentially distributed, can be overcome by using phase-
type approximations. However, as we will discuss in Section 2.4, a much more signi￿cant drawback
of CTMC models is the state-space explosion problem, that occurs in systems with a large number of
interacting components, for instance in large client-server models. In the following we review existing
solution techniques for CTMC models. In Section 2.1.1.1 we look at exact solution techniques for models
with up to 10 billion states and in Section 2.1.1.2 we look at model simpli￿cation and approximate
solution techniques that can deal with extremely large models that commonly arise when studying
models of interacting individuals.
2.1.1.1. Exact CTMC solution techniques
To date many di￿erent exact solution techniques have been developed for CTMC models. We start
with methods for transient-state and steady-state analysis. While steady-state distributions are of
interest when studying long-term behaviour of systems, transient distributions become important when
analysing how systems react to change in demand or con￿guration. Analytic solutions for transient-
state probabilities are generally hard, but there exist a large number of analytic results for steady-state
measures in the ￿eld of queueing theory, for instance for M/M/1 queues [26]. Stochastic simulation
[87, 15], on the other hand is a method for obtaining exact solutions for both transient and steady-state
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regimes, but it is usually more computationally costly than analytic and numerical solutions as it takes
many simulation runs in order to obtain probability mass functions with su￿ciently tight con￿dence
intervals.
Given the limited applicability of analytic solutions and the computational expense of simulations,
researchers set out to devise e￿cient exact numerical solution techniques. For CTMCs, the most
common numerical method to obtain a steady-state distribution is to solve the system of linear equations
shown in Theorem 2.2. This can be done e￿ciently using techniques such as Gauss-Seidel. Transient-
state analysis is harder as we need to evaluate the distribution for a particular start state. However, the
distribution can also be obtained by solving a system of linear equations [e.g. 166, 67], which exploits the
relationship between passage-time distributions and transient-state distributions. Another way of
computing transient distributions is to useuniformization, which is also referred to as randomization
[e.g. 91, 169, 67]. Uniformization transforms a CTMC into a Discrete-Time Markov Chain (DTMC).
The underlying idea is to ￿nd the state with the lowest mean sojourn time 1/q, where q = maxi  qii and
to emulate the CTMC with a DTMC at a ￿xed clock rate of 1/q. The construction of the state transition
probability matrix of the DTMC is straightforward given the in￿nitesimal generator matrixQ of the
CTMC. The subsequent transient-state analysis becomes mere matrix-vector multiplication.
Another measure of interest are passage-time distributions. A passage time is a random variable
describing the amount of time it takes to reach a state in a set of target states j, given that the process
starts in a set of states i . Hence, for the analysis we must assume that target states j are absorbing states,
i.e. states with no outgoing transitions, so that we actually stop measuring the time of a trajectory once
we reached a target state. Note that individual paths can have self-loops as well as cyclic sub-paths.
De￿nition 2.6. A passage-time random variable for a CTMC is de￿ned as
Fi j (t ) = inf {s > 0 : X (t + s ) 2 j, N (t + s ) > N (t ), X (t ) 2 i} (2.11)
where X (t ) is the random variable that captures the state of the CTMC and N (t ) the random variable
counting the number of transitions that have occurred by time t , with N (0) = 0. If the CTMC is time-
homogeneous we can assume t = 0.
From passage-time distributions we can derive passage-time quantiles. Commonly 90% and 95%
quantiles are used in service level agreements, for instance to ensure that “in 95% of all cases a search
returns a result within 0.1 seconds”. An x%   quantile thus describes sups P(Fi j (t ) > s ) < (100   x )%. It
is possible to compute passage-time distributions by sampling the distribution from multiple simulation
runs. However, there exist more e￿cient numerical techniques. When computing exact passage-time
distributions numerically, we need to ￿nd all feasible sequences of state transitions, compute their delay
distribution through convolution of individual state-sojourn times and use these delay distributions in
conjunction with sequence probabilities to compute the unconditional passage-time distribution for all
possible paths from i to j. Despite the fact that convolutions are generally expensive to compute in R,
there exist two e￿cient methods that can easily be applied to analyse CTMCs with up to 10 billion states.
In a uniformised CTMC, for instance, we can use the fact that each state has a mean sojourn time of 1/q.
Hence, passage-time distributions of a path with n transitions have an n-stage Erlang distribution with
parameter q [149, 151, 68, 26]. Alternatively, it is also possible to compute the passage-time directly by
mapping the sojourn times into Laplace space and applying an iterative passage-time solver [67, 38].
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The advantage of the latter solver is that it does not only work for exponentially distributed state-sojourn
times, but also for models with general state sojourn-time distributions, i.e. Semi-Markov processes
(SMPs).
2.1.1.2. Analysis of large CTMCs
The above techniques are fast and memory e￿cient when analysing transient-state, steady-state or
passage-time probability for small and medium sized state spaces, i.e. CTMCs with fewer than 10 billion
states. However, models generated from high-level descriptions (see Section 2.2) easily generate models
with state spaces which are several orders of magnitude larger than that. To the unaware modeller this
might not be immediately obvious as models with a compact high-level language de￿nition can have
vast state spaces once expressed in a low-level CTMC representation (e.g. see Section 2.4.4). To enable
modellers to evaluate models that su￿er from this so-called state-space explosion problem, research has
been conducted on fast approximate solution methods often used in conjunction with more e￿cient
state-space representations, state-space reduction methods and various combinations of these techniques.
In the following we will review some of these techniques with regard to their scalability and accuracy.
For a CTMC with n states, naive implementations of exact solvers require to hold an n ⇥ n matrix
and a n-column vector in memory. The ￿rst logical improvement is to use sparse matrix and vector
representations [e.g. 67]. However, on modern hardware this still only enables the analysis of CTMCs
with up to 10 billion states. As a consequence disk-based solutions [63, 123] and parallel algorithms
[123, 23] were applied to overcome the problem. Despite the fact that these techniques can handle
state spaces up to two orders of magnitude higher, they have drawbacks. Disk-based solutions have
the disadvantage that they are a lot slower than in-memory approaches due to their I/O overhead.
Parallel computing solutions on the other hand require initial partitioning of the workload [118]
and have varying degrees of e￿ciency. In e￿ect, both techniques increase the available memory
of a given system, but do not reduce the amount of memory needed to store the generator matrix.
Alternatives, which do so, are so-called implicit state representations. Implicit representations describe
CTMC generator matrices in a more compact form. Therefore representations such asMulti-Terminal
BinaryDecisionDiagrams (MTBDDs) [81, 108], Edge-ValuedDecisionDiagrams (EVDDs) [57] and
Kronecker product approaches [56] require signi￿cantly less memory than explicit state representations.
However, they are still not scalable, as their representations impose a signi￿cant computational overhead,
which makes them computationally expensive for large CTMCs with trillions of states [67, 127].
All of the above techniques are largeness tolerant. In the following we discuss a di￿erent class of
techniques which tries to overcome the state-space explosion problem through largeness avoidance.
One way to avoid large state spaces is to aggregate states in a manner that reduces the size of the
generator matrix without a￿ecting the accuracy of the ￿nal computation. Methods such as lumpability
/ lumping [122], which the population CTMC idea (see Section 2.4) is based on and state aggregation
[37, 97] can achieve this. While lumpability is only suitable for CTMCs, state aggregation is also feasible
for stochastic systems with mixed types of state-holding distributions. However, on their own, both
techniques are still not powerful enough to tackle systems with trillions of states. A key observation,
however, namely that the computation of moments is generally cheaper than obtaining probability
distributions, has recently caused a surge in research on di￿erential equation based moment computation
techniques for models with large state spaces that arise from interaction between identically behaving
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individuals, i.e. population models. We will discuss the use of ordinary di￿erential equations for
population moment computation in Section 2.4.6. Despite all advances in the development of novel
numerical techniques, there are unfortunately many large-scale CTMC models for which simulation
is the only feasible means of analysis. A major contribution of this thesis is to show that the class of
population models that is amenable to ￿uid analysis, is suitable for the analysis of many large, spatial,
stochastic processes.
2.2. CTMC Formalisms
Although the CTMC formalism provides sheer limitless power of expressiveness to modellers, it is
impractical to de￿ne large models with billions of states in a low-level mathematical formalism. As a
consequence, a large number of high-level formalisms, which can be translated into CTMC models, have
been developed in order to facilitate the creation of particular types of models and to standardise their
analysis. By high-level formalisms we mean compact, human-readable model descriptions that can be
translated into verbose, low-level representations of CTMCs or Semi-Markov Processes. Examples for
high-level CTMC formalisms are process algebras such as Performance Evaluation Process Algebra
(PEPA) [109], queueing networks [e.g. 96, 121] and various types of stochastic Petri nets [e.g. 22,
197, 55], which o￿er a very intuitive visual interpretation. For many of these, powerful modelling and
analysis tools, such as the PEPA Eclipse plugin [195], the PRISM [129] model checking suite have been
implemented. To facilitate the study of complex composite models further, multi-formalism, multi-
solution tools such as Draw-Net [92] and Möbius [177] were developed, which enable modellers to
combine CTMC models with non-Markovian models and automatically decide what analysis methods
are feasible for the resulting composite model. The success of tools such as PRISM and Möbius in
the operations research community shows that the development of good tools is just as vital as the
development of high-level formalisms and novel analysis techniques.
2.3. Population models
Individual based agent models generally assume that each agent in the model belongs to a particular
behavioural class that has a discrete or continuous state space and a set of rules according to which an
agent changes its state. State changes may occur randomly in time or probabilistically at every step of a
discrete time model. The frequency, at which an individual agent or a group of agents can perform a
speci￿c action, may depend on the states of the involved agents as well as on the state of all other agents.
In this thesis we look at processes that fall into this category and can be represented as continuous-time
Markov chains (CTMC) or Semi-Markov Processes (SMP), where the time an agent spends in a particular
state, i.e. the sojourn time, is randomly distributed according to a distribution that may depend on the
global state. However, to ensure scalability, we speci￿cally look at processes for which the level of
dependency on the overall, global process state can be reduced in the corresponding population models.
When studying agent models, where a large number of identical individuals interact with one another,
one is often interested in emerging aggregate behaviours, i.e. in the number of agents that are in a certain
state, rather than in the superposition of the states of all individuals in the system. While distributions
of these aggregate random variables can naturally be computed whenever the state distribution of all
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individuals in the model is known, this is generally computationally ine￿cient and often only possible
via simulation analysis. Fortunately, aggregate distributions, also known as population distributions,
can often be computed at a fraction of the cost of investigating the evolution of individuals. In many
cases, the analysis of population models is much more scalable, which is paramount when studying the
dynamics and performance of city-scale processes.
While individuality is sacri￿ced in population models, interactions between individual agents are still
captured. This implies that agent interaction as well as non-induced changes to an individual agent’s
state result in changes of population sizes. In other words, the key di￿erence between individual-based
models and population models lies in their state space. In individual-based agent models a state describes
the current state of each individual in the system, whereas in a population model one only keeps track
of the number of individuals in each possible state. Many CTMC and SMP based population models can
be analysed e￿ciently using ￿uid analysis techniques, that compute or approximate the time-evolution
of distribution moments of population counts. As we will discuss later, ￿uid approximation techniques
work particularly well when populations become large or when sojourn times are small. Aside from
their evaluation bene￿t, population models can also be seen as a more general approach to individual-
based models, since these can be emulated by population models where the state of each individual is
represented by its own population. Naturally, this representation of individual-based models does not
help to overcome the evaluation challenge, however, it highlights that from a modelling point of view
we can easily devise models that feature anonymous population evolution behaviour and individuals
simultaneously. In particular this type of modelling has been applied in fast simulation studies like the
one in [133], which investigate the behaviour of individual agents within a large population of agents.
Some of the earliest applications of population models are chemical reaction models [87] in the ￿eld
of systems biology, where populations represent molecule concentrations. Later, the technique also
became popular in ecology models [210], which feature plant and animal populations. Another common
application area is epidemiology, where populations may for instance represent the number of individuals
that have caught a disease or are susceptible to do so in the future [120]. Moreover, the ever growing
size of information technology infrastructure systems, such as data centers and distributed systems, has
lead researchers to consider population models for the performance analysis of large parallel computing
systems [187], in which population behaviour emerges from interactions between components in
massively parallel systems, for instance modern client-server systems.
In this thesis, we study novel applications of spatial population CTMC and SMP models. Population
CTMC (PCTMC) (see Section 2.4) models turns out to have a rather straightforward de￿nition, while
general PSMP models do not, due to the presence of clocks. As a consequence, we do not de￿ne a generic
PSMP model in this work, but rather describe non-Markovian extensions to the PCTMC formalism
when needed, for instance for the deterministic delay-only (DPCTMC) extension. Before introducing
Markovian probabilistic behaviour in the next section, we ￿rst look at the general de￿nition of popula-
tions and population random vectors, since these are independent of the nature of the distribution of
the sojourn-time delay.
Let us assume that we have a ￿nite set of agent classes A = {a1, . . . ,ap } and that each a 2 A has a
￿nite set of states S (a). Let Pa = {Ps : s 2 S (a)}, a 2 A, be the set of populations associated with
any agent class a and P = Sa2A Pa . We then denote the state of the population model as a vector
N = (N 1, . . . ,N p ) 2 Z |P |+ , where N a = (Na1 , . . . ,Na |Pa | ) represents the number of agents that are in
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each state of agent class a. As our population models are of stochastic nature we are generally interested
in the evolution of the distribution of the random vector N (t ) or related measures such as its moments.
In absence of birth and death processes the state space of the population model is discrete and we require
as an invariant that Na (t ) =
P |Pa |
i=1 Nai = Na (0). For models with death and birth processes there is a
chance that limt!1
P
N (t ) ! 1, though we usually study models where this is highly unlikely.
2.4. Population CTMCs
Thus far our population model description has not introduced any notion of probabilistic behaviour. In
this section we look at the class of population models where events are Markovian. Such Population
CTMC (PCTMC) models feature negatively exponentially distributed state-sojourn times and allow the
application of e￿cient solution methods (see Section 2.4.4), in particular as populations become large.
The formalism for PCTMCs that we are about to introduce is based on chemical reaction networks,
which are the de facto formalism of choice in the systems biology literature [87, 58] but have recently
been used in the ￿eld of performance analysis of large parallel systems [e.g. 110, 104, 185]. As there
exist many equivalent de￿nitions, we decided to use one proposed by Stefanek [185].
Having de￿ned the random population vector N (t ) above, we now look at the probabilistic aspects
of PCTMC models, which are de￿ned by a set of reactions that describe how anonymous individuals
interact with one another. Each reaction/event class c = (rc ,   c , +c ) 2 C describes the evolution of the
population model as the result of a single atomic event. The rate function rc (N (t )) : Z |P |+ ! R is the
state-dependent Poisson rate with which event c occurs. If the next transition is the one associated with
reaction c 2 C, which occurs after an exponentially distributed delay Dc with mean 1/rc (N (t )), we
have
N (t + Dc ) = N (t ) +    c +  +c (2.12)
where    c 2 Z |P |  de￿nes the changes in the populations of reactants and  +c 2 Z |P |+ the change in
population counts in the products of event/reaction c . Originating from chemical reaction systems in
the systems biology literature [87], reactions are written as
P in1 + · · · + P ink ! Pout1 + · · · + Poutl at r (N (t )) (2.13)
with 1  k, l  |P | and the change/propensity vectors are
   c = ( #(P in1 ), . . . , #(P in|P | ))
 +c = (#(Pout1 ), . . . ,#(Pout|P | )) (2.14)
where #(P⇤i ) is the number of occurrences of P⇤i in Eq. (2.13) and the rate function is de￿ned as
rc (N (t )) =
8>><>>:r (N (t )) if Ni (t )   #(P
in
i ) 8 i = 1, . . . , |P |
0 otherwise
(2.15)
As Stefanek notes [185], it is possible to represent any unaggregated CTMC as a PCTMC. For a population
of n agents of agent class a 2 A this can be done by replicating populations Pa n times and amending
C to split each event involving P 2 Pa into multiple events. In general this makes little sense as this
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process will result in a model with a larger state space that is harder to evaluate. However, it can be
useful when probing how a single or a small number k , of agents evolves when interacting with the
remaining n   k agents where k ⌧ n [e.g. 133, 124]. From hereon we always describe a PCTMC model
by a 3-tuple (P,C,N 0), whereN 0 is the random vector of population sizes at t = 0, which often happens
to be deterministic.
2.4.1. Time-inhomogeneous PCTMCs
While the PCTMC formalism has been applied to problems in many application areas, it would be rather
inaccurate to describe a model like the one presented in Section 6.2.1 as a time-homogeneous PCTMC
process, since many parameters, such as departure rates as well as destination of journeys, vary with time.
Hence, we present a time-inhomogeneous extension to the PCTMC formalism, which we term IPCTMC.
This extension has been previously discussed in [188, 4], however, the use of time-inhomogeneous rates
is not that widespread in the population modelling community.
The class of IPCTMC models that we study in this section as well as in Chapter 6, is the one that
allows deterministic time-dependent rate and population changes. Chapters 5 and 7 also make use of
stochastic rate changes, though their analysis essentially comes down to combining multiple solutions of
IPCTMC models with deterministically changing rates. For IPCTMC models with deterministic rate and
population changes, we need to extend the reaction class set C de￿ned in Section 2.4 as c = (rc (t ),   c , +c )
were rc (N (t ),t ) is de￿ned as
rc (N (t ),t ) =
8>><>>:r (N (t ),t ) if Ni (t )   #(P
in
i ) 8 i = 1, . . . , |P |
0 otherwise
(2.16)
While the change in rate de￿nition makes no di￿erence to the ODE moment analysis of the system
(see Section 2.4.6), the stochastic simulation algorithm has to be changed to analyse IPCTMCs [15].
Furthermore let (ed ,td ) 2 E be a set of deterministically occurring population events that result in
a transformation e (·) of the random population vector N (t ). Throughout this work we assume that
the transformation will be a￿ne. Furthermore, we informally assert that if a deterministic population
change occurs at time td then no population changes occur due to random PCTMC events between
td    t and td . Should no such interval exist, then we assume that the deterministic event is triggered
immediately after the random event. An a￿ne transformation ed on N can be expressed using the
following matrix
T n,n+1 =
(
BBBBBBBB/
 1 0 · · · 0 d1
0  2 · · · 0 d2
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 · · ·  n dn
)
CCCCCCCC0
(2.17)
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and the updated population count vector becomes
N (td ) = T
(
BBBBBBBBBBB/
(
BBBBBBBBBBB/
1 0 · · · 0
0 1 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · 1
0 0 · · · 0
)
CCCCCCCCCCC0
N (td    t ) +
(
BBBBBBBBBBB/
0
0
...
0
1
)
CCCCCCCCCCC0
)
CCCCCCCCCCC0
(2.18)
As an example we can now describe the reset of population count NP1 to d1 and the population jump of
population NP1 by d1 individuals as
Resetn,n+1 =
(
BBBBBBBB/
0 0 · · · 0 d1
0 1 · · · 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 · · · 1 0
)
CCCCCCCC0
Jumpn,n+1 =
(
BBBBBBBB/
1 0 · · · 0 d1
0 1 · · · 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 · · · 1 0
)
CCCCCCCC0
(2.19)
We could also vary the  i , for instance to double a population. When simulating an IPCTMC model, any
population change can be immediately applied to the population count vector using Eq. (2.18). However,
ODE analysis of IPCTMCs is more complicated with regards to the population vector updates, since they
keep track of population moments rather than the values of actual random variables. As a consequence
we need to expand the a￿ne transformation inside the expectation expressions. For instance if we had
two populationsX andY and the following deterministic population changesNX (td ) =  xNX (td  t )+d1
and NY (td ) = NY (td    t ) were to occur at td then
E[NX (td )NY (td )] = E[( xNX (td    t ) + d1)NY (td    t )]
=  xE[NX (td    t )NY (td    t )] + d1E[NY (td    t )] (2.20)
Similarly E[NX (td )2] and any other a￿ected moments can be updated. Fortunately, so long as the trans-
formation of the population vector remains a￿ne, we do not have to use moment closures (see Section
2.4.6) in order to update the moments at time td . More complex variants of ODE analysable IPCTMC
models, such as ones with non-linear population vector transformations or population transformations
that are subject to boundary conditions, are also possible. However, these require further treatment,
which are beyond the scope of this work.
2.4.2. Delay-only PCTMCs
Another class of population models that we use in Chapters 4 and 7, are delay-only PCTMCs (DPCT-
MCs) [21, 103], a non-Markovian extension for PCTMCs where the product of certain reactions materi-
alises only after a deterministic delay has passed. Formally, this means that each reaction/event class
now becomes a 4-tuple c = (rc ,   c , +c ,dc ) 2 C that describe evolution of the population model as the
result of a single event, which now results in two changes. If dc = 0 than this is a standard PCTMC
reaction. If the random event occurs at time t + Dc then ￿rst the reactants are modi￿ed and only at
time t + Dc + dc the product materialises. However, as [21] point out, we need to distinguish between
consuming and non-consuming reactants. This is because if an individual only acts as catalyst, i.e. if
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it has a non-zero entry in    c and in  + , then it does not change state as part of the reaction, but cannot
take part in other reactions up until t + Dc + dc . Assuming that we write DPCTMC reactions as
P in1 + · · · + P ink ! Pout1 + · · · + Poutl at r (Nˆ (t )) wait d (2.21)
If the ￿rst change since time t is a random event c occurring at t + Dc then
N (t + Dc ) = N (t ) + (   c +  +c )<0
N cat (t + Dc ) = N cat (t ) + (   c +  +c )<0      c (2.22)
where (   c +  +c )<0 is the vector where all positive integers are set to 0 and N cat is the vector keeping
track of catalysts that are part of delayed reactions. Moreover, the deterministically timed event is
scheduled for t + Dc + dc . Assuming that this event is the ￿rst event since tn the process is updated to
N (t + Dc + dc ) = N (tn )   (   c +  +c )<0 +    c +  +c
N cat (t + Dc + dc ) = N cat (tn )   (   c +  +c )<0 +    c (2.23)
and the event rate is de￿ned as
rc (Nˆ (t )) =
8>><>>:r (N (t )   N cat (t )) if Nˆi (t )   #(P
in
i ) 8 i = 1, . . . , |P |
0 otherwise
(2.24)
since individuals that are involved in ongoing delayed, catalytic reactions cannot be part of new events
until the reaction has completed. In our case study chapters, we only use consuming reactions with
delayed reactions, hence (   c +  +c )<0 +    c = 0 for all reactions c with dc > 0, therefore we can ignore
N cat in our models. Naturally, a DPCTMC can also have time-inhomogeneous rates, in which case it
becomes an IDPCTMC.
2.4.3. Example
Cthink Cwait
request
transfer
Sidle Sbusy
request
transfer
Figure 2.1.: An agent model of interacting clients and servers
To illustrate the PCTMC formalism we will apply it to the simple client-server model Figure 2.1. Assume
that we have a model in which two clients and two servers interact with one another and that interaction
is de￿ned using a PEPA-style synchronisation [109] mechanism on data requests and on completion of a
session. We have P = {Cthink,Cwait ,Sidle,Sbusy }. The transitions are as follows
Cthink + Sidle ! Cwait + Sbusy at   ·min(NCthink (t ),NSidle (t )) (2.25)
Cwait + Sbusy ! Cthink + Sidle at   ·min(NCwait (t ),NSbusy (t )) (2.26)
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where   ,  are two positive real-valued constants. Of course this is a rather simplistic model with an
inaccurate notion of actual sessions, but it should help us to get an idea of how PCTMCs di￿er from
unaggregated CTMCs that distinguish between individual agents.
2.4.4. Analysis of PCTMCs
The main reason for the development of population models lies in the state-space explosion problem of
agent models. Consider the example in Section 2.4.3 above. If we had two clients and two servers, the
resulting CTMC agent model that captures all states of individuals will have six states which we encode
as (1,1,1,1) = (Cthink1,Cthink2,Sidle1,Sidle2), (0,0,0,0) = (Cwait1,Cwait2,Sbusy1,Sbusy2) and similarly for all
other states. This then yields the state transition diagram depicted in Figure 2.2.
(0, 0, 0, 0)
(1, 1, 1, 1)
(1, 0, 1, 0)
↵
2 
2↵
 
(0, 1, 1, 0)
↵
2 
2↵
 
(1, 0, 0, 1)
↵
2 
2↵
 
(0, 1, 0, 1)
↵
2 
2↵
 
Figure 2.2.: State transitions in the agent CTMC model with 2 clients and 2 servers.
When aggregating agents into populations, we can represent states in a much more compact form,
namely (NCthink ,NSidle ) since (NCwait ,NSbusy ) = (2,2)   (NCthink ,NSidle ) . The resulting three state transition
graph of the PCTMC model is shown in Figure 2.3.
(1, 1)(2, 2)
  2↵
(0, 0)
2  ↵
Figure 2.3.: State transitions in the PCTMC model with 2 clients and 2 servers.
As one would expect discarding information regarding the individuality of agents reduces the state
space of the resulting CTMC model. For an equal number of clients and servers and ni initial agents in
state i , the state space of the unlumped, i.e. unaggregated, model has 2nCthink+nCwait states, whereas the
aggregated PCTMC models merely has nCthink +nCwait states. In other words, while the population process
of this particular model can be solved exactly using simple numerical CTMC solution algorithms (see
Section 2.1.1.2), we would already need to use more complex techniques to analyse the unaggregated
version of this model even if population sizes are moderate.
While this is an encouraging example of how PCTMCs abstractions can reduce the state space for
models with a large number of agents, it has to be said that PCTMCs are still subject to the state-space
explosion problem that prohibits the use of exact numerical analysis techniques for the computation
of distributions. To illustrate this, take a simple single agent model of an agent with 3 states which
can be traversed in any order. The resulting PCTMC with a total population of n = 100 agents would
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already have (n + 2) (n + 1)/2 = 5151 states. Moreover, if the agent had 4 states it would increase to
1/6(n3 + 6n2 + 11n + 6) = 176851 states. In general the number of states in a PCTMC model with a
population of n agents from a single class withm states and a fully connected state transition graph
is O (min(nm 1,mn )), wheremn comes from the case where each individual agent’s state is expressed
as a single population, i.e. when the PCTMC has a state space equivalent to that of an unaggregated
CTMC. This bound clearly highlights the reduction in state space through aggregation as the number of
individuals n becomes large. At the same time a model with saym = 10 and n = 20 still generates a state
space that is too large for exact numerical solution techniques, e.g. sparse matrix vector multiplication
methods. The fact that the cost of stochastic simulation (see Section 2.4.6) also increases at best linearly
with the number of agents in the model, has encouraged researchers to investigate alternative largeness
tolerant solution techniques (see Section 2.4.6), which are independent from the number of agents in the
system. Before we start discussing particular solution techniques, we want to highlight that solving
PCTMCs is a hard problem in general. In fact Cook et al. [61] show that PCTMCs with quadratic rates
rc can carry out Turing universal computations with arbitrary accuracy. Moreover, the general form
of distributions of N (t ) is only known in certain special cases when all rc are linear in N (t ) [114]. In
spite of these ￿ndings it is surprising how well many approximate solution methods (see Section 2.4.6)
perform.
2.4.5. Simulation analysis
The most straightforward way to analyse PCTMC models is to use the stochastic simulation al-
gorithm (SSA) (see Algorithm 2.1), often referred to as Gillespie’s algorithm or the ￿rst reaction method.
The algorithm works by repeatedly computing the next time at which an reaction occurs and sub-
sequently sampling the corresponding reaction from the embedded process. Population moments
Algorithm 2.1: Stochastic simulation of PCTMCs
1 t 0;
2 N  N 0 // Initial population distribution
3 while t < t_end do
4 r P(rc ,  c )2C rc ;
5 t t   ln(uniformSample(0,1))/r;
6 u uniformSample(0,1);
7 foreach (rc ,  c ) 2 C do
8 u u   rc/r;
9 if u  0 then
10 N  N +   c ;
11 break;
can be obtained by computing the so-called ensemble statistics from a large number of simulation
traces. The ￿rst-reaction method is exact, but computationally rather ine￿cient. The next-reaction
method by Gibson et al. [85] is an immediate improvement for the ￿rst reaction method that avoids
the need for two uniformly distributed samples per reaction. However, either of the two simulation
techniques becomes prohibitively computationally expensive as the size of populations increases, since
population growth reduces inter-reaction times and hence increases the number of reactions per unit of
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time. For the simulation of larger population models, Gillespie therefore et al. [86] suggested   -leaping,
an approximate simulation technique which asserts that the reaction rates can be assumed to be con-
stant over short periods of time, thus avoiding the need to compute every single reaction in sequence.
While the assertion provides good approximations for certain models, its error is often hard to quantify.
However, recent work by Anderson et al. [16], shows that Multi-level Monte Carlo methods, a control
variate method that uses a number of coupled   -leaping solutions with varying step-size, can e￿ciently
compute unbiased moments of the underlying PCTMC. Note, that unlike simulation traces of Eq. (2.1)
individual traces of Anderson’s technique may violate boundary conditions.
2.4.6. ODE analysis
Since any PCTMC is also a CTMC, its transient probabilities can be computed using Eq. (2.7). As the
number of di￿erential equations is equal to the number of states in the system, solving the Kolmogorov
forward equations is generally impractical. However, various researchers [e.g. 212, 109, 72, 104, 196]
have illustrated that we can drastically reduce the number of di￿erential equations, if instead of the
state probabilities we choose to study the evolution of the uncentered population moments. Using the
same notation as in [185], we de￿ne the random variable h : R |P |+ ! R, as the moment function,
for a PCTMC (P,C,N 0). For the di￿erential equation describing the evolution of the i th population
mean E[h(N (t ))] = E[Ni (t )], whereas for the joint moment of populations i, j we have E[h(N (t ))] =
E[N i (t )N j (t )]. This allows us to write the system of di￿erential equations that captures the evolution
of population moments as follows [185]
 E[h(N (t )])
 t
= E
h
f h (N (t ))
i
(2.27)
with
f h (N (t )) =
X
c2C
[h(N (t ) +   c )   h(N (t ))] · rc (N (t )) (2.28)
where naturally we have h(N (t ) +   c )   h(N (t )) = 0 if h(  c ) = 0. f h (N (t )) is a vector of functions
f h (N (t )) =
(
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB/
fh1 (N (t ))
...
fh |P | (N (t ))
fh1,1 (N (t ))
fh1,2 (N (t ))
...
fh |P |, |P | (N (t ))
)
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC0
(2.29)
where h⇤ represents the moment function for the joint moment of populations in the list ⇤. Take
for instance the equations for time-evolution of mean and covariance of populations in the simple
client-server model de￿ned in Section 2.4.3
 E[NCthink (t )]
 t
= E[  ·min(NCwait (t ),NSbusy (t ))     ·min(NCthink (t ),NSidle (t ))]
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 E[NCwait (t )]
 t
= E[  ·min(NCthink (t ),NSidle (t ))     ·min(NCwait (t ),NSbusy (t ))]
 E[NSidle (t )]
 t
= E[  ·min(NCwait (t ),NSbusy (t ))     ·min(NCthink (t ),NSidle (t ))]
 E[NSbusy (t )]
 t
= E[  ·min(NCthink (t ),NSidle (t ))     ·min(NCwait (t ),NSbusy (t ))]
 E[NCthink (t )NCthink (t )]
 t
= E[(2NCthink (t ) + 1) ·   ·min(NCwait (t ),NSbusy (t ))+
( 2NCthink (t ) + 1) ·   ·min(NCthink (t ),NSidle (t ))]
 E[NCthink (t )NCwait (t )]
 t
= E[(NCthink (t )   NCwait (t ) + 1) ·   ·min(NCwait (t ),NSbusy (t ))+
(NCwait (t )   NCthink (t ) + 1) ·   ·min(NCthink (t ),NSidle (t ))]
 E[NCthink (t )NSidle (t )]
 t
= E[(NCthink (t ) + NSidle (t ) + 1) ·   ·min(NCwait (t ),NSbusy (t ))+
( NCthink (t )   NSidle (t ) + 1) ·   ·min(NCthink (t ),NSidle (t ))]
 E[NCthink (t )NSbusy (t )]
 t
= E[(NCthink (t )   NSbusy (t ) + 1) ·   ·min(NCwait (t ),NSbusy (t ))+
(NSbusy (t )   NCthink (t ) + 1) ·   ·min(NCthink (t ),NSidle (t ))]
 E[NCwait (t )NCwait (t )]
 t
= E[( 2NCwait (t ) + 1) ·   ·min(NCwait (t ),NSbusy (t ))+
(2NCwait (t ) + 1) ·   ·min(NCthink (t ),NSidle (t ))]
 E[NCwait (t )NSidle (t )]
 t
= E[( NCwait (t ) + NSidle (t ) + 1) ·   ·min(NCwait (t ),NSbusy (t ))+
(NCwait (t )   NSidle (t ) + 1) ·   ·min(NCthink (t ),NSidle (t ))]
 E[NCwait (t )NSbusy (t )]
 t
= E[( NCwait (t )   NSbusy (t ) + 1) ·   ·min(NCwait (t ),NSbusy (t ))+
(NCwait (t ) + NSbusy (t ) + 1) ·   ·min(NCthink (t ),NSidle (t ))]
 E[NSidle (t )NSidle (t )]
 t
= E[( 2NSidle (t ) + 1) ·   ·min(NCwait (t ),NSbusy (t ))+
(2NSidle (t ) + 1) ·   ·min(NCthink (t ),NSidle (t ))]
 E[NSidle (t )NSbusy (t )]
 t
= E[(NSidle (t )   NSbusy (t ) + 1) ·   ·min(NCwait (t ),NSbusy (t ))+
( NSidle (t ) + NSbusy (t ) + 1) ·   ·min(NCthink (t ),NSidle (t ))]
 E[NSbusy (t )NSbusy (t )]
 t
= E[(2NSbusy (t ) + 1) ·   ·min(NCwait (t ),NSbusy (t ))+
( 2NSbusy (t ) + 1) ·   ·min(NCthink (t ),NSidle (t ))] (2.30)
While it is encouraging to have an alternative to simulation techniques for computing PCTMC population
moments, which should be signi￿cantly faster than simulation as populations grow larger, the example
raises two important drawbacks of the population moment evaluation method. First of all, we can
observe that the number of ODEs required to evaluate moments up to orderm is O ( |P |m ), which is
crucial when thinking about the computational cost of higher-order moment analysis of spatial PCTMC
models (see Section 3.3), where we need distinguish between populations in di￿erent locations. Secondly,
although the equations accurately describe the time-evolution of population moments, Eq. (2.27) in
its current form cannot be evaluated numerically if any of the rate functions contains a non-linear
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expression of random variables in N (t ), as this causes the RHS of equations in Eq. (2.27) to contain
moment expressions of higher order than that of the moment on the LHS, whose evolution the equations
describe. Due to the linear nature of the E function this implies that we require an in￿nite number of
moment equations to describe the time-evolution of moments exactly. For instance assume that there is
a transition class c 2 C, for which rc (N (t )) = N1 (t )N2 (t ) then
 E[N1 (t )]
 t
= E[. . .N1 (t )N2 (t ) . . . ]
...
 E[N1 (t )2]
 t
= E[. . .N1 (t )2N2 (t ) . . . ]
...
 E[N1 (t )3]
 t
= E[. . .N1 (t )3N2 (t ) . . . ]
... (2.31)
which is an in￿nite unclosed system of coupled ODEs.
2.4.6.1. Moment approximation
Instead of evaluating the time-evolution of population moments exactly, we can, however, obtain an
approximate solution by closing the system of di￿erential equations at a certain order o. By closing
at order o we mean that any expectation expression of order higher than o is represented in terms of
moments up to order o. For instance, a closure of order 2 for a third-order moment E[N1 (t )3] could be
eE[N1 (t )3] = E[N1 (t )2] · E[N1 (t )]
or alternatively eE[N1 (t )3] = E[N1 (t )] · E[N1 (t )] · E[N1 (t )]
In general, any expression consisting of terms involving population products up to order o can be used
to close the system. While there exists an in￿nite number of possiblemoment closures, some closure
schemes are more practical than others. In this section we will review di￿erent approaches proposed in
the literature. In particular, we will look at the accuracy and performance of di￿erent closure techniques.
For further information on the subject of moment closures we recommend the work of Goutsias et al. [90],
who provide a very detailed overview regarding ODE population moment approximation techniques.
The notation used in the following is similar to that in [9]. As before, we assume a random population
count vector N , representing a multivariate population count distribution of length n, though for the
time being we ignore the dependency on time for notational convenience. E[N (m)] is the expectation
of the joint moment E[Nm11 · · ·Nmnn ], wherem = (m1, . . . ,mn ), mi 2 Z+ uniquely describes this joint
moment andmi is the order of Ni in the joint moment. Moreover, o(m) =m1 + . . . +mn is the order of the
joint moment. We assume that moment closures are applied to polynomial random variable expressions.
Hence, unless speci￿c closures for non-linear functions exist, e.g. for theminimum function [42, 104],
non-polynomial functions would ￿rst need to be approximated by a series expansion, before applying a
closure.
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The most straightforward way to create a moment closure is to assume mutual independence between
all random variables in N . We refer to this closure as the independence closure, which is a simple
o = 1 closure, with eE[N (m)] = E[N1]m1 · . . . · E[Nn]mn
Another class of moment closures is that of distribution based closures, which close N by asserting
that the process has a speci￿c multivariate distribution. The normal moment closure [212, 72] uses
Isserlis’ theorem [113] and assumes that N is multivariate normally distributed. As multivariate normal
distributions are uniquely determined by their mean vector and covariance matrix, it has order o = 2.
The technique closes moments of higher orders on the RHS of Eq. (2.31) as follows
eE[N (m)] =
8>><>>: 0, o(m) is oddPQE[(Ni   µi ) (N j   µ j )], o(m) is even (2.32)
where PQ sums through all the distinct partitions of 1, . . . ,n of disjoint sets of pairs i, j. If some
elements inm are greater than one, then certain pairs i, j will appear multiple times in the resulting sum.
Note that if the highest moment has order o > 3, we actually have to evaluate Eq. (2.32) recursively until
all terms with o > 2 have disappeared. As an example for the closure, take for instance E[N1 (t )N2 (t )2]
which becomes
eE[N1 (t )N2 (t )2] = 2 ⇥ E[N2 (t )]E[N2 (t )N1 (t )] + E[N1 (t )]E[N2 (t )2]   2E[N1 (t )]E[N2 (t )]2
and yields eE[(N1 (t )   µ1 (t )) (N2 (t )   µ2 (t ))2] = 0 as required, since the multivariate normal distribution
is not skewed. A particularly nice feature of the normal closure is that this assumption also facilitates
the use of a closure of E[min(·)] expressions [42] needed in Section 2.4.3. Similar to the normal closure
we can also derive a log-normal moment closure for a multivariate log-normally distributed N [119,
180] which is another o = 2 closure. LetM = {m1, . . . ,mk } be the ordered set containing all moments
with order 2 or less. The log-normal closure is simply
eE[N (m)] = kY
p=1
⇣
E[N (mp )]
⌘ p (2.33)
where exponents  p are the unique solution to the following system of linear equations
Cmms =
kX
p=1
 pC
mp
ms , 8s = {1, . . . ,k } where Chl =
 
h1
l1
!
· · ·
 
hn
ln
!
For example, the third order joint moment E[N1 (t )N2 (t )2] would become
eE[N1 (t )N2 (t )2] = E[N2 (t )2]E[N1 (t )N2 (t )]2
E[N1 (t )]E[N2 (t )]2
Aside from the three closures described above, there exist further closure techniques for other distribu-
tions such as the Beta-Binomial [126] and the Poisson and the Binomial [155] distribution.
As the authors of [172, 182] point out, distributions based moment closure are likely to produce biased
results, as the actual underlying distribution of the stochastic process N (t ) of a PCTMC is unlikely to be
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distributed exactly according to a particular family of parameterisable multivariate distribution. To avoid
introducing this sort of bias, they instead propose an entropy closure which maximises the entropy
of the closure distribution given the order of the closure. While the authors show that the approach
massively outperforms distribution based closures in terms of accuracy, especially when populations
are small, the problem is that to guarantee maximum entropy, one has to solve an optimisation problem
before each integration step of Eq. (2.29). This makes the moment closure a lot more computationally
expensive to evaluate than distribution-based ones and severely limits its practical application.
As an alternative, Singh et al. [180, 179] suggest derivative-matching closures which provide a better
trade-o￿ between accuracy and computational cost than entropy closures, but at the same time do not
require a priory distribution assumptions. Their idea is as follows. Let µ(t ) be the vector containing the
exact moments up to order o at time t and v (t ) its approximation by closing Eq. (2.29). The moment
closure is then chosen as a Taylor series approximation, such that for any   > 0 and integer B, there
exists time T > t0 such that 8 t0   0
µ(t0) = v (t0) and
  iµ(t )
 t i
     t=t0
=
  iv (t )
 t i
     t=t0
, 8i 2 1, . . . ,B (2.34)
and hence
kµ(t )  v (t )k    , 8t 2 [t0,T ]
The authors then relax the condition in Eq. (2.34) to
µ(t0) = v (t0) and
  iµ(t )
 t i
     t=t0
=
  iv (t )
 t i
     t=t0
+ E[  i (N (to ))], 8i 2 1, . . . ,B (2.35)
where each element in   i (N (t0)) is a polynomial in N (t0). They argue that so long as the population
size dominates the error, Eq. (2.35) should provide a decent approximation to Eq. (2.34). Singh et al.
then show that the closure shown in equation Eq. (2.33) is the only separable (multiplicative) derivative-
matching closure, which happens to be the log-normal closure at o = 2 and the independence closure
at o = 1. Moreover, they show that the accuracy of the approximation increases as o, does and also
becomes better as the size of populations in N (t0) increases. This is an important observation that has
previously been made for the normal moment closure [72, 9] and gains further credibility as Singh et al.
mention that Eq. (2.32), which becomes the normal moment closure at o = 2, also belongs to the class of
derivative-matching closures.
2.4.6.2. Mean-field ODE analysis
While moment approximating ODEs are useful when analysing PCTMC models, it is occasionally of
interest to investigate the limit behaviour of population processes as N0 ! 1, where N0 is the sum of all
elements of N 0. By investigating the limit behaviour of a PCTMC (P,C,N 0) we mean the behaviour of
the family of scaled PCTMC processes (P, C¯ i , N¯ i0), with a total population size of N¯ i0, assuming that the
population size increases with increasing i . Of particular interest is the normalised population vector
N¯
i
= (N i1/N
i
0 , . . . ,N
i
|P |/N
i
0 ) as N i0 ! 1, whose scaled reaction rates are Lipschitz continuous. Such a
process can be shown to have amean-￿eld limit [128]. For PCTMC processes this is guaranteed to be
the case if r¯c i (N¯ i ) = 1/N i0 · rc (N i ) for all reactions. In such a regime, the ODE solution of the PCTMC
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closed by the independence closure describes the evolution of the distribution of the limit process. In
practice many processes already approach the mean-￿eld solution for moderately large population sizes
of N0 > 1000, which further illustrates the strength of ODE analysis techniques for PCTMC models.
2.4.6.3. IPCTMC and DPCTMC analysis
IPCTMC population moments can be obtained using the same ODEs as for time-homogeneous PCTMC
models so long as rates are deterministic. However, as pointed out in Section 2.4.1 the moments need to
be updated every time a population is altered by an event. In DPCTMCs, on the other hand, population
moments can only be solved using coupled systems of delay di￿erential equations (DDEs) [21, 44],
which again have a structure that is very similar to the PCTMC moment ODEs.
2.4.7. High-level formalisms
As for CTMCmodels in Section 2.2, a number of formalisms have been suggested for PCTMCmodels. The
simplest formalism is a direct implementation of the chemical reaction network language for PCTMCs
(see Eq. (2.13)) that has been implemented in the GPA tool written by Stefanek [185]. The Bio-PEPA
language developed by Ciocchetta et al. [58] is similar, though its syntax was speci￿cally designed
to make it an intuitive modelling tool for system biologists. Bortollussi’s Stochastic concurrent
constraint programming (sCCP) formalism [33], a CTMC-interpretable extension of concurrent
constraint programming (CCP), was also primarily conceived to describe bio-chemical processes.
Furthermore the grouped PEPA (GPEPA) formalism developed by Hayden et al. [104], formalises the
notion of populations in PEPA and o￿ers new syntax to describe the parallel composition between
populations/groups of agents. While Bio-PEPA, sCCP and reaction network models are far more
expressive than GPEPA, GPEPA is the only formalism whose moment ODE approximating behaviour
is fully understood for all possible models. A noteworthy extension to the PCTMC formalism and
the GPEPA formalism is the Uni￿ed Stochastic Probes formalism by Kohut et al. [124], which enables
modellers to model check process behaviour.
2.5. Other population formalisms
To close the background chapter, we would like to mention a number of alternative mathematical
modelling frameworks for stochastic population processes which we summarised in [1]. Population
semi-Markov Processes (PSMPs) [e.g. 103, 106], are a logical extension for PCTMCs since certain types
of delay distributions, e.g. deterministic, normal or Weibull, cannot easily be represented in Markov
chains. Although there are moment approximating ODEs and delay di￿erential equations (DDEs)
techniques for PSMPs, the drawback is that higher-order moment analysis is generally much harder.
Yet, as Hayden et al. show [106], it is still possible to derive mean-￿eld limits, which also means that
￿uid analysis yield decent approximations so long as populations are large. An important subclass of
PSMP models are delay-only models which we introduces in Section 2.4.2. Chapters 4 and 7 we show
possible applications of such models for analysing the performance of mobile networks. Interestingly,
aside from stochastic Petri nets, no formalisms have been suggested for general PSMP models.
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Another extension for PCTMC as well as for PSMP models, are population models of agents, whose state
contains continuous random variables. Hayden shows in [102] that suchMarkovian Fluid Population
models are mean-￿eld analysable in principle, though integration comes down to numerically solving
a system of coupled partial di￿erential equations (PDEs), in particular when the ￿uid level of
individuals a￿ects the behaviour of agents. When such feedback is not needed, for instance in [50]
where agents only record the age of the information that they hold, the mean-￿eld solution can also be
obtained through ODE analysis. Irrespective of whether ODE or DDE analysis is applied, the analysis
￿uid population models is more costly as we have to numerically evaluate the time-evolution of a
continuous function as opposed to the evolution of a discrete number of variables. Finally, Piecewise
deterministic Markov-Processes (PDMPs), a variant of Markov ￿uid models where changes in ￿uid
occur deterministically and continually at rates determined by the state of Markovian jump process,
have been used to analyse the behaviour of data gathering in [30] assuming that the amount of packets
is large enough to abstract them as a continuous population.
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3Spatial population models
Key contributions:
Literature review on spatial abstractions in population models and
formalisms Sections 3.1 – 3.4
Classi￿cation model for spatial abstractions Section 3.2
3.1. Introduction
The main di￿erence between spatial models and their non-spatial counterparts is that spatial models are
considered from a local [93], rather than a global angle [e.g. 210, 54, 186] and can thus provide insights
into locally occurring phenomena. When changing from a global to a local view, the complexity of a
model increases and the subsequent analysis becomes more computationally demanding. To illustrate
why, we need to take a look at the type of transitions in spatial population models and how they di￿er
from those in non-spatial models. From a high-level point of view, both types of models feature the
same types of transitions:
Internal transitions that solely depend on an agent’s internal state.
Induced transitions that represent agent state changes due to interactions between agents.
However, in spatial population models, agent position is an inherent feature of an individual agent’s
state. For internal transitions this might imply that certain transitions are enabled in some places but not
in others, e.g. an agent might only be able to recharge its battery in locations where there is su￿cient
sun or wind. Similarly, the distance between agents can now be considered when deciding whether
two agents can interact with one another, e.g. two agents can communicate only when they are within
each other’s radio range. Hence, high-level, spatial population models behave the same way as the
population models discussed in Section 2.3, but now that position is part of an agent’s state, there can be
position-dependent behaviour and distance/position-based conditions on agent interactions. The role of
space in the evolution of spatial population models is nicely illustrated by the perception function in the
Markovian Agent framework [93, 45]. The rest of this chapter will review the use of spatial population
models in the literature, illustrate why it makes sense to treat them as special class of population models
and identify a number of spatial abstractions as well as common analysis techniques. We do not treat
spatial abstractions used in individual-based models, since these are generally the same as for population
models. Furthermore, our focus lies on spatial models that describe the time-evolution of populations
at di￿erent locations, however, for completeness this chapter also reviews studies that concentrate on
inter-population distance-dependent e￿ects.
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3.1.1. Examples
Theoretical ecologists were among the ￿rst scholars that applied spatial population models to study
the e￿ect of spatial proximity on interacting individuals to establish predator-prey, collaboration and
competition relationships [e.g. 53, 153, 69, 28, 161]. In these models new individuals, e.g. plants and
animals, are born within a certain distance from their parents. Some individuals such as plants cannot
move after their birth, whereas others, for instance animals, can. Rate of death, birth, migration and
dispersal of o￿spring generally depend on local population sizes or density. The models help ecologists
understand the evolution of populations, clustering behaviour of di￿erent species, domination and
extinction.
Epidemiology is another ￿eld that pioneered the development of spatial population models. To model
the spread of diseases between geographically separated regions, scientists have investigated the e￿ect
of adding spatial features as an extension to Susceptible-Infected-Recovered (SIR) models [e.g. 17,
190, 130]. These studies look at how and when local populations become exposed to epidemics that
started elsewhere, taking into account di￿erent constraints for the movement of infected and susceptible
individuals. Studies such as [17, 130] for instance, look at the e￿ect of disease spread between cities,
whereas Stefanek et al. [190] consider the spread of infections between adjacent compartments where
individuals in adjacent locations can alert one another of an imminent virus attack.
With the more recent emergence of wireless sensor network (WSN) technology, spatial population
models also started to be applied in the computer network domain. Gribaudo et al. [93] investigate the
energy e￿ciency of di￿erent sleep policies. Massink et al. [145] on the other hand use a population
model to study emerging swarm intelligence between foraging ants/robots, where inter-communication
is used to establish the shortest path between a starting point and a goal area. Bravetti et al. [39] deploy
spatial population models to study more traditional computer networks, analysing the performance of
a mirrored service with geographically distributed populations of servers and user groups. Another
example of spatial population models in the information technology domain are models of security
threat propagation akin to the epidemic SIR models. Nicol, for example, [156], studies the spread of
internet worms between di￿erent IP-sub-nets. Further examples of large, distributed communication
systems can be found in the Gossip communication modelling literature. Chaintreau et al. [50] propose
a model that enables infrastructure planners to investigate the age of information distributed via a
vehicular ad hoc network and validate it against data obtained from GPS traces of taxis in the bay area
near San Francisco [165]. Similarly, Bortolussi et al. [30] study an opportunistic data gathering network
with static, battery powered, ￿nite-bu￿er video devices, whose data is frequently collected by a robot
that moves between cameras. Interestingly, the model consists of an individual whose evolution is
kept track of as well as a continuous population model to capture the evolution of node bu￿ers. Feng
et al. [74] use a similar model to analyse ZebraNet, a crowd-sensing network in which zebras collect
environment data as they move, o￿oading it to base stations they pass by. Gribaudo et al. [94] use
population models to study the quality of network connectivity experienced by users of Wi￿ and LTE
networks during a local arrival burst and Tschaikowski et al. [198] look at local tra￿c loads on base
stations as users with mobile devices move in space.
Aside from these main application areas, there are further examples of high-level, spatial population
models in the literature of crowd movement. In [174, 32] models were used to study the possible causes
of the emerging ￿ash-party behaviour, dubbed “El Botellón”, which describes a phenomenon observed
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in Spanish cities where young people spontaneously form clusters in plazas around bars and restaurants,
causing noise and congestion. Another application in the crowd-movement domain are emergency
egress models, like the one suggested by Massink et al. [146], which approximates the passage-time
to evacuate a building in the event of an emergency. Cerotti et al. further use population models as a
means to analyse natural catastrophes such as forest ￿res [49] and earthquakes [46]. Last but not least,
there is an emerging trend in applying spatial population models to transport planning problems. Vissat
et al. [207] make use of fast evaluation techniques to determine optimal bus schedules in a study on the
Edinburgh bus system, while Reijsbergen et al. [170] describe a macroscopic model of bus movement
using a similar data set.
3.2. Notions of space
Given the abundance of studies investigating the spatio-temporal evolution of population systems in
the modelling literature, it is worth providing an overview of how space can be represented in models.
Generally, we found that most studies consider space as a domain in its own right, as opposed to treating
it as a mere extension to the overall agent state space. It is of course fair to argue that space is one of
the most natural extensions to many models, as spatially-dependent behaviour visibly governs many
processes that we observe in our daily lives. However, while being recognised as important in the same
way that time is, ￿nding the right level of abstraction is harder for space than for time in most population
models, since time is assumed global and deterministic, whereas space is captured as a position of a
particular agent and thus local and probabilistic. As a result, the choice for representing time during
the translation of a conceptual model into a mathematical one is usually more straightforward than
the decision of how to represent space. Ultimately, it can be argued that the choice comes down to
￿nding a balance between model realism in terms of spatial abstraction and model complexity in terms
of state space as well as the cost of analysis. In this section we investigate di￿erent representations of
space in mathematical models from the literature and related concepts such as the degree of spatial
heterogeneity. Section 3.3 looks at the impact of abstractions on the nature of the resulting state space.
Furthermore, we discuss what probability measures and moments can be derived and review suitable
solution methods for di￿erent classes of models.
Having stressed the conceptual di￿culties in representing space and spatial interaction in population
models, we now take a look at common representations of space in an agent’s state space. The aim is to
o￿er a conceptual overview of notions of space a modeller can consider when translating a real-world
process into a mathematical spatial population model.
Continuous space (see Figure 3.1a) is the most natural way of representing agent position. In such
models the location of each agent in the system is simply represented as a real-valued coordinate
vector. Populations can either be viewed from a local perspective, by considering attributes of
individuals in a particular area, or alternatively by studying global attributes of populations that
may depend on population inter-distance.
Discrete grids/la￿ices (see Figure 3.1b) divide a continuous space into a ￿nite number of adjacent
geometries, which ￿ll the available space entirely. Various regular geometries such as rectangular
[e.g. 49, 5] and hexagonal [e.g. 211] grids or curved shapes [e.g. 93] have been proposed, but there
also exists examples of irregular ones [e.g. 146, 74]. We refer to the actual areas separated by the
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grid/lattice lines as cells or patches. Since the exact location of agents within a patch is unknown,
continuous-perception functions must be discretised and de￿ne interaction between patches as
each agent state in a patch represents a population. The advantage of grid models is that the
relationship between the conceptual space and the space implemented in the model remains
obvious. However, the downside of keeping the state space discrete is that a coarse representation
of the captured space, i.e. a representation where the volume of a geometry is large compared to
the interaction radius of the perception function, can cause population behaviour to di￿er vastly
from the dynamics that would be observed in continuous space.
Discrete location graphs (see Figure 3.1c) consist of a number of discrete locations, whose size and
geometry may vary. Populations of agents in di￿erent states are de￿ned per location and the
perception function can be described through weighted edges between locations [82]. Unlike
lattice models, further information is required to establish a relationship between locations and
their absolute position in space, e.g. in order to implement a movement model. The type of model
is appealing as it can help to reduce the state space more aggressively than rigid lattice models,
although lattice models are a subclass of location graph models. Location graphs can also readily
be added as extensions to existing to population model paradigms such as GPEPA [104], Bio-PEPA
[58] and Petri-Nets [14], as the translation from a conceptual location model to these formalisms
is straightforward. Moreover, it can be a very e￿cient representation when space is large and
areas of interest are limited to a small number of key locations.
There are a number of examples for these representations of space in the literature discussed in Section
3.1.1. The theoretical ecology modelling community can roughly be divided into two camps, those who
prefer discrete-lattice approaches [e.g. 53, 69] and those that advocate continuous-space representations
such as [153, 28, 161]. There is also a lively debate within the community about whether discretised or
continuous models are preferable. Recent research appears to favour the continuous approach [e.g. 153,
161], since discretisation of space may lead to oversimpli￿ed notions of population-clustering behaviour,
limits the accuracy with which spatial interaction can be expressed and further appears to make model
￿tting harder [27]. Supporters of discrete-space representations, however, point out that existing analytic
and numerical analysis techniques limit the expressiveness of continuous-space models signi￿cantly
(see Section 3.3). In the epidemiology literature it appears that discrete models are preferred. The
representation varies from lattice models [e.g. 190] to graph-based models [e.g. 17, 130]. Locations often
represent cities and agent migration depends on the available transport links and capacities between
them. Mathematical models for the analysis of spatial telecommunication processes feature all kinds of
spatial representations, for instance continuous-space [e.g. 198] and lattice-based approaches [e.g. 93,
50, 45, 74]. The models discussed in [93, 45] use regular grid topologies, where each patch contains a
number of sensor nodes that can communicate with nodes in other patches whose inter-patch distance
is lower than the transmission radius. Chaintreau et al. [50] use a grid model in a particularly interesting
situation where the coarseness of the grid has to maintain a balance between population sizes per patch
and the loss of precise agent positioning within in order to justify mean-￿eld analysis (see Section 3.3).
Feng [74] uses an irregular grid where each point in a 20 ⇥ 20 km2 area belongs to the patch whose
water hole, the main attraction for zebras, is closest. Examples of graph-based location models can
be found in [e.g. 39, 156, 145, 94]. In [39] locations geographically separate user groups and server
infrastructure, while in [156] the authors interpret locations as IP-sub-nets. Massink et al. [145] use a
discrete location graph, where nodes are way-points on di￿erent routes that exist between a starting
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point and a goal area. Gribaudo et al. [94] use locations to track agent transition between base stations
in a mobile/Wi￿ network and Bortolussi et al. [30] assume that each camera has its own location. Vissat
et al. [207] use a graph model to represent stations in the Edinburgh bus network, whereas Reijsbergen
et al. [170] use irregular grids to dissect streets into sections. For crowd-movement models, both regular
[46, 49] and irregular [146] grids have been used. In addition [174, 32] use a graph model that captures
plazas as locations and connecting streets as edges. Finally, it is worth pointing out the work by Vissat
et al. [207] and Anastasiou et al. [14], which both use location-graph representations, also allow agents
to be in between two locations. We will revisit this idea in Chapter 4 when designing a hybrid spatial
model with discrete as well as continuous agent positions.
(a) Continuous space
(b) Discrete grid/lattice
(c) Discrete location graph
Figure 3.1.: Di￿erent approaches for representing space in agent population models.
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3.3. Analysis of spatial population models
Before looking at available analysis techniques, we would like to ￿rst extend the population model
formalism introduced in Section 2.3 and its stochastic behaviour (see Section 2.4) to re￿ect the addition
of space to the agent state space. With the exception of the Markovian Agent models (MAM) [e.g. 93, 45],
which are strictly speaking PSMP models [75], [174] which is a DTMC and [30, 74] which are PDMPs, all
of the above spatial population models with discrete-space representations can be formulated as PCTMC
models.1 Adding discrete locations to PCTMC models comes down to replicating the non-spatial set of
populations P for each location and extending the set of reactions C by replicating within-patch/within-
location interaction, adding inter-patch/inter-location dynamics described by the spatial perception
function as well as agent movement (see Chapter 4). Moreover, while it is likely that many transition
classes have a regular structure, modellers may still need to specify position-dependent constants [e.g.
48, 49, 146] in order to capture the heterogeneous nature of interaction in space, i.e. the degree to
which agent evolution is a￿ected by position. As PCTMC models are discrete-state models, none of the
continuous-space models can be represented as a PCTMC. However, so long as they are Markovian in
nature, they can be represented as ￿uid Markov models [e.g. 95, 102]. Since we aim for city-scale models,
we focus especially on spatial population models that facilitate the application of e￿cient numerical
￿uid solution and approximation techniques for analysing the time-evolution of population processes.
In the ecology literature we found that authors often assume Poisson-distributed birth and death
processes. Moreover, the majority of papers with continuous-space representations in this research area
focus on the e￿ect of inter-population distance on population size, rather than on population behaviour
at absolute locations. Hence, spatial characteristics in continuous models are either assumed to be
globally homogeneous or to be probabilistically heterogeneous. For large populations this naturally
leads to the application of mean-￿eld analysis using equations similar to the moment equations (see Eq.
(2.27)). To retain spatial features, the evolution of a population is made dependent on the abundance of
other local populations [e.g. 28, 153] leading to ODEs for higher-order spatial moments. It ought to be
noted though that these higher-order moments only describe dependencies between population sizes
with respect to the proximity to other populations, not the joint moments of local population sizes. As
model dynamics often involve pair-wise interactions, this requires the application of so-called spatial
moment closures. Like in the theoretical moment-closure literature, some authors such as Ovaskainen
et al. [161] have investigated ways to overcome the natural bias introduced by many closures. They
suggest perturbation theory as a means to get an unbiased approximation to the moment equations
for long-range perception functions. Aside from mean-￿eld approximations, other papers such as [69]
further review the use of Reaction-Di￿usion equations. Moreover, all papers validate their numerical
results against stochastic simulation traces and ensemble moment statistics.
In the epidemiology literature, the application of moment approximating ODEs, usually closed at ￿rst
order using the independence assumption as well as mean-￿eld ODEs, is most common. Moreover,
due to the nature of the problem, models generally feature highly heterogeneous spatial behaviour.
While some studies such as [190] compare the approximation of transient population-moment estimates
for medium population sizes with moments obtained from stochastic simulation, other articles such
as [17, 130] concentrate solely on steady-state mean-￿eld solutions and their stability. Lachiany et al.
1 Although MAM models are PSMP models, their broadcast communication behaviour could be captured by a PCTMC
model in many instances. However, it is easy to ￿nd realistic examples where this is impractical.
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[130] further combine numerical analysis with simulation to study the e￿ect of random parameters.
Nicol [156] on the other hand suggests a variance preserving hybrid-analysis technique that uses mean
approximating algebraic and numerical solutions for Susceptible-Infected (SI) dynamics when variance is
low and simulation when variance is high. The technique allows the modeller to minimise computation
time for a given maximum error between the computed and the true variance. While Nicol shows that
the approximation reduces the computational cost of the analysis drastically, it has to be pointed out that
it is heavily tailored to the nature of the SI dynamics with large populations, whose variance structure
is high as few individuals are infected, low when infected and susceptible populations are equal and
high once more when the susceptible population becomes small. Despite this limitation, it is one of the
most e￿cient higher-order population-moment analysis technique that we have encountered in the
spatial population modelling literature.
Like in theoretical epidemiology, the analysis of spatial population models of distributed communication
systems comes down to numerical mean-￿eld solutions and mean approximations. In [93, 94] Gribaudo
et al. compute mean-￿eld solutions, with time-inhomogeneous rates in [94] to emulate the e￿ect of
burst arrivals. Bravetti et al. [39] on the other hand assumes smaller population sizes and illustrates
that good ￿rst-order ODE moment approximations can be obtained, despite the fact that the number of
network participants is only about 100 per location. The swarm intelligence dynamics investigated by
Massink et al. [145] show good agreement between simulation and moment ODEs closed at ￿rst order
when populations are large, e.g. greater than 1000 individuals. The model presented by Chaintreau et
al. [50] uses pair-wise communication dynamics and the subsequent ODE-based approximation of the
mean-￿eld message age reward distribution at rush hour for a system with 500 taxis is close to the one
observed in a stochastic simulation based on actual GPS traces. Tschaikowski et al. [198] study the
mean-￿eld behaviour of a moving-agent communication system, as the patch size in a lattice model
becomes in￿nitely small and show that the system of moment approximating ODEs becomes a system
of moment approximating PDEs. In contrast to that, Bortolussi et al. [30] represent their opportunistic
data gathering network as a PDMP, which is subsequently analysed by a hybrid approach involving the
simulation of a CTMC and solving a system of ODEs representing deterministic ￿uid ￿ow between any
two CTMC state transitions. Like Nicol [156] the approach enables the authors to obtain information
about the local means of bu￿er sizes as well as variance information. Feng [74] uses the same technique
as Bortolussi.
For the analysis of the “El Botéllon” phenomenon, Rowe et al. [174] originally formulate a DTMC, for
which they analytically determine a parameter threshold that leads to unstable steady-state behaviour as
the population size tends to in￿nity. Using stochastic simulation they show that this analytic threshold
already applies to small spatial systems with 9 locations and 60 individuals. Bortolussi et al. [30]
express the same problem as a CTMC and evaluate the transient dynamics of the system with moderate
population sizes using moment-approximating ODEs closed at ￿rst order. Interestingly, the results are
quite accurate, despite the fact that the rate function of the PCTMC is exponential in the number of
individuals. Moreover, they investigate the model’s ￿xed-point stability with respect to the “chattiness
parameter”. The emergency egress scenario studied with a PCTMCmodel in [146] makes use of threshold
rates that limit the number of people that can simultaneously move through a door. Surprisingly, despite
limiting the number of individuals in door locations to a small discrete number in this way, the ￿uid
approximation of the mean yields good agreement with simulation means, possibly because of the
relatively short sojourn time of agents in door locations. Moreover, the authors validate the system
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with a realistic discrete event simulation of the egress scenario. The earthquake propagation model
suggested by Cerotti et al. [46] is analysed for its mean-￿eld regime, Vissat et al. [207] and Reijsbergen
et al. [170] assume no interaction between agents in the system, which leads to a closed system of
moment approximating ODEs that capture the moments of the processes exactly.
It is worth noting that despite the application of di￿erent representations of space and the use of
di￿erent mathematical formalisms, most studies rely on ￿rst-order population moment approximations
or mean-￿eld solutions. In fact, only the hybrid system studies [156, 30, 74] actually estimate the
time-dependent variance of local populations. Although higher-order moment approximations for
general population models [104] are feasible when populations are reasonably large [e.g. 185] and the
number of locations is small, these techniques seem to be rarely used in the spatial modelling community.
One reason for this might be that communication dynamics like broadcast [93] or threshold dynamics
such as in the movement model described in [146], cause signi￿cant errors in the higher-order moment
approximation. Another issue is the fact that for models which feature a larger number of locations
or even continuous space, higher-order analysis in spatially heterogeneous systems quickly becomes
expensive as the number of equations increases quadratically in the number of populations. When
such detail is not needed, higher-order moments can be determined through state-reducing simplifying
assumptions based on spatial transition rate and perception function homogeneity [172, 199]. The lack
of second- and higher-order moment analysis in the literature suggests that such statistics are genuinely
hard to obtain for large, heterogeneous, spatial population processes. For the case studies in this thesis
overcome this issue by making suitable deterministic and independence assumptions in order to simplify
the problem.
3.4. Spatial modelling formalisms
In the past many of the modelling formalisms mentioned in Sections 2.2 and 2.4.7 have also been
considered for spatial modelling scenarios. Spatial Stochastic automata [e.g. 70] models for instance,
which are commonly analysed using discrete event simulation techniques, were among the ￿rst modelling
tools used to study spatial processes. However, as the example in [14] shows, Petri nets are also an
excellent choice for representing graph location models, especially when o￿ering di￿erent views on the
system by having a high-level Petri net where places refer to actual physical locations. An early idea for
a spatial version of the PEPA process algebra was its extension to PEPANets [88], which is essentially a
Petri net formalism where individual tokens are PEPA processes. Later, a much simpler spatial extension
to PEPA [83] featured a location pre￿x to add a notion of space to the description of processes.
The above extensions all provide basic capabilities to represent spatially heterogeneous features of
systems in models, however, none of the papers truly considers the appropriateness of certain represent-
ations with regards to the level of realism that could be derived in the subsequent model analysis. One of
the ￿rst papers in the formal modelling literature that touches on this point is the one by Ciocchetta et
al. [59] where the authors present a spatial extension to the BioPEPA language, akin to the spatial PEPA
extension proposed in [83]. While the extension itself is straightforward, the authors illustrate that
the main challenge is to provide a modelling formalism that strikes a balance between model analysis
cost and realism with regards to the size of the volume that individuals interact in, the size of the
population inside the volume and the nature and the radius of the perception function that governs
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intra- and inter-population interactions. Another example inspired by applications from the ￿eld of
systems biology is the work by Versari et al. [202], who use an adaptation of stochastic   -calculus to
study biological systems with varying volume/location sizes, although such extensions appear to limit
the analysis to stochastic simulation.
One of the ￿rst population formalisms for large spatial communication networks was presented by
Gribaudo in [93]. Markovian Agent Models (MAMs) describe the evolution of single agents as partially
de￿ned CTMCs, where some transitions only occur due to interaction with other agents in the form of a
broadcast message exchange. Given the de￿nition of a Markovian Agent, a MAM further requires a
notion of space and the de￿nition of a perception function. In the model, the perception function is
interpreted as a broadcast message exchange between agents. Any agent can send a broadcast message
while sojourning in a particular state or as part of making a state transition. Other agents in the vicinity
of the broadcasting agent receive the message with some probability provided they are listening for it. In
their paper on the PALOMA stochastic process algebra for discrete-space MAMs, Feng et al. [75] show
that the communication dynamics can be captured by a PSMP. Our own attempt to formalise MAMs
as PCTMCs using the Markovian Agent spatial stochastic algebra (MASSPA) [2] forced us to change
the communication dynamics from broadcast to unicast. While it is generally possible to represent
discrete-space MAMs with ￿xed population sizes as PCTMC models, the broadcast nature causes the
number of classes in the reaction class set C to grow with the number of agents n in the system as
every single message can theoretically reach up n   1 agents, depending on the range of the perception
function. As a result, for static WSNs with moderate neighbourhood sizes of 4   8 wireless sensor
nodes, any numerical higher-order moment approximation would be highly inaccurate, not to mention
extremely costly due to the emerging highly non-linear reaction rates (see Section 5.5). While a coarse
grid could decrease the number of populations drastically and thereby reduce the ODE-analysis cost,
such a representation of space does not allow for a precise representation of the perception function.
The discussion shows that the stochastic e￿ects of broadcast communication in population models are
rather hard to analyse, as their potential for causing multiple, simultaneous agent-state changes leads to
complex dependencies.
3.5. Conclusions
In this chapter we reviewed the application of high-level spatial stochastic population models in the
literature. Our discussion emphasises that there is no single best way to capture the notion of space.
Instead, the choice of spatial representation is largely governed by the challenge of ￿nding an appropriate
level of abstraction to maintain the right balance between the accuracy of the perception function and
the e￿ciency of the analysis. Often this comes down to the question as to whether the modeller
tries to describe the evolution of the system in terms of microscopic behaviour, e.g. continuous-space
representations with highly accurate perception functions or if a macroscopic view of spatial interaction
is possible, e.g. aggressive discretisation of space and perception function. Whenever the relationship
between space and perception function is obscured, stochastic simulation or experimentation should be
used as a ￿rst tool to investigate the impact of spatial abstraction on the accuracy of the population
model. Furthermore, it is advisable to consider the following key points prior to choosing a mathematical
representation for a process:
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1. Nature of agent interaction and perception function
2. Area to be modelled and spatial features to be kept
3. Distribution of agents in space
4. Level of realism required
5. Available computational resources
Despite the di￿culty of deciding on the right level of spatial abstraction, the variety of multi-disciplinary
examples of high-level, spatial population model applications highlights the potential of this modelling
paradigm. Yet, for large models, the analysis methods of choice have largely been numerical population-
mean approximations and mean-￿eld analysis, which underlines the need to develop models that also
facilitate numerical second-order population-moment analysis. Given the apparent limitations of purely
numerical solution techniques, it seems that some form of hybrid analysis is more likely to live up
to this challenge if the dependency on simulation techniques is seeked to be reduced. Aside from
choosing an appropriate analysis method, our case studies in Chapters 6 and 7 illustrate that hybrid-
space representations such as in [14, 207], where the authors use discrete locations and continuous
paths connecting them, also help to address this challenge.
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4Mobility in spatial models
Key contributions:
Literature review on mobility models Sections 4.1 – 4.3
Classi￿cation model for mobility dynamics used in population models Section 4.3
Development of a hybrid-simulation technique for a class of IPCTMC
models Section 4.4
Modelling and analysis techniques for passage-time-respecting mobility
dynamics in large-scale population models with focus on opportunistic
networks Section 4.5
4.1. Introduction
Mobility lies at the heart of many studies discussed in Chapter 3. However, given the general complexity
of modelling movement and migration dynamics, we believe that it is necessary to dedicate a separate
chapter to mobility modelling techniques for spatial population models. In the previous chapter we
stressed the importance of ￿nding the right level of abstraction when studying spatial features of a
process. Naturally, this extends to the study of agent mobility. Microscopic movement models try to
explain locally and globally observed patterns of agent mobility through models in which movement is
highly a￿ected by the presence of other agents in their immediate vicinity. As a consequence, these
models are generally hard to parameterise and costly to evaluate. At the other end of the scale we ￿nd
macroscopic movement models, which may, for instance, abstract agent location, discard information
about the travelling history of agents and simplify agent interactions that in￿uence movement. Like
the choice of spatial abstraction for a given process, suitable mobility representations depend on the
study that is to be carried out. Modellers should always assess the impact of a particular movement
model abstraction on the resulting model dynamics and balance this against the cost of analysis. For
mobility models this decision may be even trickier than the choice of spatial representation, largely
because of the fact that di￿erent movement dynamics depend on their application context, e.g. vehicular
transport networks [e.g. 76, 48], crowds [e.g. 147, 164] or molecules between cells [e.g. 59, 64], which in
some cases cannot even be fully explained even when resorting to the most detailed microscopic models.
Furthermore, mobility models are often required in the analysis of systems where mobility is not the
main concern, but rather a means to study other features of a spatial process. Such challenges arise,
for instance, in the performance analysis literature, where network experts look at connectivity and
throughput in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) [e.g. 84, 50]. In this chapter we review applications
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of mobility models for spatial population processes, with a particular focus on studies of city-scale
opportunistic networks.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. As in Chapter 3, we begin by looking at a number
of examples of spatial models in the literature. Many of the works on spatial population models have
already been mentioned in Section 3.1.1, this time, however, we focus on the movement dynamics
described in the papers. Moreover, we do not limit ourselves to studies that could easily be represented
by spatial population models suitable for e￿cient analysis techniques, but further consider low-level,
microscopic movement models that can only be analysed using simulation techniques. Later, this will
enable us to discuss the appropriateness of certain macroscopic abstractions of movement in spatial
population models. Drawing from modelling techniques found in the literature, Section 4.3 looks at
general movement modelling techniques for di￿erent spatial population models and investigates their
advantages and caveats. The movement model deployed in the case study presented in Chapter 6,
for instance, will be treated here. Section 4.4 introduces a class of hybrid-simulation analysable
IPCTMCs, a class of population models that is suitable for processes with partially modal, stochastic
behaviour that does not depend on the evolution of the population process. Applications of models
that fall into this category are an important contribution of our thesis. In the context of mobility
the contribution is vital for the analysis of mobility in opportunistic networks. Such techniques are
developed Section 4.5 and form the basis of the case study in Chapter 7.
4.2. Examples
4.2.1. Vehicular tra￿ic
Some of the earliest mobility models were developed by the tra￿c and transport operations research
community to investigate phenomena such as congestion [e.g. 89, 213], road safety [e.g. 135] or the
e￿ect of ramp metering and toll systems [e.g. 218]. In most of these works, models are being created in
an attempt to explain the emergence of so-called stop-go waves and to analyse the impact of policies on
tra￿c ￿ow. In [89, 135, 213], the authors use di￿erent kinds of microscopic car-following models for
realistic city or freeway networks, where the movement of trailing cars is a￿ected by the behaviour of
drivers ahead of them, which may randomly accelerate, break or simply slow down. Moreover, the e￿ect
of tra￿c control systems such as stop signs and tra￿c lights is considered. Due to the complexity of
the resulting models, the only feasible analysis method is stochastic simulation analysis. Alternatively,
approximate dynamic systems expressed as ODEs, PDEs and DDEs have also been used, but these do
not capture stochastic features of the processes. Wilson et al. [213] nicely describe the challenge of
capturing the dynamics of road tra￿c, by pointing out, that after decades of research the community
is still divided about which paradigms capture di￿erent tra￿c scenarios best. Aside from microscopic
car-following approaches, alternative models such as queueing-based tra￿c models [e.g. 218] have been
considered, though they appear to be less popular in the literature. Another recent approach by Cerotti
et al. [48] was to model car movement using the Markovian Agent framework. In their model cars are
assumed to move through single lane tunnel where no overtaking is possible. If there is no car in sight,
each driver tries to accelerate to the maximum allowed speed, however, as soon as a leading car becomes
visible and falls below a safety distance, trailing drivers will reduce their speed immediately. While
this model is rather detailed, the authors show that it is suitable for mean-approximating ￿uid-analysis
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techniques. Higher-order moment approximation using ODEs (see Eq. (2.27)) or PDEs, which could
be used to bound the crash probability at certain locations in the tunnel, is not feasible due to the
continuous nature of agent states and the complexity of the dynamics that govern visual sightings of
leading vehicles. More macroscopic movement models have been discussed in the population modelling
literature by Reijsbergen et al. [170] and Vissat et al. [207]. Reijsbergen et al. dissect roads into a
discrete number of adjacent, irregularly sized patches and use phase-type distributions to describe the
sojourn-time of agents in a particular patch. While they show that phase-type distributions can be
￿tted rather well to patch sojourn-time distributions observed from GPS traces of busses, they do not
validate that the resulting overall sojourn-time distributions from the start of a route to the end also
resemble the ones obtained from actual traces. Moreover, important dynamics such as delays incurred
through tra￿c lights or by people boarding the bus, are only implicitly captured due to lack of available
data. Vissat et al. [207] on the other hand use a more macroscopic mobility model, based on the same
idea that we present in Chapter 6, which avoids the problem of Reijsbergen’s model by using a more
coarse-grained movement model, where phase-type distributions are used to describe the delay that a
bus incurs when moving from one stop to the next. Although this approach provides a fairly accurate
macroscopic mobility abstraction for population models, it only works well so long as the observed time
interval exhibits time-homogeneity and if no knowledge regarding the exact position of agents between
bus stops is required (cf. Section 4.5).
4.2.2. Crowd mobility
Similar to the ￿eld of tra￿c modelling, there also exist a large number of studies that are concerned
with crowd-mobility dynamics, which are of general interest in city-planning activities and for risk
assessment in emergency-egress scenarios [e.g. 164, 147]. Pelechano et al. [164] review a number of
approaches that have been suggested in the literature. The most complex microscopic models attempt
to take into account everything from accurate spatial representations and speed models to aspects such
as injuries and psychological factors. However, models like the one proposed by Massink et al. [147]
show that moderately complex spatial population models can provide good approximations to the egress
timings observed in microscopic studies. The bene￿t of such macroscopic models is that they have the
potential to reduce the amount of expensive simulation that is required, by giving an indication whether
a certain parameter setup is likely to breach evacuation-time limits. Another example of crowd mobility
in the spatial population literature is the study on “El Botellón” [e.g. 174, 32]. Here, movement of people
is random, in the sense that agents have a probabilistic choice of which direction to take upon leaving a
town square. While the inter-square movement model is rather abstract, the actual focus is on what
prevents individuals from leaving a square. The authors show that the phenomenon of congestion in
certain town squares can be explained by making the sojourn-time of individuals dependent on the
general attraction of a square as well as on the number of people at the square and a “chattiness” factor
that loosely describes an individual’s chance of meeting someone they know and would like to talk to.
The abstract nature of this mobility model allows ￿xed-point stability analysis in terms of the “chattiness”
factor for the limiting process, which is then shown to also provide an accurate proxy for the stability of
models with low population sizes. The model is particularly interesting as for this study it is hard to see
how a more detailed, microscopic, inter-square movement model with low-level social dynamics could
bene￿t the analysis.
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4.2.3. Mobility in wireless ad hoc networks
The development of Mobile ad hoc network (MANET) [e.g. 84] and vehicular ad hoc network
(VANET) [e.g. 101] applications as part of the emerging ￿eld of smart-city technology and the internet
of things [e.g. 98, 43] has lead to an interesting debate about the role of mobility in the analysis of
opportunistic-network protocol performance. MANETs are wireless networks, which consist of a large
number of mobile network participants, e.g. cars, pedestrians or animals that are equipped with small
embedded computers and short-range transceiver radios. The emerging networks, which are designed
to collect and disseminate information via multi-hop routes, can help to reduce transmission cost or
provide connectivity where communication infrastructure is not abundant, slow or defective. Since
mobility leads to constantly changing network topologies, researchers have been looking at new ways
to analyse protocol performance with regards to hop-distance, reliability, clustering, coverage, latency
and throughput. It is not surprising that incorrect assumptions with respect to movement can lead to
vastly di￿erent protocol recommendations [76, 206]. Moreover, while MANETs capture any type of
mobile ad hoc wireless network, the movement of individuals in VANETs is usually restricted, say by
road layout or tra￿c rules, which in turn requires bespoke mobility models.
Many early studies on MANET protocol performance used random way-point (RWP) models as an
abstraction for mobility patterns. In such models agents move from one location to another at a constant
speed sampled from a uniform distribution, halt for a random amount of time and continue. However,
[20, 76] show that such simpli￿ed mobility models are not suitable for the evaluation of low-level VANET
protocol performance. In VANET research, most studies favour microscopic car-following or intelligent
driver models [76] that are only tractable through simulation analysis. Examples of analytically and
numerically tractable models are still rare in this application area, which inspired us to develop the
model discussed in Chapter 7 to illustrate that high-level models can capture realistic road layouts.
While it is possible to embed highly local agent interaction in models such as in [45], the resulting model
would at best be suitable for numerical population-mean approximation or mean-￿eld analysis, thus
providing limited insight about the stochastic nature of the system unless the number of individuals can
be assumed to be large, whereas our model in Chapter 7 does not have this restriction.
There are many examples of mobility models for MANETs and VANETs in the spatial population
modelling community [e.g. 50, 74, 30, 94, 198], where the authors use mobility models to analyse
high-level performance characteristics of large-scale opportunistic networks. We consider studies as
high-level whenever low-level details such as wireless communication protocol details are abstracted
for the sake of e￿cient macroscopic system analysis. For example, Chaintreau et al. [50] investigate
the speed and coverage of message distribution via a VANET network formed between taxis in the bay
area around San Francisco. Their movement model describes the general ￿ow of taxis from one patch
in a lattice model to the next, where patch sojourn times are independently, exponentially distributed
for every taxi, with rates ￿tted to match tra￿c patterns observed from GPS trace data for a speci￿c
time interval. Communication is assumed to be pairwise and modelled using non-linear mass action
kinetics. From a movement perspective this is rather abstract since the position of individuals as well as
their route history is ignored by the model. However, while the movement model is not realistic, the
distribution of the age of data in local areas is surprisingly accurate when compared to results from a
realistic simulation where agents move along the actual observed GPS traces and only communicate
when there are physically within each other’s radio range. While the model obviously cannot be used to
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analyse low-level protocol performance characteristics needed for tuning purposes such as interference
reduction or energy e￿ciency, it gives valuable insights regarding the high-level performance of VANETs
for city-scale applications, while requiring only a fraction of the computational cost that microscopic
simulations would incur. The authors suggest that such models could be used by infrastructure planners
to perform global optimisation to ￿nd out where to best place base stations. Other application areas
of spatial population models for network models with mobility are investigated by Gribaudo et al.
[94] and Tschaikowski et al. [198]. The papers study the communication tra￿c for base stations in
Wi￿ and 3G/LTE networks as moving pedestrians switch between base stations. Gribaudo assumes a
graph model where locations of agents are identi￿ed according to the base stations they are closest to,
while Tschaikowski looks at agents moving in continuous space. As Chaintreau’s work, both studies
assume exponentially distributed sojourn times at locations, although these become in￿nitesimally
small in Tschaikowski’s model. Moreover, Gribaudo uses time-inhomogeneous rates to study network
performance in response to bursts in local demand. All three models, however, only facilitate mean-￿eld
and ￿rst-order moment analysis. Feng, et al. [74], however, show that second-order moment analysis is
possible in their study of ZebraNet, a MANET where wireless sensor nodes are attached to zebras which
collect environment as well as movement data and transmit it to one of several base stations whenever
they pass by. While patch geometries are irregular, the movement model remains similar to the one
used in the other papers, although the sojourn-time of a zebra is dependent on the number of zebras in a
given patch. Their model is described as a stochastic HYPE model, a formalism for PDMPs. The hybrid
nature of PDMPs, i.e. deterministic ￿ows that are changed according to stochastic events, facilitates
e￿cient simulation analysis for ￿rst- and higher-order ￿uid moments, the continuous equivalent of
population counts. Bortolussi et al. [30] describe a similar MANET using HYPE, though theirs assumes
that a number of data-collecting robots move between static sensors and an upload location to download
and transfer locally sampled data.
Although all of the population-model-based studies on MANET and VANET processes that we discussed
in the previous paragraphs provide suitable levels of abstraction for their respective underlying mobility
patterns, it is worth noting that the movement models are all rather primitive. This prohibits the
application of the models to MANETs and VANETs where populations are not large with respect to the
area spanned by patches and the radio range of transceivers. In Section 4.5 we address this by applying
a novel mobility model for spatial population models that is hybrid-simulation analysable (see Section
4.4) and can be ￿tted to realistic road networks rather easily (see Chapter 7).
4.2.4. Miscellaneous
Theoretical ecology is another research area in which mobility models play an important role. Marine
food chains like those in [167, 178] for example, use Lagrangian ensemble (LE) models [214], which
combine a advection model for the vertical movement of individual plankters with deterministic di￿eren-
tial equations to represent the bio-chemical processes within the organism. Accurate stochastic models
of plankton movement are important, as various factors such as the temperature, the abundance of
light, nutrients and predators, which in￿uence the bio-chemical processes and the life-cycle of plankters,
hugely depend on the depth at which organism resides. Interestingly, while the ￿nal measures of interest
are moments of the concentration distribution of species at di￿erent levels of depth, it has been shown
that these are best when computed from ensemble statistics, as population model abstractions often do
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not faithfully capture the movement of individuals. Finally, there are some applications of population
models in the area of natural disaster modelling by Cerotti et al. [46, 49], who use mobility models
with terrain-speci￿c propagation restrictions. In the earthquake model [46] messages, symbolising
the shock-wave, move away from the epicentre and their local progress is a￿ected by the excitement
of surrounding areas as well as the geographical properties of the local terrain. Similarly, in [49] the
propagation of ￿re is dependent on the amount of ￿ammable material in the local area and the direction
as well as the strength of the wind. Like other Markovian agent studies, these models only facilitate
stochastic simulation and ODE-based ￿rst-order moment approximation as well as mean-￿eld analysis.
4.3. Mobility concepts in population models
The examples illustrate the variety of spatial processes that require movement models and also highlights
that there are many subtly di￿erent abstractions for movement in macroscopic spatial population models.
In this section we look at the most general features of movement models that we have seen in the
literature in order to provide a means to classify models accordingly. As part of the discussion we will
also put mobility models into the context of spatial state representations in population models (see
Section 3.2). Conceptually, it is easiest to think of mobility models as location graph like the ones
shown in Figure 4.1, which are akin to the graph models in Figure 3.1c, the di￿erence being that directed
edges now represent the possibility of agent movement between two locations. The “?” symbolise the
dynamics which in￿uence the time individuals take to move between locations. Grid/lattice models
can be interpreted as graph models with vanishing path delays and continuous-space models can be
thought of as grid/lattice movement models where the area of locations becomes in￿nitesimally small
[198]. In the following we will classify the mobility models of selected studies from Section 4.2 based on
di￿erences in their underlying location graph mobility representation.
A
B
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D
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?
?
?
?
?
?
?
(a) In￿nitely many traces/routes.
Orig
B
C
D
Dest
?
?
?
?
?
?
(b) Finitely many traces/routes.
Figure 4.1.: Two examples of location graph mobility models consisting of locations and directed paths.
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4.3.1. Exact position
A crucial aspect of mobility models is whether they keep track of the actual position of an agent or not.
In particular, we believe it is useful to group mobility models according to whether they keep track of
agent position at locations and on paths with high accuracy. As discussed in Section 3.2, the exact
position is always available for spatial population models with continuous-space representations such as
in [48, 198]. For location graph and grid/lattice models, the distinction is harder and depends largely on
the size of locations with respect to the range of the perception function and the movement dynamics.
For instance the models in [14, 30, 207, 144] capture the position of agents accurately at locations, but
obscure the position during the transit from one location to another. Similarly, models such as those in
[50, 48] with regular, coarse grids never allow us to determine the exact position of an agent, whereas
models like [170, 147] that have irregular grids may accurately capture agent position in some patches.
As in [207, 14] the mobility model from Chapter 6 uses phase-type states to capture path delays. In
Section 4.5, this is shown to have the e￿ect that the position of agent populations can only be known
for agents at locations, but not for agents in transit.
4.3.2. Direction
Another feature of mobility models is whether movement is transient or directional towards sink
locations or if movement is recurrent. In mobility models with inherent sink locations, the location
graph is as in Figure 4.1b, while in Figure 4.1a agents do not migrate towards a particular destination.
Naturally, it is also thinkable to have models with a recurrent path and a sink, in which case the number
of possible traces is technically in￿nite though probabilistically bounded. The studies in [50, 74, 198] do
not use sinks that agents are migrating towards. This facilitates the use of transient- and steady-state
analysis. The models in [174, 32, 144] also fall in the same category, but often have multiple ￿xed-point
solutions and hence require stability analysis. In models with sink locations such as [48, 147, 207],
agents are usually assumed to start in a particular location and ￿nish their journey upon reaching their
destination. In these models, transient- and passage-time distributions are of common interest. Finally,
the models described in [46, 49] feature movement of ￿re and shock-waves whose propagation is limited
to locations that have not previously been visited. Moreover, the eventual death of agents can also be
interpreted as a sink location.
4.3.3. Agent delay
A further discriminating factor is the type of delay that agents incur before making the next move as
well as any delay to cover the physical path distance. The location delay corresponds to the time spent
in any of the locations shown in Figure 4.1, whereas the movement delay is the one that describes the “?”
along each directed edge. To classify these, we will distinguish between mobility models with complex
sojourn-time delays that represent sojourn times which are a￿ected by the presence of other agents
and models where agents are subjected to path delays as opposed to instantaneously jumping from
one location to another. Most models feature complex sojourn-time distributions at locations, only those
in [50, 198, 207] and our case studies do not. At the same time, many mobility models do not explicitly
capture path delays, while those in [14, 207] as well as our own models in Chapters 6 and 7 do. While
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the model in Chapter 7 uses non-Markovian, deterministic delays, the other models feature phase-type
distributed path delays. Instead of using phase-type delays it is also conceivable to represent the delay as
a discrete distribution (see Figure 4.2b) or a generally-timed distribution, which would of course imply
that the resulting processes are PSMPs rather than PCTMCs.
4.3.4. Routing
Finally, it is also important to distinguish between the freedom of movement that individuals have.
Broadly speaking, an agent could either follow a deterministic sequence of locations, i.e. a route; have
the ability to make probabilistic choices according to its position and state; or simply make random
movements. In [48] agents move on a route through a tunnel from which they cannot deviate. Similarly,
in [170, 207] as well as in Chapters 6 and 7, agents cannot choose which sequence of locations they take.
In [14, 46, 49, 147, 144] on the other hand, the choice of where to go next is occasionally deterministic
and sometimes probabilistic depending on the global system state and the state of the agent itself. For
all other models we looked at, movement is more or less random with any reachable location being as
likely as the next.
4.3.5. Classification of mobility in spatial population models
Table 4.1 shows our classi￿cation for di￿erent mobility models in the spatial population modelling
literature. A • symbolises membership to the certain class de￿ned by the column header and absence
implies membership to its dual unless stated otherwise. The ￿rst two class columns below Exact
position refer to the classes discussed in Section 4.3.1, the one under Direction to Section 4.3.2, the
two columns below Agent delay to Section 4.3.3 and the three columns below Routing to Section 4.3.4.
Note that the last three columns below Routing are categorical. While Chapter 6 is another example for
the use of models akin to the one described in [207], Chapter 7 di￿ers from all other models reviewed in
this chapter as it features both path delays as well as accurate positioning of agents on paths.
4.4. Hybrid-simulation analysable IPCTMC models
During our research on mobility in population processes, we often encountered modal behaviour that
had a profound impact on the evolution of populations, for instance a tra￿c light that switches from
green to red, thus stopping a number of vehicles. Later we found that at a macroscopic level, other
important features could be modelled in this manner, for instance one can split the WSN routing logic
in Section 5.6 from the actual transmission process, so long as it is reasonable to assume that the latter
does not in￿uence the former. In this section we show that such processes can be abstracted by a class
of population models that is amenable to a hybrid-simulation technique, which we introduce at this
point, prior to its ￿rst application in Section 4.5.
Let us assume we have an IPCTMC or IDPCTMC as described in Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. So long
as the time-dependent rates are deterministic for all t , we can use numerical methods to calculate or
approximate population moments. However, when dealing with modal behaviour such as with a tra￿c
light, it does not make sense to think of all rates in the time-inhomogeneous process as deterministic. A
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rate that symbolises whether a tra￿c light is on or o￿ is likely to be governed by a random process,
for instance pedestrians pressing the button before crossing the street. As time-inhomogeneous rate
parameters, i.e. the variables that do not represent population counts, become random, we can no longer
obtain the moments of the process through simple integration of a system of di￿erential equations.
However, if the random parameters change independently from the population process, we can use the
hybrid-simulation technique shown in Algorithm 4.1.
Algorithm 4.1: Hybrid simulation for I(D)PCTMCs with stochastic rate parameters.
1 scheduleMoments List[numPops][numTimePoints];
2 while numSchedules   > 0 do
3 schedule sampleSchedule();
4 scheduleMoments.add(movementModelSol(schedule));
5 return modelMoments(scheduleMoments);
The hybrid simulation algorithm simply repeats the normal I(D)PCTMC analysis (see l.4 in Algorithm
4.1) for numSchedules of rate schedules (see l.3 in Algorithm 4.1), each of which represents a sample
time-evolution of the random rate parameters. This is possible if the random process governing the rate
parameters is independent from the time-inhomogeneous population process. Themoments of the overall
process can then be computed by applying the law of total expectation (see l.5 in Algorithm 4.1), since
all rate schedules constitute mutually independent samples. If a numerical method is used to obtain the
moments in l.4 in Algorithm 4.1 this can be described as actual hybrid-simulation analysis, whereas
when the movement model is simulated, this method is equivalent to a full stochastic simulation. Of
course, hybrid-simulation analysis is most desirable when numerical methods outperform simulation
techniques, for instance when populations become large. However, even in situations where the
population simulation outperforms numerical methods, representing models in this fashion is still
useful from a high-level modelling point of view, as it allows modellers to focus on the most crucial
interactions between individuals in the model, showing that all other e￿ects can be explained via latent
rate parameters.
The development of the these models was inspired by the PDMPs discussed in Bortolussi’s work on HYPE
[30]. Unlike the deterministic evolution of a ￿uid Markov model with state-dependent deterministic ￿uid
exchange, however, the evolution of the IPCTMC is stochastic. This means that for every simulation run
of the hybrid-simulation analysis we record the time-evolution of all moments of the IPCTMC using an
ODE moment-approximation. The downside of these models is that the time-inhomogeneous random
parameters cannot depend on population levels.
4.5. Spatial population models for mobile opportunistic networks
Existing mobility abstractions for spatial population models of city-scale, opportunistic networks only
make use of the simplest forms of mobility models with pair-wise communication, asserting that agents
within a large area can communicate with one another and that the location of agents can change
radically in a single transition rather than gradually as it would in reality [e.g. 50, 74]. When populations
are large compared to the assumed radio range and area of interest, this appears to be a legitimate
abstraction. However, for many MANET and VANET applications this assumption does not hold. Hence,
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we propose an alternative movement model that is well-suited for the analysis of high-level opportunistic
network performance in non-congesting, city-scale mobility models even when the number of agents is
small and the transport network topology has to be modelled accurately. Examples of such scenarios are
models that investigate the performance of opportunistic networks formed by pedestrians or bicycles
in cities. By non-congesting we mean transport modes where overtaking is always possible and no
strict queueing behaviour can be observed when tra￿c becomes more dense or when tra￿c ￿ow is
temporarily interrupted, say at a tra￿c light. In Chapter 7 we build a crowd-sensing communication
model for protocol testing on top of the mobility model discussed here.
In the VANET protocol performance analysis literature, analytic models such as the one in [206] require
signi￿cant simpli￿cation assumptions such as homogeneous speed and Manhattan style road layouts,
which despite giving good approximations in some cases, do not work well for the analysis of mobility
and communication in cities with less regular road layouts. On the other hand, simple extensions
to random way-point models, such as constant movement with stops at intersections, can give good
approximations to realistic vehicle movement in many cases [76]. In particular the constant, possibly
time-dependent speed assumption makes sense when tra￿c and hence vehicle interactions are low or
when looking at non-congesting transport modes. Furthermore, Viriyasitavat et al. [206] use comparisons
with microscopic simulation models to show that the constant-vehicle-speed assumption is a decent
macroscopic abstraction. In the following we will thus develop a mobility model for spatial population
models using this simpli￿cation.
A model in which agents move independently at constant speed between two locations, could de￿ne the
“?” in Figure 4.1 in two di￿erent ways. Figure 4.2a visualises the phase-type distributed inter-location
delay approach featured in [207] and Chapter 6. Alternatively, we could discretise Figure 4.2a using a
representation such as in Figure 4.2b. Note that the interpretation of agents travelling at constant speed
is possible for both models as it only a￿ects the model’s interpretation of the perception function and
position-dependent population measures.
If multiple directed paths exist between two locations, we can compute the overall marginal passage-time
distribution for any ordered pair of locations. An example of such a passage-time-delay distribution is the
one used to model the delay from departure clusters to the arrival area in Chapter 6. However, as di￿erent
paths have di￿erent lengths, marginal passage-time distributions obscure the relationship between time
spent between two locations and the agent-speed distribution, making it harder to describe an agent’s
intra-path position probabilistically given the constant-speed assertion. This matters greatly when
analysing the network performance of MANETs and VANETs. As agent interaction and communication
occur at and between locations, we need to make sure to encode su￿cient information in the agent state
to be able to capture agent-population counts for any area in space, which is not possible if passage-time
distributions are marginalised. Thus, if we require information about intra-path positioning of agents,
we have to use a delay distribution for every physical path in the underlying spatial process we attempt
to describe. Furthermore, the length and the geometry of each physical path needs to be known. If
the resulting path delay was modelled using the phase-type distribution under the constant-speed
assumption, then we can calculate the probability of a single agent in state Phb,n having covered p to q
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(b) Discrete-delay path model as a DPCTMC.
Figure 4.2.: Population models for realistically-timed movement of independently-moving agents on a single path. In the
discrete-path-delay distribution   is a large constant s.t. probabilistic choice adds an insigni￿cant delay andP
pi = 1. Dashed transitions represent exponential sojourn-times, with PCTMC reaction rates as shown.
metres on an l metres long path as follows
P(between p and q | Phb,n ) =
Z 1
0
Z 1
d
1n p
l  t dt  ql
o · P(Phb,n (t   d ) | pt = t ) · fpt (t ) t d
=
Z 1
0
Z t
0
1n p
l  t dt  ql
o · P(Phb,n (t   d ) | pt = t ) · fpt (t ) d t (4.1)
where P(Phb,n (t   d ) | pt = t ) is the probability of being in state Phb,n after being on the path for t   d
seconds given that the total path passage-time is t time units. Although the passage-time is known,
because we know the speed of the agent and the path length, we still miss information about when
the agent entered the path, as this information is not kept in a Markovian model, thus leaving the
inner integral in Eq. (4.1). In other words, the Markovian phase-type delay model is not very useful
when trying to determine the physical position of an agent under the assumption of constant-speed
movement, since being in a particular state of the phase-type distribution provides a limited amount of
information about the position of an agent. On the other hand, if agents move at constant speed on
a path of known length, it is fairly easy to determine an agent’s exact position when modelling path
delays using discrete-delay distributions (see Figure 4.2b), since time spent on a path by an agent is
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Figure 4.3.: DPCTMC (see Section 2.4.2) birth andmovementmodel for agent of class (r1, sg), with originOrig1, destination
Dest1 and delay nodes Del1⇤ (cf. Eq. (4.3)).
part of the DPCTMC (see Section 2.4.2) state space, which keeps track of deterministic clocks. This
enables us to use continuous-space perception functions to describe any local communication dynamics.
Despite its non-Markovian nature, the DPCTMC model can be analysed rather e￿ciently as it only
has consuming reactions (see Section 2.4.2). The system of delay di￿erential equations for the exact
time-evolution of population means in Figure 4.2b is
 E[NA(t )]
 t
=    · E[NA(t )]
 E[NB (t )]
 t
=
nX
i=1
  · pi · E[NA(t   di )] (4.2)
4.5.1. Fi￿ing a city-scale mobility model with accurate topology
With this general model in mind, we discuss a particular method for ￿tting delay-only models to non-
congesting mobile processes. In Figure 4.2b we assumed that agents going from A to B experience a
certain discretely-distributed delay. However, when agents travel on a route with multiple intermediate
locations, such as in [170], this prevents us from modelling the fact that some agents travel a particular
route faster than others, because the agent state does not capture previous speeds. Hence, when
presented with passage-time distribution data for a route with multiple intermediate locations, e.g.
Orig B Dest in Figure 4.1b, it might instead be easier to create agent classes with di￿erent ￿xed speeds
and birth rates for each route, such that the overall passage-time distribution of a route is preserved.
Figure 4.3 shows the transition model for such an agent. As in Section 4.3.4 a route is a speci￿c path
connecting two locations and consists of segments, delay and non-delay nodes (not shown in Figure
4.3). On a segment connecting two nodes, agents move at a constant speed de￿ned by their speed group.
While nodes generally represent changes in direction and thus in￿uence an agent’s radio range, delay
nodes further cause an agent to wait for a time-dependent, exponentially-distributed time. Some delay
nodes, e.g. tra￿c lights, may cause start-stop dynamics that result in temporary Poisson event rates
of   rsg⇤ = 0. When analysing the movement model, we only keep track of the time-evolution of agent
populations at delay nodes (see Figure 4.3 and Eq. (4.3)), however, later in Chapter 7 where we analyse
inter-agent communication, we use all nodes to determine exact agent positions in space. A speed group
sg for route r de￿nes the Poisson birth rate parameter   rsg as well as the speed of agents for all road
segments of r and hence the movement delay drsg⇤ between any two delay nodes. The pair (r, sg) will
be referred to as an agent class and A as the set of all agent classes in the model. Mathematically,
we can represent the movement of an agent class, i.e. of a number of agent instances of that class,
as a time-inhomogeneous (see Section 2.4.1), delay-only [103], population CTMC model (IDPCTMC).
If birth rates are Poisson and all populations are initially empty, then Delay-Di￿erential equations
(DDEs) numerically determine the time-evolution of the Poisson-distribution rate for the number of
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agents located at any of the delay nodes at time t (see proof in Appendix B). For the population model
described in Figure 4.3, the system of exact ￿rst-order-moment DDEs is
 E[NOrig1 (t )]
 t
=  1sg (t )    1sg1 (t ) · E[NOrig1 (t )]
 E[NDel11 (t )]
 t
=  1sg1 (t   d1sg1) · E[NOrig1 (t   d1sg1)]    1sg2 (t ) · E[NDel11 (t )]
 E[NDel12](t )
 t
=  1sg2 (t   d1sg2) · E[NDel11 (t   d1sg2)]    1sg3 (t ) · E[NDel12 (t )]
 E[NDest1 (t )]
 t
=  1sg3 (t   d1sg3) · E[NDel12 (t   d1sg3)] (4.3)
where population values are 0 for t  0. Populations Orig1,Del1⇤,Dest1 capture agents located at the start
of route, agents waiting at intermediate nodes and agents that have completed their journey, respectively.
Moreover, both  1sg and  1sg⇤ are time-dependent. When solving Eq. (4.3) we assume that they change
according to a deterministic rate schedule. If  1sg (t ) = 0 for all t and NOrig1 (0) = 1, then E[NDest1 (t )]
captures the passage-time cumulative density function (CDF) for a single agent on route r1.
As discussed in Section 4.4, if rate schedules of the IDPCTMC are probabilistic, e.g. due to pedestrians
that randomly push tra￿c light buttons, then the hybrid-simulation technique can be used to analyse
the movement model. The hybrid solution can evaluate the time-evolution of population moments in
the movement model for a particular rate schedule using DDE analysis or via simulation.
4.6. Conclusions
Given the abundance of mobility in population models, it is surprising that none of the spatial formalisms
discussed in Section 3.4 provides formal semantics for movement. The overview provided in Section 4.3
could be used as a ￿rst stepping stone towards movement semantics for a spatial stochastic population
formalism. The literature review conducted for this chapter further reveals that most movement models
in the literature are kept rather abstract, especially when movement dynamics are a necessary means
to study another phenomena. While such abstractions are adequate in many scenarios, there is also a
need for more realistic mobility abstractions as we will show in Chapter 7. To address this challenge
we presented a novel delay-only movement modelling approach in Section 4.5 that allows modellers
to capture realistic road topologies. This novel approach is particularly interesting as it shows the
bene￿ts of hybrid-space representations we mentioned in Section 3.5. Especially in situations where
agent movement is a￿ected by the presence of other agents [e.g. 147] the hybrid approach might have
an advantage over purely discrete grid models with complex sojourn-time distributions and jump
movement, as it enables modellers to capture the perception function better. Furthermore, so long as
only ￿rst-order movement analysis is required, the DDE-based analysis of hybrid-space representations
does not incur any major computation overheads compared to ODE-based PCTMC-analysis methods.
Aside from mobility modelling techniques, we also introduced the notion of a hybrid-analysable ID-
PCTMC model in Section 4.4, which we developed to provide a better way to incorporate population-
level-independent stochastic behaviour at macroscopic level. This is highly important for representing
mobility as we saw in Section 4.5, though by no means limited to population processes with mobility
semantics as our WSN examples in Chapter 5 will show.
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5Case study – Wireless Sensor Networks
Key contributions:
Spatial PCTMC modelling techniques for replicated services, batch-
sending, dynamic routing and MAP message-sampling in WSNs Sections 5.4 – 5.6
Hybrid-simulation analysable IPCTMC models for WSNs with partially
modal behaviour Section 5.6.1
A case study on the performance of two pheromone-based WSN routing
protocols for di￿erent network conditions Section 5.6.1
5.1. Introduction
Recent hardware improvements and decreasing deployment costs have increased the popularity of
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) in a number of application areas. Examples include security and
surveillance [203], forest ￿re detection [73], structural monitoring and controlling [216, 12] as well
as wildlife habitat monitoring [19] and health care [150] to name but a few. WSNs consist of small,
inexpensive, battery-powered transceiver and sensor equipped devices that sample environment data
and forward the information to data sinks for further processing and analysis. When devising a WSN for
a speci￿c application, engineers need to balance many non-functional factors such as energy-e￿ciency,
link reliability, security, bandwidth and latency. As the network structure is dynamic, often unreliable and
heavily in￿uenced by environmental factors, guaranteeing related quality of service (QoS) constraints
for di￿erent application scenarios is challenging. To ensure, prior to installing a WSN, that the system
meets performance demands, many WSN designers simulate their applications using discrete event
simulation (DES) frameworks such as Castalia [34], ns 2/3 [157] and TOSSIM [137]. Although these
low-level network simulators feature sophisticated models for channel noise and interference and
generally provide a realistic simulation environment for WSN applications [24], their downside is that
discrete event simulation becomes computationally expensive as we increase the number of nodes and
the size of the network [71].
Our main motivation for research on spatial population models for large-scale WSNmodels is the limited
availability of available high-level models for spatially heterogeneous networks in the literature. System
designers commonly use low-level simulation models to study phenomena, such as temporal congestion,
routing behaviour and reliability when exact spatial positioning of nodes matters to the behaviour of
the system. Our aim is to show how a number of WSN-related challenges can be approached using
more abstract models, which still faithfully represent spatial characteristics that shape the behaviour of
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the system. The advantage of such abstractions lies in their reduced analysis complexity, which warrant
analysis techniques that are more e￿cient than naïve discrete event simulation approaches, especially
as the frequency of events in the system becomes large. In essence, we search for a compromise between
expensive empirical and microscopic simulation-based studies such as those in [e.g. 11, 111] and the
highly theoretical work on homogeneous spatial models, e.g. studies on density-dependent k-hop
connectivity [e.g. 191, 142] that cannot take into consideration important spatial features. A possible
use for high-level models is to facilitate real-time behavioural prediction and e￿cient o￿ine parameter
sweeping for large networks [e.g. 185]. Moreover, high-level models could be applied to investigate
caveats for di￿erent classes of protocols, such as decentralised routing and load balancing techniques.
In practice, spatial population models are more suitable for the analysis of some WSN performance
characteristics than others. In this chapter we present WSN challenges that can be addressed using
di￿erent types of spatial population models such as PCTMCs and IPCTMCs. Aside from ￿nding cases
were population models provide the right level of abstraction, we also look at the e￿ect on analysis cost
that comes with di￿erent abstractions. Moreover, we illustrate why some phenomena, such as broadcast
communication and interference, are generally hard to capture in PCTMCs.
The use of spatial population models for WSNs has been rare in the literature, despite encouraging
results presented in [93]. However, to make their analysis of sleep-policy behaviour work, Gribaudo et
al. [93] assume a large number of interacting agents to justify mean-￿eld analysis and are thus unable
to retrieve information regarding the stochasticity of the underlying process. Bruneo et al. [40] present
a model where each location only contains a single agent for investigating the spread of pheromone in
a swarm-intelligence routing WSN, which inspired our research carried out in [4]. Similarly, Cerotti
et al. [47] use a model to study performance characteristics for the application of WSNs for forest ￿re
detection. Although such single-agent models, where each node in each location is represented by a
single agent, can be de￿ned by population models (see Section 2.4), the structure and the rate kinetics of
the models only allow the use of ￿rst-order moment ODE approximation methods, which also tell us
little about the stochasticity of the underlying process. At ￿rst sight, the strong relationship between
positions of individual nodes and the performance of WSNs, might makeWSNs appear a rather awkward
application area for spatial population models. However, aside from applying higher-order moment
ODE approximation techniques in the usual fashion to analyse WSNs with locally replicated nodes,
we show that the application of population models makes sense even for models that feature a large
number of individual nodes.
The chapter is organised as follows. In Section 5.2 we give an overview of WSN hardware, middleware
and protocols. Subsequently, beginning with Section 5.3, we dedicate the remainder of the chapter
to look at how a number of behavioural and performance related WSN features can be studied using
spatial population processes. Given the many low-level features, numerous communication modes and
synchronisation constraints of sensor nodes, our main contribution is to illustrate ways to either abstract
these and to build population models on top of them, for instance to study properties of message ￿ows
in WSNs for di￿erent protocols. Our previously published work on WSNs [8, 6, 5] is mentioned where
appropriate, but most of the work presented in this chapter represents a signi￿cant enhancement over
these works with a stronger focus on the application of high-level population models. Finally, Section
5.9 concludes the chapter and discusses further research opportunities.
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5.2. Background
Given the resource constraint nature of wireless sensor nodes, a large number of protocols and hardware
suggestions have been made for a number of di￿erent applications. However, while many protocols
have been tested in di￿erent environments, there is still a lack of understanding of the advantages and
disadvantages of di￿erent middleware protocols. Moreover, as Förster et al. observe [77], a large number
of protocol comparisons found in the literature are incomplete as they do not explore the e￿ect of
optimised parameterisation. Studies like that of Anastasi et al. [13] add weight to this statement, showing
that even one of the least specialised protocols, IEEE 802.15.4 MAC, often used with default settings in
benchmarks, can deliver good performance in a number of scenarios when tuned correctly. However,
due to the high cost of low-level simulation analysis, such studies are generally limited to a small number
of setups. A better conceptual understanding of the stochastic nature and limitations of certain WSN
protocol classes could help to design new protocols and to improve inter-node communication. Before
looking at the potential use of high-level spatial population models for this process, we provide an
overview over the hardware and software stack that makes up WSNs.
5.2.1. WSN hardware
Nodes, also referred to as motes, are small, embedded, battery-powered radio transceiver devices with
distinct processing, bandwidth, radio and energy constraints [62]. Their radio range is usually between
50 and a few hundred metres, although this heavily depends on the environment in which the network
is deployed [183]. As for bandwidth, nodes such as the MicaZ, can transmit up to 250 Kb/s [62], but
in many applications the actual throughput is much lower because of channel contention and other
communication overheads. Moreover, as many types of nodes are battery-powered, energy has to be
used e￿ciently. In the literature, the energy consumption, reliability and latency have received the
largest attention among all non-functional performance characteristics. As node batteries are often
di￿cult to replace, many application and middleware solutions are designed to maximise network
lifetime, i.e. the time until the WSN stops functioning due to energy depletion in one or more nodes.
Since idle listening is the largest source of energy waste [201], duty-cycling has become the most
widely adapted mechanism for reducing nodes’ energy consumption. When duty-cycling, nodes turn
o￿ their radio units whenever possible. If, over a time period t , a node has its radio turned on x% of the
time, we say that the node has a duty-cycle of x%. The lower the value of x , the longer the network
lifetime will be. Yet, while duty-cycling increases battery lifetime, it has a great impact on bandwidth,
latency and reliability. To overcome the resulting QoS related challenges, a vast number of protocols
have been suggested over the last decade [219], each of which aims to optimally balance di￿erent QoS
aspects.
5.2.2. WSN protocol stack
Figure 5.1 gives a high-level overview over the basic software architecture for nodes in wireless sensor
applications. A more detailed representation can be found in [217]. The Application layer contains
the logic required for data acquisition and processing. A simple application might measure quantities
such as temperature, humidity or luminosity in regular intervals and forward the data to a sink node.
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Application layer
Network protocol
MAC protocol
Radio hardware
Figure 5.1.: A conceptual overview of the WSN node protocol stack.
Other applications might also process measured data, serve data requests or send messages in response
to external events. Furthermore, applications also need to decide which nodes to forward their data to.
This can either be speci￿c nodes or a high-level destination such as a data sink. The Network layer
[219] is responsible for ensuring that data from the application layer is routed towards its destination. A
common communication pattern is convergecast, where all nodes in the network sample information
and forward the data to dedicated sink nodes via multi-hop routes. In multi-hop networks, routing
protocols need to relay incoming packets from other nodes in addition to handling packets coming from
their own application layer. Network protocols are either centralised or decentralised. A centralised
routing protocol elects one or several nodes which control the routing behaviour of the network, whereas
decentralised protocols let nodes autonomously decide where to forward messages to. Protocols in the
latter category are sometimes referred to as swarm-intelligence or bio-inspired protocols [162]. MAC
layer protocols on the other hand determine how neighbouring sensor nodes communicate with each
other. There are three main classes of MAC protocols: contention-based protocols, schedule-based
protocols and hybrid approaches. In contention-based protocols such as CSMA, nodes can send messages
at any time provided the channel is clear, whereas in schedule-based protocols like TDMA, each node is
allocated a time window during which it can transmit messages [18]. Furthermore, MAC protocols are
in charge of managing the node’s duty-cycle behaviour to ensure nodes are only awake when necessary.
Finally, the Radio layer controls nodes’ radio hardware and can be used to con￿gure signal modulation,
frequency and transmission power.
Even though the vast protocol landscape provides solutions for nearly any kind of WSN application,
building software for WSNs still requires experienced engineers, who choose appropriate protocol setups
to meet QoS demands. To simplify the WSN application development process, researchers have come
up with a variety of universal middleware frameworks [e.g. 173, 52, 194, 209] some of which are already
capable of dynamically adapting their setup to increase performance [141]. Despite being suitable for
particular application types, there is no guarantee that they will perform optimally in all scenarios. To
balance the demand for application-optimised WSN middleware and ease of application development,
other researchers have proposed auto-generating bespoke middleware-based on the application pro￿le
[41], but this is still research in progress.
5.2.3. Spatial representation of WSNs
In a model of a WSN, we assume that there are a discrete number of locations, each of which hosts at
least one WSN node. Radio ranges of nodes are assumed stable and ￿xed, so that every node has a set
of neighbours that it can send messages to, as described in the perception function. Take for instance
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Figure 5.2, a simple source-to-sink topology with 15 nodes, where each node has at most 4 neighbours.
Even though this is an extremely regular topology, it is not hard to see that we can also express more
sophisticated topologies with asymmetric links or varying neighbourhood densities in a similar way.
The resulting network can be represented as a location graph or a grid model (see Section 3.2), which has
previously been done in [93, 40, 47]. The main advantage of this representation is that it is well-suited
for keeping track of a number of individual nodes that are grouped together, which makes it easier to
capture spatially heterogeneous behaviour.
s 4 7 10 13
2 5 8 11 14
3 6 9 12 15
Figure 5.2.: Node s is the sink which all other nodes route their messages to. Any two nodes that are connected by arrows
can communicate. In more realistic topologies, some links may only be unidirectional since radio links can
be asymmetric.
5.3. Modelling techniques and case studies
Most studies on WSN applications are conducted empirically or using network simulators such Castalia,
TOSSIM and ns 2/3, where each protocol is commonly represented as an individual module and stacks
are built by combining several modules through appropriate interfaces. Generally, it is tricky to capture
low-level behaviour in population models, especially when studying spatial models. In the following we
will thus concentrate on how we can represent various high-level features of WSNs in PCTMC models,
discuss non-Markovian alternatives that feature both population- and individual-based models, highlight
analysis challenges and present examples to illustrate our techniques. In doing so we aim to give an
overview of how a number of low-level features can be abstracted as a high-level population process and
describe the e￿ect of the abstraction on the measures that we can obtain. The discussion in Sections 5.4
and 5.5 is aimed to illustrate semantic challenges of applying population formalism to WSNs. Our study
in Section 5.6 proposes a model for comparing various performance aspects of two decentralised WSN
network routing protocols. Many of our graphs in this chapter will compare the accuracy of numerical
and hybrid simulation results for the population model with the results obtained from SSA (see Section
2.4.5) on the same model. In the case where the numerical moment estimation is exact this validates the
correctness of our implementation, while for moment-approximating numerical solutions this allows us
to compare the error of the estimate. Con￿dence intervals for any simulation-based statistic are omitted
from the graphs as we made sure to use su￿ciently many repetitions to keep the interval width within
5% of the observed quantity.
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5.4. Replicated WSN service
A straightforward application of PCTMCs is to consider a WSN convergecast service in which a number
of identically behaving agents are spread over a large area. Each node produces data, either in regular
intervals or on detecting changes in a monitored quantity and forwards it to a nearby sink node via a
multi-hop route. Naturally, when grouping together a number of nodes in an area, we discard the exact
position of the nodes, which can have a signi￿cant e￿ect on the dynamics of the perception function,
i.e. the way we model radio transmission. Figure 5.3 illustrates this issue. Adapting the perception
A B
grouped
=====) ?
Figure 5.3.: The ￿ne-grained topology shown on the left is lost when grouping nodes into populations A and B.
function to obtain similar multi-hop delay behaviour as in the individual node model is far from trivial
and requires careful investigation to understand the impact on the resulting performance metrics. One
case where grouping of nodes is feasible without a￿ecting the perception function is a replicated service,
where clusters of nodes provide redundancy and all nodes within a cluster can be assumed to have
very similar neighbourhoods, e.g. if each node in A was connected to all nodes in B in Figure 5.3. Such
systems are ideal for spatial PCTMC as well as other population models, since moment approximating
ODEs (see Section 2.4.6) are relatively accurate for various rate kinetics, even when population sizes are
small.
5.4.1. Example: Bu￿er overflow scenario
The following example illustrates a PCTMC model that investigates the occurrence of sensor node data
bu￿er over￿ow events, where a number of neighbouring sensor nodes are grouped according to their hop
distances from the sink. For a simple source-to-sink network, whose nodes have ￿nite bu￿er capacity,
the model shows how replicating the service locally can reduce packet loss and congestion without
having to decrease the average number of messages produced and handled per node. The replication
model is unlikely to match the needs to WSN engineers due to its oversimpli￿ed local topology (see
Section 5.4), however, it nicely illustrates the most natural application of population models to WSNs.
TX1 TX2 TXm
RX1RX0 RX2 RXm
O
   
. . .
 
. . .
. . .
rt rt rt
. . .
 
 
Figure 5.4.: A simple wireless sensor node with discrete bu￿er and over￿ow counter.
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Figure 5.5.: Small wireless sensor network with 10 locations and bu￿er sizem = 4. Nodes in location 7,8,9 and 10 take a
sensor reading once every 4 seconds, s0 marks the sink. Nodes send 1 message per second, but may receive
data at any time.
For a model with multiple nodes per location, where each node has its own bu￿er, we can use an agent
description similar to that used by Gribaudo et al. [93]. The states of a single node are illustrated in
Figure 5.4 the network topology in Figure 5.5. To keep the number of populations small, we assume that
a node has a bu￿er withm states, i.e. with capacitym   1 and is either transmitting TX or receiving
RX, implicitly assuming that nodes synchronise their duty cycle, as in practice nodes are not constantly
listening but often reside in an idle state where their radio is turned o￿ to save battery power. However,
while perfect synchronisation in duty-cycled WSNs is hard to achieve in practice, a model where nodes
spend most of their time listening in RX state captures the behaviour of WSNs with wake-up receivers
[e.g. 65]. O is an over￿ow counter for the number of messages that are sampled while the node’s message
bu￿er is full. From the description of a single agent we can subsequently build a PCTMC model with a
replicated number of agents in each location l⇤. The following transitions capture the internal sensor
node state changes and are independent from the global system state
RX0i<m_l⇤ ! RXi+1_l⇤ at   · NRXi_l⇤
RXm_l⇤ ! RXm_l⇤ + O_l⇤ at   · NRXm_l⇤
TX0<i<m_l⇤ ! TXi+1_l⇤ at   · NTXi_l⇤
TXm_l⇤ ! TXm_l⇤ + O_l⇤ at   · NTXm_l⇤
RX0<im_l⇤ ! TXi_l⇤ at rt · NRXi_l⇤ (5.1)
where   is the average number of data samples produced by the node every second and rt the number
of messages a node can transmit per second, assuming that the actual transmission time is much faster.
RXj and TX j imply that a node has j messages in its bu￿er. The unicast message exchange in Figure 5.5
between l2 and the sink S_l0 and the communication between non-sink nodes, say from l3 to l2 can be
modelled as
TX0<im_l2 ! RXi 1_l2 + S_l0 at tr · NTXi_l2
TX0<im_l3 + RX0 j<m_l2 ! RXi 1_l3 + RXj+1_l2 at tr ·
NTXi_l3 · NRX j_l2
n_l3
(5.2)
where the factor n_l⇤ represents the total number of neighbouring nodes that nodes at location l⇤ can
forward messages to. At location 8 in Figure 5.5 this would be the total number of nodes at locations
6 and 7. To understand the origin of this factor, let us consider the e￿ect of increasing the number of
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WSN nodes per location, i.e. the e￿ect of scaling the service. Assuming unicast communication, the
transmission rate of a single node should be 0 when there is no neighbouring node in receiving state.
Similarly, the chance that a transmitting node forwards a message should increase with the number of
nodes that are listening, as more neighbouring nodes in receiving state imply that fewer neighbouring
nodes are contending for the channel. The rate in Eq. (5.2) is a proxy for this behaviour. Alternatively
we could have expressed the rate as
min(NTXi_l1 ,NRX j_l2/n_l1)
which is the common PEPA synchronisation rate that has similar semantics, but has the disadvantage
of being harder to analyse using numerical ODE-based moment analysis techniques due to switch-
point instabilities [104]. With Eq. (5.2), as we will see shortly, we can obtain accurate ODE-based
approximations for the population mean and variance, for models with as few as 10 nodes per location.
However, as the rate of Eq. (5.2) is non-linear in population counts, we apply a normal moment closure
(see Section 2.4.6.1) for our ODE-base moment approximations in Section 5.4.1.1.
We will study this model to see how the number of globally and locally lost messages and the level
of bu￿ers change as we increase the number of nodes per location. To do this, we measure the time-
evolution of the mean and variance for the number of bu￿er over￿ow events as well as for the node
bu￿er level per location. Naturally, we expect the variance of the underlying distributions to decrease
as the number of nodes increases. Note that results for larger number of replicas can be therefore be
used as lower bound variance estimates for systems with less replication. Similarly, variance results
from simulation analysis of smaller models can be used to infer upper bounds for systems with larger
populations.
5.4.1.1. Results
In the following, let us assume that each WSN node can store up to 4 messages. The bandwidth rt is ￿xed
at 1 message per node per second and the sensor reading rate   is 4. For the source-to-sink topology
shown in Figure 5.5, we can then derive the PCTMC model using Equations (5.1), (5.2). First, we look
at the e￿ect of scaling, i.e. increasing the number of nodes that replicate the service in each location.
Figure 5.6 shows the exact moment evolution obtained through simulation analysis and ODE-based
moment approximations. The results for the WSN with a single node per location are shown on the left,
while the results for the scaled systems are shown on the right. The ODE-based moment approximations
for the system with a single node were omitted from the ￿gure as the variance approximation resulted
in large numerical errors. The ￿gure shows that the average number of messages lost per node due
to bu￿er over￿ows is larger in the single agent model than in the model with 10 nodes per location,
which is most likely due to the more regular message propagation in the larger network. Moreover, the
standard deviation is signi￿cantly lower in the scaled model. Similarly, at l8, the bottleneck location,
extra nodes massively decrease the variance of the bu￿er level as transmissions occur more frequently.
Furthermore, the agreement between numerical moment approximation and the moments obtained
through simulation analysis depends on the rates chosen for the model as well as on the degree of
replication. While in the current setup 10 replicas su￿ce, other parameterisations may require higher
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levels of replication to produce good higher-order moment agreement. In particular, we observed that
numerical techniques deteriorated when the standard deviation approached the mean.
As a further example, we can also modify the model to investigate the over￿ow behaviour under a policy
that restricts transmitting nodes to forward messages only to nodes that have lower bu￿er levels than
they do. In the model this is achieved by removing certain reactions of type Eq. (5.2). The results for
this policy change are shown in Figure 5.7. When comparing them to the model shown in Figure 5.6 we
can see that the new policy decreases both mean and variance of the over￿ow distribution per node,
while slightly reducing the mean bu￿er level at the bottleneck location l8, though at the cost of higher
bu￿er levels elsewhere (not shown for brevity).
One caveat of the model discussed in this section, is the fact that the bu￿er level is encoded explicitly
in each individual’s state-space, which increases the number of ODEs required to approximate the
moments. Especially for larger models with additional locations or larger message bu￿ers this could
signi￿cantly increase the ODE analysis cost. Furthermore, it should be noted that the analysis cost of
the stochastic simulation was comparable to that of the ODEs for the ￿rst two moments in our examples
above, though of course ODEs would be the method of choice for models with a large number of replicas.
As scalability issues a￿ect other applications of spatial population models too, we will address them
jointly in Section 5.9.
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Figure 5.6.: Scale e￿ect on global message over￿ow and the bu￿er level at bottleneck location l8. The exact distribution
moments are the ensemble statistics computed from 10,000 simulation runs.
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Figure 5.7.: Receiver aware transmission protocol, which decrees that messages can only be sent to nodes, whose bu￿er
level is lower than that of the sending node.
5.5. Message bu￿ering and transmission
Following the example in Section 5.4 we now investigate population modelling techniques for store-
and-forward architectures, as these networks are vital for multi-hop, source-to-sink convergecast WSNs
applications. In most multi-hop convergecast WSNs, energy constraints govern the data exchange
mechanism between nodes. Like in other networks, packet transmission between WSN nodes is atomic
in the sense that packets are either received entirely or not at all. Packet loss can occur due to software
errors or protocol timeouts, but also have physical origins, for instance channel interference and
modulation errors. For the high-level analysis of communication between nodes in a spatial population
model, modellers need to ￿nd a suitable level of abstraction for the representation of sender and receiver
synchronicity, the number of packets transmitted per exchange, as well as the communication mode,
e.g. unicast vs. broadcast. In the following we propose a number of PCTMC modelling techniques for
di￿erent store-and-forward scenarios. Furthermore, we indicate the limits of reaction-style formalisms
such as PCTMCs and propose non-Markovian alternatives in situations where strictly Markovian
assumptions are infeasible. In contrast to the replicated agent model, the models presented here as well
as in subsequent sections, assume a single node per location and focus on the application of populations
to represent node bu￿er levels and related concepts. As in the discussion on replicated services, we
will provide a brief example in Section 5.5.3 to illustrate how a batch communication process can be
represented as an IPCTMC model.
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In the previous section we assumed that a single sensor sample constituted a data packet. Of course
this is a simpli￿ed view of reality, since WSN applications will try to batch multiple samples into a
single packet. From a high-level modelling perspective it does therefore make sense to interpret a node’s
sampling rate as the average number of packets worth of data generated per time unit. Moreover, as
synchronisation between senders and receivers is a relatively complicated and expensive process, the
concept of a single packet being transmitted at a time might result in di￿erent behaviour than observed
when doing batch sending. With this in mind, we introduce a simple store-and-forward model, which
assumes single packet transmission, su￿cient bandwidth and ideal communication between sender and
receiver as well as ideal synchronisation, i.e. there is no channel interference and the receiver is always
listening when the sender attempts to transmit. In this simple case, what matters most is the time that a
single message remains in a node’s bu￿er.
; ! B_l1 at  
B_l1 ! B_l2 at   · NB_l1 (5.3)
The arrival rate of new data packets is   , but the unicast communication between nodes at location l1 and
l2 no longer features any explicit duty-cycle behaviour, unlike the model in Eq. (5.2) where transmitting
nodes cannot receive messages.   is the rate at which a single message in the bu￿er is forwarded,
which is also slightly di￿erent from rt in Eq. (5.1) as it does not limit the network bandwidth. B_l⇤ is
the bu￿er population at each location with NB_l⇤ = 0 initially. Despite its simplicity, the bu￿er model
captures dynamics that are very similar to those of a batch-sending approach, provided batches are sent
frequently. In particular, when analysing the balance achieved by a routing protocol (cf. Section 5.6.1),
an idealised abstraction such as single packet transfer will result in a more even message distribution
between neighbours than a batch-forwarding mechanism, thus re￿ecting best-case scenario behaviour.
5.5.1. Synchronicity and broadcast semantics in PCTMCs
A simple extension to the model would be to introduce a notion of duty-cycle transceiver behaviour
as well as a means of physically restricting the available bandwidth. Under the assumption of a single
agent per location, such behaviour could be captured as follows in a PCTMC model
RX_l⇤ ! TX_l⇤ at rt · NRX_l⇤
TX_l⇤ ! RX_l⇤ at tr · NTX_l⇤ (5.4)
along with the following synchronised unicast communication model
; ! B_l1 at  
B_l1 + TX_l1 + RX_l2 ! B_l2 + TX_l1 + RX_l2 at   ·min(1,NB_l1 · NTX_l1 · NRX_l2 ) (5.5)
where
  = bw · 1/tr
(1/tr + 1/rt)
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where bw is the desired number of messages that a node can send per second. In a model with two nodes
we would obtain behaviour similar to a batch sending process with a limited bandwidth. However, the
issue with this model is that nodes do not synchronise properly, in the sense that the state transitions in
Eq. (5.4) are not synchronised between neighbouring states. This was less of a problem in the replicated
model where no batch sending of packets was assumed, as tr was generally short. Moreover, if we were
to have a model with more than two locations, keeping the bandwidth constant would require us to
consider the state of all neighbours, e.g. in a model with locations l1,l2 and l3 we would get
B_l1 + TX_l1 + RX_l2 + RX_l3 ! B_l2 + . . . at   ·min(0.5,NB_l1 · NTX_l1 · NRX_l2 · NRX_l3 )
B_l1 + TX_l1 + RX_l2 + RX_l3 ! B_l3 + . . . at   ·min(0.5,NB_l1 · NTX_l1 · NRX_l2 · NRX_l3 )
B_l1 + TX_l1 + RX_l2 + TX_l3 ! B_l2 + . . . at   ·min(1,NB_l1 · NTX_l1 · NRX_l2 · NTX_l3 )
B_l1 + TX_l1 + TX_l2 + RX_l3 ! B_l3 + . . . at   ·min(1,NB_l1 · NTX_l1 · NTX_l2 · NRX_l3 ) (5.6)
for unicast message transmission from l1. The rates 1 and 0.5 ensure that transmission rates are
independent of the number of nodes in listening state. The example nicely illustrates that, although
the single node per location assumption does not rule out the use of population models for WSNs, it
can result in rather lengthy reaction model descriptions as soon as we want to introduce concepts such
as limited bandwidth or multi-node synchronisation. If we were to model broadcast semantics, this
would become even more complicated as we would potentially need to consider all possible Pnk=0 ⇣nk⌘
message-receiving-node combinations for a single message. As a result, expressing spatial WSN models
with broadcast semantics as PCTMC models makes little sense [2, 75], which is why it is generally
not feasible to translate most Markovian agent models (MAM) [93, 45] into PCTMCs. This shows that
broadcast semantics are much harder to analyse than unicast ones, since a single broadcast message can
a￿ect the state of a large number of agents, whereas unicast messages cannot. Naturally, this implies that
covariance in broadcast networks is higher and thus approximating unicast behaviour with ￿rst-order
moment ODEs should generally yield more informative results than studying the evolution of population
means of Markovian agent models. Aside from the issue of representing synchronised unicast with
￿xed bandwidth or broadcast semantics in PCTMCs, another problem is the resulting highly non-linear
reaction rates, which in combination with the modality of individual agent’s radio state only make crude
￿rst-order moment ODE approximations worthwhile.
5.5.2. IPCTMCs for modelling message exchange in WSNs
Having illustrated the complex nature of synchronised, duty-cycle communication and broadcast
semantics, it might appear that abstracting the store-and-forward nature of WSNs as spatial population
models is not a good ￿t. However, in the following we will introduce a subclass of time-inhomogeneous
and hybrid-analysable WSN population models that can overcome some of these restrictions. Aside
from the simple bu￿er model in Eq. (5.3), the biggest challenge of interpreting WSN processes as
PCTMC models is to establish some sort of synchronisation behaviour in order to consider more
realistic message exchange scenarios. As we noted earlier, for many WSN applications it is preferable
to communicate as little as possible since additional sender-receiver wake-up and message exchange
initialisation procedures waste valuable energy. It might thus be the case that wake-up events are
happening less frequently than message sampling and packet exchange events during active duty-cycles
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and therefore it is worth considering population models with time-dependent, possibly stochastic, rate
parameters which govern the time-evolution of a population model. Moreover, if the modal behaviour
can be assumed to change deterministically, then the resulting model is a simpler IPCTMC model (see
Section 2.4.1), whose solution is straightforward compared to a highly non-linear PCTMC model. For
instance we could express Eq. (5.6) as
B_l1 ! B_l2 at  1,2 (t ) ·min(1,NB_l1 )
B_l1 ! B_l3 at  1,3 (t ) ·min(1,NB_l1 ) (5.7)
where  1,2 is 0 when either the node at l1 is not transmitting or the node at l2 is not listening, 1 when the
node at l1 is transmitting and the node at l2 is listening and l3 is not or 0.5 when l1 is transmitting and
the nodes at l2 and l3 are both listening. The rate kinetics of the IPCTMC in Eq. (5.7) are less complex
than those in Eq. (5.6) and we can obtain decent second-order moment ODE approximations. In creating
the time-inhomogeneous model we e￿ectively split the modal WSN node behaviour from the population
behaviour of the bu￿er. This approach generally works well when the time-inhomogeneous rates change
slowly compared to the bu￿er exchange reactions and so long as they evolve independently from the
state of a node’s bu￿er. In this situation  1,⇤ could even be stochastic and non-Markovian, in which
case we would need to use the hybrid-simulation technique discussed in Section 4.4. To illustrate the
expressiveness that deterministic time-inhomogeneous rates and events can give to population models,
we will now give a brief example of a synchronised unicast WSN model with batch-message exchange.
Subsequently, in Section 5.6.1 we discuss a model with stochastic, time-inhomogeneous variables for
evaluating fairness in a convergecast network with swarm-intelligence-based routing behaviour.
5.5.3. Example: Batch transmission in WSN
1 2
s5
3 4
balance
Figure 5.8.: WSN with 4 sensing nodes and a sink used for a synchronised unicast batch forwarding example. The network
is studied with and without balancing between nodes at l2 and l4.
Figure 5.8 depicts a simple WSN topology with 4 collecting nodes and a sink that we will use for our
subsequent analysis. As before, we assume that individual nodes independently sample data at a certain
rate and forward it to the sink. However, unlike in previous examples we assert that exchanges now
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occur in ￿x-sized batches. The following IPCTMC model captures this behaviour precisely
; ! B_l⇤ at  _l⇤
B_l1 +MSG_l1 ! B_l2 at NB_l1NMSG_l1
B_l2 +MSG_l2 ! S_l5 at NB_l2NMSG_l2
B_l3 +MSG_l3 ! B_l4 at NB_l3NMSG_l3
B_l4 +MSG_l4 ! S_l5 at NB_l4NMSG_l4 (5.8)
where NMSG_l⇤ is a message-carrier population-count random variable that is set to n by the time-
inhomogeneous process at the start of the batch transmission and reset to 0 after some time. Note that
aside from the bu￿er population, the model further uses a message carrying population to emulate the
batch data exchange. Even though the actual non-linear rates do not faithfully represent the time it
takes to exchange the batch between two nodes, this should not matter much so long as the probability
of transmitting n messages in the presence of n messages in B is high, as the amount of data exchanged
between two nodes during the batch transmission is the same as we would expect in a discrete event
simulation of a batch message exchange. From a modelling point of view, the mechanism is interesting
as the IPCTMC allows us to model a particular threshold for messages that are exchanged during every
transmission interval, e￿ectively truncating the distribution every time we observe a bu￿er prior to
transmission. In the following numerical example from Figure 5.8, nodes l1, l2, l3 sample data at a rate
of   = 0.7 while node l4 samples at   = 1.4. Every 10 seconds nodes l1, l3 send a batch of up to 10
packets to l2, l4, who in turn send up to 20 packets to the sink s5. Transmission is synchronised through
a deterministic time-inhomogeneous process that sets NMSG_l⇤ to n_l⇤ at the beginning of a scheduled
exchange and to 0 a second later (cf. Section 2.4.1). The ￿xed schedules lets l2, l4 transmit a second after
l1, l3.
5.5.3.1. Results
Figure 5.9 shows the evolution of the mean and standard deviation of the bu￿er population B at locations
l1,l2,l4 and s5. l3 is omitted as it produces the same graph as l1 delayed by one second. The graph shows
both the ODE-based moment estimates, which were obtained using the normal moment closure and the
exact simulation-based moments calculated from 100,000 individual simulation traces. There are two
observations we can make from the graphs. Firstly, it can be seen that the bu￿er in l4 grows unboundedly.
This is expected since the average message arrival rate at l4 is 2.1 per time unit, while it can only forward
2 messages per time unit on average. Moreover, it can be seen in the graphs for l1 and l4 that not all
ODE approximations match their simulation counterparts and that the error increases with time. This
indicates that the normal closure assumption is not entirely accurate, even though it performs well.
Further experimentation revealed that the log-normal closure works better for locations l1 and l2, but
performs worse for locations with larger populations. It is likely that higher-order moment closures [e.g.
72, 10] can correct the error, however, our current version of the GPA tool [185] only supports moment
closures for time-inhomogeneous PCTMC models up to order 2. To show that further features can be
added to the model, we now investigate the e￿ect of a load balancing mechanism between locations l2
and l4. For the sake of evening out the messages sent via di￿erent parts of the network, it is conceivable
that neighbours such as l2 and l4 exchange messages to ensure the di￿erence between their bu￿ers is
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Figure 5.9.: The transient evolution of mean and standard deviation for the batch model. As can be seen the bu￿er levels
at l1 and l2 are bounded, while the one at l4 is not.
lower. Especially in networks with multiple sinks (see Section 5.6.1), such a mechanism may help to
ensure that sinks experience similar amounts of incoming data. An easy way to reduce imbalances, is
to add a simple message exchange mechanism between the nodes at l2 and l4, which ensures that they
forward on average to the same number of nodes. A simple way to express this is
B_l2 ! B_l4 at   · NB_l2
B_l4 ! B_l2 at   · NB_l4 (5.9)
Naturally, this balancing mechanism is not perfect, however so long as   is reasonably large, this model
should avoid large imbalances between bu￿er levels. If we were to use this balancing technique to
compare the dynamics of our high-level model with a low-level balancing protocol, we could for instance
choose it in a conservative way to ensure that the low-level balancing mechanism is more reliable than
its high-level abstraction and subsequently use the high-level model to analyse the network’s worst-case
behaviour. Figure 5.10 shows the results for the combined model of Equations (5.8), (5.9), with   being
0.0 whenever l2 and l4 are sending messages to s5 and 5.0 otherwise. While certainly not perfect, for
the given network load the balancing mechanism can even out the di￿erence in incoming messages
between l2 and l4 thus preventing the bu￿er at l4 from growing unboundedly.
The example nicely illustrates the power of time-inhomogeneous models as well as the potential use
of population interaction for modelling WSN node behaviour. However, we have also seen that ODE-
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Figure 5.10.: The transient evolution of mean and standard deviation for the batch model with balancing. The bu￿er level
of l4 is now bounded and more messages arrive at s5 over the same time interval.
approximation errors occur in relatively simple IPCTMC models. With respect to discussion of the
evaluation cost of simulation and ODE approximations, this model is not a great example, even though
the ODE approximation is faster than 100,000 simulation runs, in particular when we introduce the
bu￿er-balancing mechanism. This is because in practice we would not implement a protocol that sends
messages between nodes as frequently as we do in Eq. (5.9). Therefore it is a rather unfair comparison
between the cost of analysing the high-level model and running a low-level simulation. On the other
hand, the example shows that non-trivial synchronisation behaviour, message-load balancing as well a
￿exible batch-sending dynamics can be captured by spatial PCTMCs, which is encouraging with respect
to the application of this formalism to the high-level study of WSNs.
5.6. Routing
As wireless sensor networks use multi-hop links to connect peripheral nodes to sinks, applications
require a routing or network protocol. Such protocols can have varying degrees of centralisation. One
extreme is a network where a single or a group of nodes compute routing topologies and communicate
these to all other nodes in the network. At the other end of the spectrum lie decentralised swarm-
intelligence routing mechanisms, which let nodes autonomously infer which neighbouring nodes they
should relay packets to. As with many protocol choices, the decision as to which network protocol is
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appropriate comes down to a number of application- and environment-speci￿c factors, for instance the
availability of energy, bandwidth and processing power. As our focus in this section is to illustrate the
application of PCTMC models to analyse large-scale decentralised routing mechanisms, we refer the
reader to [175, 138] for a more general overview on WSN routing protocols.
A number of biologically-inspired, decentralised routing protocols have been suggested [e.g. 162, 205,
160]. Swarm-intelligence routing algorithms use information about neighbouring nodes to work out
possible routes to a sink node. The mechanisms generally use a concept akin to pheromone trails used
by insects for marking routes. This results in nodes closer to the sink having a higher pheromone
level than nodes that are further away. The routing protocol then simply forwards messages along the
pheromone-level gradient. The pheromone abstraction is particularly useful since it can encapsulate a
number of factors in a single measure that might not just represent a node’s proximity to the nearest
sink, but also for instance the status of its battery-level, latency and processing capacity, all of which
have an impact on the data-forwarding strategy. More recently, Bruneo et al. [40] used a high-level
spatial model to investigate the average gradient quality of a potential pheromone-exchange protocol,
as well as the time it takes to reach steady-state. While Bruneo et al. show how the pheromone spread
can be modelled using Markovian agents, they limit their investigation to the mean of the gradient. The
magnitude of variance and co-variance of pheromone levels, which a￿ect routing decisions, are not
studied. The same is true for the results shown in [162, 205, 160], which provide little detail regarding
second-order moment statistics.
5.6.1. Example: Comparison of two pheromone-based routing models
In this section we show how a simple, non-Markovian, high-level spatial population model can be
used to investigate the quality of routing achieved with two alternative WSN pheromone distribution
mechanisms. In particular we compare Bruneo’s protocol with the static version of Paone’s [162]
pheromone protocol (see Section 5.6.1.2). Assuming su￿cient bandwidth, our aim is to keep the overall
number of message transmissions low, bymaking sure that nodes always forward to neighbours that have
a smaller hop distance to a sink than they have. One metric we use to assess the protocol performance
is the amount of communication required over a certain period of time, measured in terms of number
of messages transmitted per node and in total. Another metric is the number of messages that are
transmitted to the various sink nodes in our network. The computation of the metrics is outlined
in Section 5.6.1.3. Moreover, the performance on these to key metrics is benchmarked against the
performance of an optimal routing network (see Section 5.6.1.1) for the topology shown in Figure 5.11.
In Sections 5.6.1.4 and 5.6.1.5 we benchmark Bruneo’s and Paone’s protocols against the ideal protocol,
under both ideal and lossy-pheromone-spread conditions. While the ￿ndings on the protocols are
interesting, the study is limited to a single topology, a ￿xed parameterisation and steady-state analysis.
Rather than being a holistic comparison between the two protocols, the case study is meant to serve as
a detailed example of how one can apply hybrid-simulation-analysable population models to WSNs.
For the comparison we use a symmetric multi-sink WSN depicted in Figure 5.11, where each non-sink
node samples new data at a globally-homogeneous Poisson rate. Our benchmark is an ideal probabilistic
routing protocol, which satis￿es a number of properties in this particular network. Firstly, it ensures
that all nodes that are n hops away from the sink transmit the same number of data packets. Secondly,
we expect the distribution of di￿erences in the number of messages received at any two sinks to be
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Figure 5.11.: Wireless sensor network with 25 locations and 4 sinks. Higher colour intensity signals larger pheromone
level. Messages are routed along the pheromone gradient towards the sinks.
the same for all possible pairs of sinks. Fluctuations should be solely down to the stochasticity of
the sampling process and the fact that some nodes such as l3, l8, l11, l12, l13, l14, l15, l18, l23 alternate
between sinks due to their stochastic forwarding choice. Finally, to preserve energy in the network,
we aim to make the number of transmissions per message the hop distance from its origin to the
nearest sink. In Figure 5.11 this is achieved by a probabilistic routing protocol with constant forwarding
probabilities. When assessing the di￿erence between the ideal probabilistic routing model and realistic,
pheromone-based routing protocols, the deviation from the behaviour of the ideal model will yield
clues as to what strengths individual approaches have. For instance, any di￿erence in distribution of
transmitted messages by nodes that are n hops from a sink indicate that the routing favours some routes
over others, although this should not happen in the symmetric network. Moreover, the total number of
transitions can indicate the frequency of ine￿cient routing decisions. Similarly, the di￿erence in sink
bu￿er level distributions can indicate the magnitude of imbalances in network utilisation for di￿erent
areas of the WSN. Aside from testing the protocols under lossless communication conditions, we will
also look at the e￿ect of pheromone-beacon loss on the routing quality.
5.6.1.1. A fair, probabilistic routing model
To analyse the ideal routing model, we use the following variant of (5.3) to represent local bu￿ers and
message exchange
; ! B_l1 at  
B_l1 ! B_l⇤ at   ·  1,⇤ (t ) · NB_l1 (5.10)
where  a,b (t ), is the probability that a node at la will route to lb when forwarding a message at time t .
For the ideal probabilistic routing model these probabilities are constant, thus enabling us to evaluate
(5.10) as a PCTMC like we did for the model in Section 5.5. Furthermore, as the resulting reactions are
mono-molecular and bu￿ers initially empty, the number of messages in bu￿ers is independently Poisson
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distributed [114]. While this bu￿er model does not capture behaviour caused by batch-message sending
of data, which we discussed in Section 5.5, sending a single message at a time has the e￿ect that the
distribution of messages sent to di￿erent neighbouring nodes will replicate the actual routing distribution
better than a batch-sending approach. In other words, if a routing approach does not work well for
this single message store-and-forward model, then it is likely to perform even worse for batch-message
exchanges. To assess the performance of the measures discussed above, we keep track of moments for
the following random variables. One variable N Ba,b = NB_la   NB_lb , is the di￿erence between the
number of messages received at sinks a and b, which we can compute exactly from ￿rst-order moments
of NB_l⇤ as these are independently Poisson distributed. Other random variables that we are interested
in are the total number of messages transmitted by a node, i.e. NTX_l⇤ , which is an impulse reward that
increases whenever a message is being sent. We can express this in the PCTMC formalism by altering
the message exchange reaction in Eq. (5.10) to a splitting reaction
B_l1 ! B_l⇤ + TX_l1 at   ·  1,⇤ (t ) · NB_l1 (5.11)
Of course, this implies that all NTX_l⇤ now depend on NB_l⇤ and are thus no longer Poisson distributed
(see Section 5.7). However, while it would be rather expensive to use ODEs to compute the standard
deviation for all NTX_l⇤ , the computation of the mean remains fast and exact and should emphasise
any routing ine￿ciencies, i.e. when some messages require more transmissions than the number of
hops from their origin to the sink. Meanwhile, the second moment of the random variable NTX is
worth computing as we can use it to compare the overall e￿ciency of a routing approach. Note that
although NTX is a global measure, its distribution massively depends on the structure of the network.
Both NTX and NTX_l⇤ are important measures as the number of message transmissions hugely a￿ect
the energy consumption of the network. We assume that message generation and forwarding events
have exponentially distributed inter-event delays, with rate   = 1.0,   = 1.0, i.e. on average, non-sink
nodes take 1 sample per second and relays each sample on average within 1 second of receiving it,
provided its routing table contains a neighbour to forward it to, which is always the case in the ideal
probabilistic routing model, but not necessarily in a pheromone-based routing model. These rates are
arbitrary and used to emulate a busy network. Naturally, for a wider performance analysis study it
would be of interest to also consider di￿erent parameterisations. Moreover, as we intend to measure
the routing quality at steady state, we capture its performance between t = 30 and t = 60, where 30
seconds were found to be su￿cient for the protocols to reach a stable pheromone gradient. Table 5.1
0.00 73.75 46.38 73.75 0.00
73.75 46.38 36.00 46.38 73.75
46.38 36.00 29.00 36.00 46.38
73.75 46.38 36.00 46.38 73.75
0.00 73.75 46.38 73.75 0.00
Table 5.1.: E[NTX_l⇤ (60.0)] in the model with ideal probabilistic routing.
shows E[NTX_l⇤ (60.0)], the mean number of messages transmitted by t = 60.0, for the ideal probabilistic
routing model on the topology illustrated in Figure 5.11. Note, that messages generated before t = 30.0
are discarded so that we only consider steady-state behaviour. NTX (60.0), a convolution of dependent
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Poisson distributed variables, has E[NTX (60.0)] =
P
E[NTX_l⇤ (60.0)] = 1134.0 and Sd[NTX (60.0)] = 50.6,
which shows that it is not Poisson distributed.
Sink E[NB_l⇤] Sd[NB_l⇤] Sd[N B1,⇤] Sd[N B5,⇤] Sd[N B21,⇤] Sd[N B25,⇤]
s1 147.50 12.15 0.00 17.18 17.18 17.18
s5 147.50 12.15 17.18 0.00 17.18 17.18
s21 147.50 12.15 17.18 17.18 0.00 17.18
s25 147.50 12.15 17.18 17.18 17.18 0.00
Table 5.2.: First- and second-order moments of the distribution of messages NB_l⇤ that arrived at s⇤ by t = 60 as well as
Sd[N Ba,b (60.0)]. All E[N Ba,b (60.0)] are 0.
Table 5.2 further shows that the routing is probabilistically balanced, in the sense that all sink nodes
experience the same probabilistic load, i.e. all sinks have the same distribution forNB_l⇤ and the di￿erence
distributions N Ba,b are i .i .d . for all pairs of sinks.
5.6.1.2. Pheromone-based, probabilistic routing models
Having shown behaviour for the ideal routing model, we now look at pheromone-based probabilistic
routing policies based on Bruneo’s and Paone’s pheromone-exchange protocols. Bruneo’s agent model
of pheromone spread features a single node agent in every location whose state transitions are depicted
in Figure 5.12.
Ph0 Ph1 Ph2 . . . Phm
. . .
µµ
       
Figure 5.12.: A simple agent model of a wireless sensor node for Bruneo’s pheromone-exchange model [40].
Ph⇤ symbolises the current pheromone level of an agent. Pheromone evaporates at rate µ and nodes
broadcast their pheromone level at rate   to their neighbours without changing state. When a node
at location l1 receives a pheromone beacon from a node at l2, it adjusts its pheromone level to Ph_l1 =
d(Ph_l1 + Ph_l2)/2e i￿ Ph_l2 > Ph_l1. Bruneo et al. show that mean-￿eld approximations for large WSN
models with hundreds of nodes and multiple sinks provide good approximations to the mean pheromone
level, i.e. E[Ph_l⇤] =
P
i · E[Phi_l⇤] for a range of parameters µ,  .
The protocol suggested by Paone et al. [162], also has the notion of pheromone exchange and evaporation.
The main di￿erence to Bruneo’s pheromone model is that Ph_l⇤ =
P
li 2Nbrs_l⇤ Ph_li/|Nbrs_l⇤ |, i.e. the
arithmetic average of the pheromone levels of all neighbours of a node. Naturally, each node computes
this value, based on the pheromone levels that it received from neighbouring nodes. Moreover, rather
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than periodically decreasing its own pheromone level, a node decreases the pheromone level of its
neighbours, which it stores in a table. To capture additional features, Paone further suggests an internal
multiplier for each node that can be used to reduce its pheromone level, for instance when it experiences
message loss or has low battery. To keep our model simple, we do not use this feature in our study.
Since the table containing neighbour’s pheromone levels can have a large state-space, it is easy to see
why Paone’s concept cannot easily be encoded in an agent model like Bruneo’s mechanism in Figure
5.12 and is thus not suitable for PCTMC modelling. However, as we will see next, despite having a
simple graphical agent state representation and a smaller state-space, Bruneo’s model results in highly
non-linear PCTMC reaction rates that prohibit accurate ODE-based population moment analysis.
To see why the Bruneo’s pheromone distribution model does not translate into a simple PCTMC model,
we need to look closer at its semantics. To keep the discussion simple and to avoid repeating the earlier
unicast vs. broadcast semantics discussion (see Section 5.5), we only show the communication between
two agents in adjacent locations l1 and l2. If we assume that each location is populated by a single agent,
then the model can be expressed in two di￿erent ways. The easiest way is to use a model similar to Eq.
(5.2), where each Phi_l⇤ represents the number of agents at l⇤ that have a pheromone level of i .
Ph0<im_l⇤ ! Phi 1_l⇤ at µ · NPhi_l⇤
Ph0<im_l1 + Ph0 j<i_l2 ! Phi_l1 + Ph d((i+j )/2)e_l2 at   · NPhi_l1NPh j_l2
Ph0<im_l2 + Ph0 j<i_l1 ! Phi_l2 + Ph d((i+j )/2)e_l1 at   · NPhi_l2NPh j_l1 (5.12)
The mean pheromone level in this model is E[Ph_l⇤] =
P
i · E[Phi_l⇤] and similarly other moments can
be computed. However, given the complex nature of the update procedure, the pheromone transmission
from l1 to l2 for a model withm discrete pheromone levels createsm·(m 1)/2 reactions. If this is extended
to a network where nodes have multiple neighbours and use broadcast transmission, the number of
reactions will explode. Moreover, as we assume a single agent per location, the ODE approximation
will only be suitable for ￿rst-order moment approximation as in [40]. Given these drawbacks of the
pheromone exchange representation in Eq. (5.12), one might be tempted to represent pheromone as a
single population Ph_l⇤ using the following semantics
Ph_l⇤ ! ; at µ · 1{NPh_l⇤ >0}
imX
Ph_l1 +
j<iX
Ph_l2 !
iX
Ph_l1 +
d((i+j )/2)eX
Ph_l2 at   · 1nNPhi _l1=i ^ NPh j _l2= j o (5.13)
However, the PCTMC in Eq. (5.13) has rates with guards, whose moments cannot generally be approx-
imated by ODEs [105].
5.6.1.3. Hybrid-simulation analysable pheromone routing models
As we need to keep track of neighbouring nodes’ pheromone levels, the complex update procedures of
pheromone levels as well as the broadcast nature of the pheromone transmission, we have to resort to
simulation to analyse the evolution of pheromone levels. If we simulate the pheromone spread, we can
also assume deterministic timers for pheromone evaporation and transmission, though we continue to
describe the frequency of the events per second using variables µ and  . To ensure that not all events
happen simultaneously, we assume that the initial start time for each node’s pheromone-evaporation and
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broadcast event timer is uniformly distributed with values between 0.0 and 1.0 seconds. Moreover, we
chose µ = 1.0 and   = 0.25, which was previously suggested by Bruneo in [40]. The pheromone-based
routing decision is then made as follows. Let
(N Ph_l j , . . . ,N Ph_lm ) = (min(1,max(0,NPh_l j   NPh_li )), . . . ,min(1,max(0,NPh_lm   NPh_li )))
i.e. the vector indicating neighbours of li that have a higher pheromone level than the node at li and
N Ph_li be the sum of all vector elements. Then
  = ( i, j , . . . , i,m ) = (N Ph_l j/N Ph_li , . . . ,N Ph_lm/N Ph_li )
is the routing distribution that li uses to choose the next neighbour it forwards amessage to. IfN Ph_li = 0
then we set all  i,⇤ = 0 and the node will not forward its data until the routing table is updated once
more. Furthermore, it is assumed that a node only updates a routing table every time it broadcasts
its pheromone level. While updating the routing table using the same deterministic timer as for the
pheromone broadcast event keeps the table stable for longer periods, there can be an issue with stale
pheromone levels at the time of updating the table. For instance, assume that nodeA sends its pheromone
beacon just after B has updated its routing table, then A’s pheromone in￿uence has weakened by the
time B recomputes its routing table. To avoid this, we let nodes experience an exponential delay with
average 0.5 seconds after sending a broadcast, before resetting the deterministic event timer for the
next broadcast. 0.5 seconds was chosen after a number of test runs, but we did not investigate how
this rate behaves with changes in  . Initial experiments suggested that this results in the best and most
stable gradients for both Bruneo’s and Paone’s pheromone models. In fact, Paone’s dynamic approach
outlined in [162] might have a similar e￿ect.
In contrast to the ideal model, the  a,b from Eq. (5.10) are time-dependent random variables in
pheromone-based routing models. As a consequence we know very little about the distribution of
the resulting random variables that we are interested in. However, for each trace of the routing probabil-
ities that we simulate, the population process of Eq. (5.10) retains linear reaction rates with independently
Poisson-distributed node-bu￿er levels. So long as bu￿er levels do not a￿ect the evolution of the phero-
mone, this implies that we can use the hybrid-simulation approach outlined in Section 4.4 along with
ODE-moment analysis for each IPCMTC that we solve for a given rate schedule. Here, the rate schedule
is the evolution of routing tables between t = 30 and t = 60. For the remainder of this section we use
5000 samples of routing-table evolutions for each of the models we analyse using the hybrid technique.
As before, we will also run a full simulation to obtain the moments for the same model in order to
validate our ODE-based hybrid-simulation implementation.
5.6.1.4. Results: Protocol performance comparison
Table 5.3 shows the di￿erences between the number of messages sent by nodes using the ideal routing
table and nodes relying on Bruneo’s and Paone’s pheromone-exchange mechanism. Red ￿elds indicate
that the pheromone-based protocols exceeded the number of messages sent by the corresponding
optimally routing nodes, blue ￿elds indicate nodes that transmitted fewer messages. While Paone’s
pheromone-exchange mechanism performs almost as well as the ideal model, Bruneo’s approach yields
visibly worse results. Although we only used 5000 repetitions, the con￿dence intervals of ￿rst-order
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0.00 0.55  4.77 0.58 0.00
0.53 6.64 0.93 6.78 0.55
 4.85 0.92 0.80 0.87  4.83
0.50 6.74 0.93 6.65 0.55
0.00 0.63  4.74 0.51 0.00
(a) Bruneo’s model with E[NTX (60.0)] = 1150.5 and
Sd[NTX (60.0)] = 54.2.
0.00  0.11  1.77  0.04 0.00
 0.13 1.53  0.12 1.71 0.01
 1.73  0.19  0.78  0.11  1.72
 0.07 1.51  0.35 1.50  0.12
0.00  0.12  1.80  0.15 0.00
(b) Paone’s model with E[NTX (60.0)] = 1131.0 and
Sd[NTX (60.0)] = 51.1.
Table 5.3.: Di￿erence between the number of transmissions per node in the ideal routing model and the pheromone-
routing approaches.
Sink E[NB_l⇤] Sd[NB_l⇤] Sd[N B1,⇤] Sd[N B5,⇤] Sd[N B21,⇤] Sd[N B25,⇤]
s1 147.36 13.27 0.00 19.49 19.49 18.77
s5 147.30 13.24 19.49 0.00 18.73 19.47
s21 147.41 13.28 19.49 18.73 0.00 19.56
s25 147.20 13.28 18.78 19.47 19.56 0.00
(a) Bruneo
Sink E[NB_l⇤] Sd[NB_l⇤] Sd[N B1,⇤] Sd[N B5,⇤] Sd[N B21,⇤] Sd[N B25,⇤]
s1 147.27 13.35 0.00 19.42 19.34 19.45
s5 147.47 13.37 19.42 0.00 19.46 19.38
s21 147.31 13.33 19.34 19.46 0.00 19.34
s25 147.23 13.34 19.45 19.38 19.34 0.00
(b) Paone
Table 5.4.: Same diagrams as in Table 5.2 for the two routing approaches. E[N Ba,b (60.0)], which were omitted, take
values between  1.0 and 1.0.
moments, which we omitted for brevity, are tight enough for these ￿ndings to be statistically signi￿cant.
The magnitude of the imbalances in the number of messages forwarded by nodes is largest for two-
hop nodes. To see why this e￿ect is more pronounced for Bruneo’s approach we need to look at the
pheromone levels of l3,l11,l15,l23 which have three neighbouring nodes each and l7,l9,l17,l19 which have
four as can be seen in Figure 5.11. In Bruneo’s case the two groups have identical mean-pheromone
levels while Paone’s arithmetic averaging results in l3,l11,l15,l23 having slightly higher pheromone levels,
which reduces the routing imbalances caused by the fact that nodes l7,l9,l17,l19 have more neighbours.
While Bruneo’s approach causes greater imbalances in the number of transmissions for the two-hop
nodes, the metrics in Table 5.4 are very similar to those for the ideal model in Table 5.2 and there are
virtually no di￿erences between the two pheromone-exchange mechanisms. Another interesting metric
is the total number of transmissions (see E[NTX (60.0)] shown in the description of the graphs in Table
5.3). It is signi￿cantly higher for Bruneo’s approach, which shows that nodes in Bruneo’s network
occasionally route messages away from the sink. One reason as to why such misrouting occurs more
frequently with Bruneo’s approach could be due to the fact that its mean-pheromone gradient measured
at t = 60.0 is shallower than Paone’s and has lower signal-to-noise ratios, especially in areas closer to
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the sink. At the same time, if routing was done according to our routing logic using the mean of either
protocols pheromone gradient, then there would not be any misrouting. This highlights one limitation
of looking at ￿rst-order statistics only. However, to truly understand why misrouting occurs, one has to
observe the evolution of routing-table samples for a number of topologies, which is beyond the scope of
our study.
5.6.1.5. Results: Protocol performance under message loss
Another performance measure that is important for swarm-intelligence-based routing protocols is their
ability to cope with imperfect information. In the following we investigate what happens if we assume
that receiving nodes can miss pheromone messages with a certain probability.
0.00 1.83  2.89 2.10 0.00
2.12 8.95 2.03 9.00 2.06
 2.87 2.18 1.45 2.18  2.88
2.04 9.12 2.14 9.09 1.90
0.00 2.12  2.81 2.29 0.00
(a) Bruneo, P(loss = 10%), E[NTX (60.0)] = 1185.2 and
Sd[NTX (60.0)] = 60.4.
0.00  0.05  2.53  0.01 0.00
 0.13 2.36  0.14 2.47  0.02
 2.45  0.02  0.16 0.10  2.43
0.04 2.45  0.09 2.51 0.07
0.00 0.02  2.54  0.08 0.00
(b) Paone, P(loss = 10%), E[NTX (60.0)] = 1133.3 and
Sd[NTX (60.0)] = 50.7.
0.00 3.09  1.51 2.83 0.00
2.97 10.83 3.28 10.68 2.94
 1.58 3.24 2.09 3.24  1.65
3.03 10.88 3.23 10.80 3.06
0.00 3.16  1.52 3.15 0.00
(c) Bruneo, P(loss = 20%), E[NTX (60.0)] = 1210.3 and
Sd[NTX (60.0)] = 65.3.
0.00  0.03  2.68  0.05 0.00
 0.12 2.58  0.06 2.63  0.05
 2.65  0.02 0.00 0.10  2.59
0.06 2.62 0.01 2.70 0.06
0.00 0.03  2.66 0.03 0.00
(d) Paone, P(loss = 20%), E[NTX (60.0)] = 1133.9 and
Sd[NTX (60.0)] = 50.7.
0.00 3.73  0.72 3.26 0.00
3.59 12.01 4.08 11.86 3.74
 0.69 4.14 2.77 4.19  0.74
3.61 12.06 4.22 12.22 3.76
0.00 3.71  0.67 3.80 0.00
(e) Bruneo, P(loss = 30%), E[NTX (60.0)] = 1227.9 and
Sd[NTX (60.0)] = 69.4.
0.00 0.04  2.77  0.14 0.00
 0.11 2.66  0.06 2.65 0.04
 2.70 0.08 0.13 0.11  2.63
0.13 2.84 0.05 2.75  0.02
0.00 0.07  2.79  0.04 0.00
(f) Paone, P(loss = 30%), E[NTX (60.0)] = 1134.3 and
Sd[NTX (60.0)] = 50.7.
Table 5.5.: Di￿erence between the number of transmissions per node in the ideal routing model and the pheromone-
routing approaches for di￿erent pheromone-message-loss probabilities.
Tables 5.5 and 5.6, show that Paone’s pheromone-exchange model is remarkably resilient to pheromone-
beacon loss, even when loss probabilities reach 30%. The performance of Bruneo’s model on the
other hand is much more vulnerable to unreliable pheromone-beacon transmissions. In particular, the
imbalances between the messages arriving at di￿erent sinks by t = 60.0 (see Table 5.6) surges. Moreover,
Bruneo’s pheromone model causes a much larger number of transmissions (see E[NTX (60.0)] in Table
5.5) as the pheromone-loss probability increases. Of course, we need to bare in mind that the routing
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Sink E[NB_l⇤] Sd[NB_l⇤] Sd[N B1,⇤] Sd[N B5,⇤] Sd[N B21,⇤] Sd[N B25,⇤]
s1 146.46 22.77 0.00 37.64 37.83 31.45
s5 146.06 22.52 37.64 0.00 31.31 37.34
s21 146.29 22.82 37.83 31.30 0.00 37.93
s25 146.60 22.69 31.45 37.34 37.93 0.00
(a) Bruneo, P(loss = 30%)
Sink E[NB_l⇤] Sd[NB_l⇤] Sd[N B1,⇤] Sd[N B5,⇤] Sd[N B21,⇤] Sd[N B25,⇤]
s1 147.42 14.49 0.00 21.58 21.83 21.03
s5 147.39 14.38 21.59 0.00 20.87 21.69
s21 147.70 14.52 21.82 20.86 0.00 21.82
s25 147.44 14.53 21.03 21.69 21.82 0.00
(b) Paone, P(loss = 30%)
Table 5.6.: Same diagrams as in Table 5.2 for the two routing approaches with a 30% pheromone beacon loss probability.
approaches may behave di￿erently as message losses become correlated or when looking at di￿erent
topologies and sample rates. However, it is easy to see how the model presented here could be extended
to study these scenarios.
5.6.1.6. Discussion
The example case study highlights a number of interesting points. Firstly, it provides a good example
of an application for hybrid-simulation-analysable population models (see Section 4.4). Secondly, it
underlines the importance of considering second-order moments in the analysis of WSNs, since the
multi-hop routing nature of WSNs can lead to potentially long-range correlation and covariance e￿ects.
However, future work is needed to see at what point full simulation analysis becomes more e￿cient
than the partially ODE-based moment analysis that we used to generate the hybrid-simulation results in
this section. In our experimental Python implementation, the hybrid approach was between 4–6 times
faster than the full stochastic simulation with 500 runs for each of the 5000 time-inhomogeneous rate
schedules we sampled. Solving each model with 5000 time-inhomogeneous rate schedules took between
125 to 200 minutes using hybrid simulation, while the full simulation took up to 15 hours on a single
CPU on an Intel i5, 3.47 GHz. However, for further information on the issue of benchmarking we refer
the reader to our discussion in Section 8.2.2. To reduce the analysis cost for the purpose of parameter
sweeping, one could terminate the analysis for speci￿c setups early, e.g. the strategy in Table 5.6a, when
the observed performance is signi￿cantly worse than that of other setups.
5.7. MAP arrivals
Thus far we assumed negative-exponentially distributed inter-event times for samples or packets of
samples generated by individual nodes. Admittedly, this is a rather simple abstraction that is unlikely to
work as a proxy for many event sampling distributions observed in WSNs, for instance in event-driven
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WSN applications such as ￿re hazard monitoring networks [e.g. 221, 143, 47] where sampling rates
can change. Another reason for varying sampling rates could be application layer processing of sensor
readings, where new data is only retained if it is su￿ciently di￿erent from previous measurements, in
an e￿ort to reduce the number of transmissions. Fortunately, PCTMCs with birth processes are not
limited to Poisson-distributed birth processes. Like in queueing theory, it is possible to useMarkovian
arrival processes (MAPs) [51] which enable modellers to express phase-type distributed inter-arrival
times as well as correlated inter-arrival times. In this section we illustrate how MAPs can be represented
in PCTMC models and discuss issues regarding the probabilistic nature of the resulting model.
M0 M1 M0 M1
 0
 1
 0  1
 0
 1
(a) MMPP
M0 M1 M0 M1
 0
 1
 0  1
 0
 1
(b) PHRP
Figure 5.13.: State-transition diagrams for an MMPP and a PHRP process. Solid transitions mark internal transitions,
dashed transitions symbolise both arrival generation and state change.
MAPs are usually expressed in form of two matrices D0,D1 that form a generator matrixQ
Q =
(
BBBBBBBB/
D0 D1 0 0 . . .
0 D0 D1 0 . . .
0 0 D0 D1 . . .
...
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
)
CCCCCCCC0
(5.14)
where 0 is an all-zero matrix, D0 symbolises the hidden states of the MAP and D1 those that can be
observed. There are two main sub-classes of MAPs,Markov-modulated Poisson processes (MMPPs)
and Phase-type renewal processes (PHRPs). Figure 5.13 illustrates the di￿erence between the two
processes. The MMPP shown in Figure 5.13a associates a Poisson arrival rate with its state, whereas
the PHRP in Figure 5.13b generates new arrivals as part of state transitions. MMPPs are useful when
the arrival process is bursty, since the state-dependent Poisson rates can express correlations between
inter-arrival times. PHRPs on the other hand allow us to capture non-exponential inter-arrival-time
distributions as phase-type distributions. In practice, we can also use a MAP that consists of both
MMPP and PHRP elements. In the reaction-style PCTMC representation, the MMPP shown in Figure
5.13a that regulates the birth rate of agents of population B, can be represented as a combination of
mono-molecular and catalytic reactions
M0 ! M1 at  0 · NM0
M1 ! M0 at  1 · NM1
M0 ! M0 + B at  0 · NM0
M1 ! M1 + B at  1 · NM1 (5.15)
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assuming that NM0 (0) + NM1 (0) = 1. The PHRP from Figure 5.13b on the other hand can be expressed as
a combination of mono-molecular and splitting reactions
M0 ! M1 at  0 · NM0
M1 ! M0 + B at  1 · NM1 (5.16)
where the transition from M1 to M0 causes the bu￿er to increase by 1. While the resulting moment
approximating ODEs remain linear and hence exact, the distribution of NB (t ) is unfortunately unknown.
While Jahnke et al. [114] argue that the distribution of an isolated auto-catalytic reaction system of the
form
; ! M at  0
M ! M +M at   · NM
M ! ; at  1 (5.17)
is likely to be a mixture of Poisson, binomial and negative binomial distributions and that the general
class of mono-molecular and auto-catalytic systems is also likely to have an analytic solution, they
do not provide further insights on systems with catalytic reactions that are required for MMPPs and
PHRPs. This is not entirely surprising since the number of arrivals generated by MAP processes can
have complex dependencies. However, while the actual distribution may remain unknown, we can
always use moments computed from the ODE analysis of WSNs with MAP-sample arrivals to calculate
bounds for the distribution, much like Hayden et al. do in [107] to bound passage-time distributions.
5.8. Channel interference
Another major issue in wireless sensor networks is channel interference caused by the hidden terminal
problem. Imagine two nodes A and C that have a common neighbour B with which they can both
communicate, while at the same time A and C cannot directly communicate. Before sending a message
using a collision avoiding MAC protocol such as CSMA, both A and C check whether the channel is
currently occupied. If it is free they send a message, otherwise they try again later. The hidden terminal
problem occurs whenC accesses the channel whileA is transmitting a message to B. SinceC cannot sense
A’s signal, it assumes that the channel is clear and sends data to B. However, B now receives two signals
simultaneously and can at best demodulate one of them. This e￿ect is generally unavoidable in wireless
networks, but it is a particular problem in WSNs where transmission requires a lot of energy. Although
newer protocols utilise multiple frequencies to reduce the number of nodes sharing a particular channel,
messages sent over a particular frequency can still be received by other nodes in hearing distance. As a
consequence, unicast and broadcast of packets essentially work the same in WSNs, the only di￿erence
being that in unicast mode nodes ignore messages that are not addressed to them. Yet, when modelling
radio interference in a WSN with unicast, an interfering signal still has to be modelled as a broadcast
signal. The resulting explosion in the number of reactions illustrated in Section 5.5, shows that this is
yet another feature which is far from trivial to address with ODE-analysable population models. To
make things even harder, interference further depends on node duty-cycle synchronisation and also
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happens infrequently. Hybrid-analysable models make little sense as interference directly depends on
the radio status and bu￿er levels of neighbouring nodes.
In [5] we attempted to capture the evolution of the mean bu￿er occupancy in a fail-safe PCTMC model
of large WSNs with pheromone routing and interference, relying solely on ￿rst-order moment ODE
approximations. In many regions of the WSN the ODE steady-state approximation for a node’s relative
bu￿er level with respect to the busiest node in the network was found to be qualitatively similar to
results obtained from a low-level Castalia simulation. Nevertheless, we do not discuss the model in
this chapter as it has a number of drawbacks. Firstly, the model is more similar in nature to the ones
used in [e.g. 40, 47] in the sense that we create a large number of states for the description of a single
agent. Another issue is that for the sake of keeping the number of reactions low, we already assert
independence between di￿erent agents at PCTMC level. While this does not a￿ect the structure of
the resulting mean-approximating ODEs, it blurs the actual semantics of the process we try to express.
Finally, even if we were to de￿ne the full PCTMC model, it is likely that only a full simulation approach
can yield ￿rst- and second-order moments. Although we exclude the actual study from this chapter, the
research conducted for [5] crucially helped our understanding of the challenges and limitations for the
application of ODE-solution techniques to spatial PCTMC models.
5.9. Conclusions
In this chapter we looked at the application of spatial population models for the purpose of studying
wireless sensor networks. Despite numerous challenges such as guarded transitions, single node
assumptions, duty-cycle synchronisation and probabilistic routing choices, which generate complex
spatial correlation patterns, we were able to abstract various components as population models. In
particular by using time-inhomogeneous PCTMC models with deterministic and probabilistic time-
dependent rates, we were able to express features that go far beyond the capabilities of traditional
ODE-analysable population models that arise from replicating entire components.
However, several challenges remain. As populationmodels do not handle synchronous reactions between
3 or more agents well, e￿ects like broadcast communication can only be analysed through some form of
simulation. Similarly, highly modal or guarded mechanisms such as the spread of pheromone proposed
by Bruneo et al. [40], can only be captured accurately through simulation. While alternative abstract
population models of pheromone spread like the one discussed in [8, 6], o￿er an idealised population
notion of pheromone exchange, they are restricted to unicast communication and exhibit highly non-
linear reaction rates, which limit the use of ODE moment approximation techniques. Similarly, despite
our best e￿orts, we have not found away to apply populationmodels toWSNswhere channel interference
plays a crucial role. However, as we mentioned in the discussion in Section 5.8, it might simply be that
the modal, low-level, infrequent nature of interference o￿ers a too big challenge for the application of
population abstractions or limiting their representation to a simple message loss rate.
Another important challenge is to ￿nd ways to improve existing numerical and simulation techniques
in order to speed up the analysis of second-order moments in large WSN models. However, as we
will discuss in Section 8.2.2 this also requires us to revisit our benchmarking metrics to allow a better
comparison between simulation- and numerically-based results.
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6Case study – Bike arrival forecasts
Key contributions:
Develop IPCTMC model for on-line arrival interval forecasts in large
bicycle hire schemes Section 6.2.1
Compare IPCTMC mean forecast with linear regression model Sections 6.2.2 and 6.3
Investigate combination of IPCTMC and ARIMA error-correction mod-
els Sections 6.2.3 and 6.3
Validate models on the London cycle-hire scheme to illustrate their
scalability and accuracy Section 6.3
Investigate information contained in journey data compared to uncor-
related departure-arrival time series Section 6.3
6.1. Introduction
On the 30th of July 2010, the Barclays cycle-hire scheme launched in London, after similar schemes had
proven to be popular in capitals such as Paris, Stockholm and Vienna. Bike-hire schemes generally
feature a number of docking stations where bikes can be rented or returned. Stations are installed all over
the city so that the maximum distance between neighbouring stations is at most 500 metres. Moreover,
stations vary in the numbers of parking slots they provide, the largest stations being close to transport
hubs. The schemes are aimed to provide a cost-e￿ective, green solution to the last-mile transport
problem in large cities for both tourists and commuters. While tourists can purchase day memberships
for the hire scheme, commuters can also opt for a discounted annual membership. Naturally, the growing
popularity of cycle hire as well as the abundance of publicly available data from various operational
hire schemes has attracted interest in the performance research community.
Much like traditional transport providers, cycle hire operators face classical problems such as infra-
structure planning [184], pricing [134] and policy improvement [140, 132, 78]. Another challenge is to
forecast the number of available bikes and parking slots at di￿erent docking stations [80, 116, 220, 79].
Being able to make such forecasts is of vital interest to both operators and customers. With the growing
availability of mobile internet access, users of transport systems nowadays expect the availability of
real-time transport information. Hence, multi-modal end-to-end routing applications that consider
bicycle hire as a possible mode of transport, need to be able to accurately forecast the availability of
bikes and parking spaces at suggested origin and destination docking stations [220, 115]. Moreover,
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operators require good future estimates as to when stations become empty or full in order to redistribute
bikes and antagonise trends [78, 139]. Aside from purely quantitative performance evaluation, e￿orts
have also been made to visualise migration trends of bicycle schemes. In particular [181, 158, 159] show
that a lot can be learnt about the dynamics of bike-sharing systems by using appropriate visualisations.
Being interested in forecasting bike-migration trends for time intervals of di￿erent length, we in-
vestigate the information gain resulting from knowledge about likely journey destinations of journeys
that have started prior to the prediction interval. This information should give a good indication as
to how much the models suggested by [116, 220] could pro￿t from embracing additional information
from journey data sets. Secondly, we want to study the application of spatial IPCTMCs (see Section
2.4.1) to represent bike-movement processes and compare their forecast quality with linear regression
techniques that have been used in previous studies on bicycle-hire schemes [116, 220].
In this chapter, we develop forecast models to predict the number of bikes that will dock within a certain
area of London over a given future time horizon. Although we show that our IPCTMC approach does not
outperform linear regression techniques, it has the advantage of providing a very natural representation
of the conceptual high-level movement process and further enables us to obtain probability-mass
estimates, which linear regression techniques do not provide. Moreover, the fact that the stochastic
model does not outperform point forecasts made by linear regression techniques provides interesting
insights about the dynamics and the predictability of bicycle movements in large cycle-hire schemes.
Furthermore, we show that irrespective of which regression technique is used, an ARIMA time series
error model can help to improve the accuracy of point forecasts for di￿erent forecast horizons under
realistic conditions.
Speci￿cally, in Section 6.3 we will compare the root mean-squared error (RMSE) for area-arrival forecasts
made by our models. The comparison will be repeated for di￿erent areas in London at di￿erent times
during the day. Moreover, we also look at the performance of our models when perfect information
about future departures is assumed. To make the comparison scale-invariant, we generally look at the
relative RMSE between any models that we compare. We further study the day-time-dependent mean
absolute scaled error (MASE) to assure ourselves that our forecast models outperform naive approaches.
Lastly, we present IPCTMC point-forecast traces, along with probability-mass bounds for the number of
expected arrivals.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows; In Section 6.2 we describe a IPCTMC bike-
movement model for a cycle-hire system and show that the forecasted population size is Poisson-
binomially distributed. We further develop an alternative linear regression model for the process and
describe a procedure for ￿tting an ARIMA time series model for the regression error. Subsequently, in
Section 6.3 we compare the forecast quality of both regression models trained on journey data from
the London cycle-hire scheme and further look at the improvement obtained by using an error model.
Finally, in Section 6.4 we review the literature on station occupancy-forecasting models and relate our
observations to ￿ndings made by other researchers.
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6.2. Arrival-forecast models
In the following we present di￿erent regression techniques and a time series error model to estimate
the number of bike journeys ending at docking stations in a small target area A during a forecast
interval [t0,tf ]. Throughout this chapter, historical departures up to t0 are assumed to be known, while
departures that occur after t0 are either estimated for out-of-sample forecasts or obtained through
oracle predictions. In Section 6.3 we will then study the accuracy of an IPCTMC model and a linear
regression model for di￿erent areas A and varying forecast horizons tf at di￿erent times during the day.
Rather than looking at individual departures, both historical and predicted departures are considered
as per-minute aggregates. Instead of considering per-minute departures from individual stations, we
cluster stations whose outgoing journeys ending in A have similar journey-time distributions. This may
include stations that lie in A. As discussed in Section 4.5, aggregating the passage-time distribution of
multiple paths into a single one has the advantage of reducing the size of the state-space, but comes
at the cost of losing information about an individual’s whereabouts, which is fortunately not needed
in this case study. Figure 6.1 shows a number of arrival areas A, for which we will train and analyse
prediction models in Section 6.3. While we experimented with di￿erent ways of clustering departure
stations, we did not investigate what the optimal way of grouping stations was.
An important aspect of our study is the analysis of the accuracy of the arrival forecast given di￿erent
amount of information at the time of making the prediction. In [116, 220] models are trained on station-
occupancy data. As this data only reports changes in the number of available parking spots, it does not
provide full details regarding the number of departures since the last data point. However, the data
could be used to obtain a proxy for the total number of departures and arrivals at any station. From
hereon, we refer to this information as total departure/arrival information. Clearly, with a data set
that provides information about journeys, we can compute the total number of departures and arrivals
for a given time period for both individual stations and clusters of stations. However, given target
location A, a journey data set further allows us to investigate the prediction accuracy of a model for
which the destination of a journey is assumed to be known at the time of its departure. We refer to this
information as departures-to-destination. Since it is most crucial to make accurate arrival forecasts
during rush-hour periods [80], it is fair to argue that service providers should be able to obtain accurate
historical departures-to-destination estimates up to t0, as the majority of rush-hour users are subscribed
users [60], whose daily behaviour is easier to predict. For genuine out-of-sample forecasts, forecasting
departures after t0 is achieved through ARMA time-series models, while our oracle forecasts, which
we use to study the sensitivity of our models with respect to departure-prediction errors, assume perfect
information about future departures. Furthermore, our IPCTMC prediction model will only be trained
on departures-to-destination data, whereas we train a linear regression model on both types of departure
information. In theory we could also ￿t an IPCTMC model to total departure/arrival data, but this would
require additional parameter optimisation, which is beyond the scope of our work.
6.2.1. IPCTMC model
Figure 6.2 shows the structure of our IPCTMC forecasting model, which estimates the number of future
arrivals for a set of neighbouring stations in a small area A. The boxes in Figure 6.2 correspond to
populations in the formal de￿nition of the underlying IPCTMC (see Section 2.4.1). However, since we
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assume that agents move independently, the diagram can also be looked at as a state diagram of a single
agent’s CTMC description, so long as the departure process is ignored. Each journey starts in a single
cluster Origi and ends in DestA after experiencing a phase-type delay represented by Phi . The model
thus follows the concept that we have previously shown in Figure 4.2a. Phase-type distributed journey
times are necessary, since prior studies have shown that journey times are not exponentially, but rather
log-normally distributed [220].
Having described the states of the IPCTMCmodel, we now take a look at its parameters. In the following
we assume that we can initialise our model using historical information for the interval [t w ,t0] and that
we make a forecast for the number of agents that reach state DestA anytime in [t0,tf ]. t w is chosen to be
large, so that departures before t w have a negligible e￿ect on our forecast. For departures themselves,
we only consider departures-to-destination data, i.e. journeys which end in area A. Moreover, for any
forecast we assume perfect knowledge about the number of journeys that depart from each cluster
i and head for A up until t0. To use historical as well as future departure-to-destination estimates
and oracle predictions, we de￿ne per-minute IPCTMC population events (ed ,td ) 2 E that represent
the number of departures-to-destination for the following minute. Furthermore, there is also a reset
event (ResetDestA ,t0), which ensures that we only consider arrivals that occur in the actual forecast
(a) Holborn Circus (Stn66) (b) Appold Street (Stn175)
(c) Northumberland Avenue (Stn354) (d) Waterloo Station 2 (Stn361)
Figure 6.1.: Examples of areas in London, see Table 6.1, whose bike hire docking stations lack parking spaces during rush
hour. Each circle represents a docking station, the larger the circle the more parking spots it has.
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DestA
Ph2Ph1 Phc 1 Phc
. . .Orig2Orig1 Origc 1 Origc
3 . . . 4 6 . . .
[t w , . . . , t 1] [t0, . . . , tf ]
1 . . . 3 0 . . .
[t w , . . . , t 1] [t0, . . . , tf ]
7 . . . 4 9 . . .
[t w , . . . , t 1] [t0, . . . , tf ]
5 . . . 8 3 . . .
[t w , . . . , t 1] [t0, . . . , tf ]
Figure 6.2.: IPCTMC arrival-forecast model with c clusters. Below the Origi states we illustrate the time-series of
per-minute departures, which is assumed to be known until t0 and forecasted afterwards.
interval. The rates of the phase-type distribution remain constant. Assuming a Hyper-Erlang phase-type
distribution [193] with b branches with p phases each, we obtain the following transition classes for
cluster c:
Origc ! Phc,1,1 at  1 · NOrigc
Phc,1,1 ! Phc,1,2 at  1 · NPhc,1,1
...
Phc,1,p 1 ! DestA at  1 · NPhc,1,p 1
...
Origc ! Phc,b,1 at  b · NOrigc
Phc,b,1 ! Phc,b,2 at  b · NPhc,b,1
...
Phc,b,p 1 ! DestA at  b · NPhc,b,p 1
(6.1)
For the resulting model in Eq. (6.1) we have P i = 1 and  i is the rate of the ith branch of the Hyper-
Erlang distribution. Clearly, all rate functions are linear and hence all moment evolutions computed via
ODE analysis (see Eq. (2.27)) are exact. Moreover, by Proposition 1 in [114], NDestA (tf ) is binomially
distributed if we have an initial non-zero population for any Orig⇤ and E = ;. Obviously, E , ;,
however, as every agent moves independently and as we only count agents that arrive during [t0,tf ], each
individual starting from any Orig⇤ has a Bernoulli-distributed chance of being counted in NDestA (tf ).
The probability with which an agent that departs from cluster c at time t is counted in NDestA (tf ) is
P(agent reaches station in A between [t0,tf ]) = Fc (tf   t )   Fc (t0   t )
where Fc is the CDF of the passage-time distribution from Origc to DestA. Hence, for n departures
between [t w ,tf ],NDestA (tf ) is the convolution ofn independent, but not identically, Bernoulli-distributed
random variables and thus a Poisson-binomial random variable. Another way of looking at this process
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is to interpret each event in E as a starting con￿guration for a PCTMC model, such that the resulting
distribution of all arrivals in A is a convolution of independent binomially-distributed variables and
thus Poisson-binomially distributed. While it is not possible to derive the probability distribution of a
Poisson-binomial from its moments, the distribution has some nice properties that make the moment
computation worthwhile. Firstly, for any Poisson-binomial variable with n-trials and mean µ, the
variance is highest when it takes the form of a Binomial B (n, µn ) distribution [100]. This means that we
can get a non-trivial variance approximation using only the mean and the total number of departures,
without having to compute the variance using second-order moment ODEs (Section 2.4.6). Another
interesting property is that the Poisson-binomial distribution is unimodal [176] and hence we can
compute an upper bound for the probability mass using the Vysochanskij–Petunin inequality [208],
which yields a tighter bound than Chebyshev’s inequality.
6.2.2. Linear regression model
We use linear regression models for two reasons. First of all the availability of ￿tting algorithms makes
it possible to compare linear regression models trained on total departures/arrivals and departures-to-
destination data, to see how extra journey information a￿ects the prediction accuracy. Secondly, we use
them as a benchmark to get an intuition about whether IPCTMC models have a potential advantage
over time-dependent linear models like those suggested in [116, 220], when looking at the dynamics of a
cycle-hire system. While the linear regression models are more parsimonious than our IPCTMC model,
their disadvantage is that the interpretation of their regression parameters is less straightforward than
that of our PCTMC states. Like Yoon et al. [220], we decided to choose an observation frequency of 5
minutes for departure and arrival observations. The linear regression model can then be expressed as
Aˆ(t + 5) =  11D1 (t ) + . . . +  1mD1 (t   5m) + . . . +
 n1Dn (t ) + . . . +  nmDn (t   5m)
(6.2)
where Aˆ(t + 5) is the forecasted # arrivals for a target area during [t ,t + 5]. To forecast arrivals for
longer intervals, e.g. [t0,t0 + 5i] with i > 1, we simply successively forecast Aˆ(t + 5), . . . ,Aˆ(t + 5i )
and subsequently sum all individual point forecasts Pij=1 Aˆ(t + 5j ). The exogenous Dc (t ) variables
represent the # of departures from cluster c during [t   5,t]. If we were to choosem = 3 in Eq. (6.2)
then we would regress on departures that occurred during [t0   20,t0]. As for our IPCTMC model,
predictions for variables such asDc (t +5i ), where i   1, are made using ARIMAmodels for out-of-sample
experiments and are assumed to be provided by an oracle for sensitivity analysis. The  ci are ￿tted
using mean-squared error regression techniques on training data. One important thing to bear in mind,
is that clustering is done on journey information, so it is not true to claim that multi-cluster models
trained on total departures/arrivals information make no use of journey information. However, as we
will see in Section 6.3, it turns out that without the corresponding departure-to-destination information,
a small number of clusters has little impact on the forecast accuracy.
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6.2.3. Time series error model
After comparing the performance of the IPCTMC and the linear regression models in Section 6.3, we will
show that time-series models can reduce the prediction error. While adding an ARIMA error-correction
model to the linear regression model is straightforward, for the IPCTMC model we ￿rst need to use
training data to make predictions at a frequency of ￿ve minutes, which we then use to train an error
model for the mean of the number of arrivals predicted for each 5-minute interval. The regression model
with error correction then becomes
A˜(t + 5) = Aˆ(t + 5) +   (t ) (6.3)
where   (t ) is an ARIMA(p,d,q) error model. As the forecast horizon [t0,tf ] is usually a multiple of the
5-minute forecast frequency, we compute the Aˆ(t+5i ) and   (t+5(i 1)) separately using only information
about departures and error up to t0 and subsequently sum all regression and error predictions to obtain
an error-corrected out-of-sample forecast for the entire forecast interval. As before we will do this
separately for every cluster, so that   (t ) = P  c (t ).
While the idea behind the error model is simple, it turns out that training the   (t ) ARIMA process for
each cluster requires a little care. Due to the time-inhomogeneous nature of bicycle ￿ows in the city [29],
we train a separate regression model for each time period that we study. Time periods are either morning
or evening rush hours. This implies that we cannot simply join the prediction errors for two consecutive
days, since the there is a time gap between the end of the morning rush hour and the beginning of the
morning rush hour on the next day, for which no error data exists. Filling the gap by zeros would be an
option, though this might result in unwanted bias. Instead, we use the interleaving technique proposed
by Bowden et al. [35], which addresses the issue of ￿tting ARIMA(p,d ,q) models to repeated processes
with n non-consecutive time series ofm observations each. Rather than concatenating the n time series
serially one after another, the authors suggest creating a new time series that starts with the interleaved
￿rst observations o11, . . . ,o1n of the n time series followed by the n second observations o21, . . . ,o2n and
so on for allm replicated time points. One can then ￿t a SARIMA(p · n,0,q · n) (0,d ,0)m model whose
non-zero parameters are precisely the ones of the ARIMA(p,d ,q) model we are looking for. In our case
n is simply the number of days in the training data set andm is the number of ￿ve-minute intervals we
capture for a speci￿c rush-hour period. To ensure time-homogeneity, we ￿rst tried to use a di￿erencing
operator on the error time series. As di￿erencing produced poor error models, we instead ￿tted an
ARIMA(p,0,q), i.e. an ARMA process, to the normalised error time series, where each of them intervals
is normalised using the mean and standard deviation of its corresponding n observations. This means
that each error forecast in Section 6.3.3 needs to be de-normalised.
6.2.4. Implementation
Both models, the IPCTMC as well as the linear regression model, were implemented as an extension
to GPA [189], which is written in Java. Since there is limited availability of time series and regression
￿tting libraries in Java, we decided to implement this functionality in R using the Forecasting package
[112]. We then used Rserve to interface between GPA and a standalone R daemon process. Hence, all
results presented in the analysis section make use of the same error ￿tting mechanism for replicated
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ARIMA models. While the ￿tting of the linear regression parameters was done in R, we implemented
the station clustering in Java instead.
All target areas A, are de￿ned as 500m ⇥ 500m square areas surrounding a station in the centre (see
Figure 6.1) and we consider the arrivals of all journeys in that area. Having de￿ned A, we capture all
(origin-station, passage-time) pairs of journeys for the rush-hour time period that we are studying.
To reduce noise, we discard all journeys that take less than 2 minutes or more than 40 minutes. Once all
passage-time samples have been retrieved from the training data, we cluster stations that have had few
outgoing journeys to A according to their proximity and subsequently cluster stations according to their
(10%,50%,90%) passage-time quantiles. Subsequently, we generate the cluster departure and arrival time
series needed for the analysis. All samples are assumed to be i .i .d ., which we justify by the fact that we
only study arrivals during the morning and evening periods, where commuters represent the majority
of cyclists. Unlike tourists, who often travel in small groups, we assume that commuters mostly travel
independently to and from work. In the next section we will check these assumptions against statistics
obtained from journey data from the London cycle-hire scheme. Like the independence assumption, the
identically-distributed assumption is of course an idealised notion, since factors such as day of the week
or weather can a￿ect travel times [29]. Naturally, one could build more granular models to study the
e￿ect of these features, but this is beyond the scope of this case study. Finally, the phase-type ￿tting is
done automatically using GFit [193]. We also tried the semi-automatic HyperStar [171] tool, which
gave identical levels of performance in the later forecast. For each cluster-passage-time distribution we
used a Hyper-Erlang distribution with roughly 100 phases and 3   5 branches.
6.3. Case-study analysis
To study and validate our regression models, we use journey data from the London cycle-hire scheme.
The training data set consists of business days in May 2012 and the forecasts are made for business days
in June 2012. We study four target areas that encapsulate stations that become full during peak periods.
The areas where chosen to cover a range of geographical locations across the city which experience
di￿erent levels of peak arrivals at di￿erent times during the day. Table 6.1 provides some statistics about
the chosen areas. Two areas have their arrival peaks during themorning rush hour (5.15   9.15am) and
two during the evening rush hour (3.45   7.15pm). In the following we will also refer to the interval
from 10am   3pm as o￿-peak. Table 6.2 shows the impact of the simplifying assumptions we made
Ref Station Time #Docks Station #Docks Area
Stn66 am Holborn Circus morning 39 155
Stn175 am Appold Street morning 26 130
Stn354 pm Northumberland Avenue evening 36 134
Stn361 pm Waterloo Station evening 55 280
Table 6.1.: Each 500m ⇥ 500m arrival area Ref is centred around a single station Station that tends to lack free parking
slots during rush hour .
in Section 6.2.4. To reduce outliers and to simplify the phase-type ￿tting process, we ￿rst removed
journeys that were shorter than two minutes and longer than forty, as well as journeys that ￿nished
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at their origin. Journeys that were shorter than two minutes were discarded as the estimated average
speed on such journeys was generally unrealistically fast. The forty-minute threshold was imposed
to improve the quality of the departure clusters. In view of Table 6.2, it might be interesting to repeat
our analysis after relaxing this latter constraint. The table further shows that the number of discarded
journeys is much lower during morning and evening periods than during the o￿-peak period because of
the higher proportion of tourists in the o￿-peak cycling population. This suggests that time-dependent
forecasting models are necessary when studying bike-hire processes.
In order to get a better impression about the validity of the independence assumption for journeys,
we looked at the proportion of journeys on the same route that start and ￿nish at most one minute
from one another. The numbers support our assumption that commuters are less likely to travel in
groups than tourists, as in the morning, our correlation metric is lowest, whereas it is highest during
the o￿-peak period, where proportionally more tourists resort to bicycle hire. Similarly the evening
rush-hour period shows a higher degree of journey dependencies than the morning period, as both
commuters and tourists use bicycles at that time. Yet, other factors such as commuters leaving the o￿ce
together, may also a￿ect the statistic. Our i .i .d . assumption for journey-time distributions appears most
justi￿ed during the morning rush hour. Should the linear regression model provide comparatively better
results in the morning than in the evening, then this might be due to journey dependencies.
Discarded Journeys Correlated Journeys
Time May June May June
Morning 2.31% 2.41% 1.85% 1.82%
O￿-peak 11.94% 12.16% 7.33% 7.70%
Evening 7.89% 7.68% 5.93% 6.36%
Table 6.2.: Journey statistics for the London cycle-hire scheme in May and June 2012.
6.3.1. Forecast analysis
Before going into the analysis, we brie￿y look at some abbreviations that we will use in this section. We
distinguish between LinReg and IPCTMCmodels, which have either 1 cluster or 3 departure clusters.
Future departures, i.e. those made in [t0,tf ], are determined by an ARIMA model (ARIMA deps) for
genuine out-of-sample and by an oracle (Oracle deps) for perfect-knowledge forecasts. Moreover, we
will study the e￿ect of training the linear regressionmodel on departures-to-destination (DepToDest) and
on total departures/arrival (TtlDeps) information, while all IPCTMC models use exclusively DepToDest
information. The diagrams compare the relative Root-mean-square error (RMSE) between di￿erent
con￿gurations for di￿erent forecast horizons. The RMSE is computed from forecasts made for the June
2012 working-day data set using models that were trained on the corresponding May 2012 data set. The
moments for the IPCTMC models are exact and were all computed using numerical ODE integration, so
there is no need for con￿dence intervals.
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Figure 6.3.: RMSE(LinReg, DepToDest) / RMSE(LinReg, TtlDeps) for di￿erent forecast interval lengths tf and areas in
June 2012. TtlDeps models outperform DepToDest models where relative RMSE values > 1.
6.3.2. IPCTMC and linear regression models without error correction
Figure 6.3 compares the relative error of the linear regression model ￿tted to TtlDeps data with the
same model ￿tted to DepToDest data. As the creation of these plots is quite involved, we will look at
the ￿rst one in greater detail. All other diagrams in Sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.3 follow the same pattern. To
create diagrams such as the one in Figure 6.3, we ￿rst compute the average RMSE for June 2012 forecasts
for each of the 10, 20, 30 and 40-minute forecast intervals of our four arrival areas. As stated in the
caption of the ￿gure we look at RMSE(LinReg, DepToDest) / RMSE(LinReg, TtlDeps), i.e. we compare
the performance between the linear regression model trained on DepToDest journey information with
that of the linear regression model trained on TtlDeps departure information. Each of the four plots
in Figure 6.3, provides further detail regarding the model con￿guration. For instance the top-left plot
with the title ARIMA deps, 1 cluster indicates that the models use a single departure cluster and
ARIMA models to predict departures during the forecast interval, i.e. after t0. Similarly the plot on the
bottom right in Figure 6.3, titled Oracle deps, 3 clusters, compares the two basic models described in
the caption of the ￿gure for the case were we have three departure clusters and perfect information
regarding future departures. In other words, the models compared in each plot are de￿ned by the union
of attributes listed in the title of each plot and the description in the caption of the ￿gure.
Having computed the average RMSE for each arrival area for the models compared in a plot, we obtain
eight graphs with respect to the forecast interval lengths. However, as RMSE is not a scale-free measure
and since we are primarily interested in comparing the quality of two models, we divide the RMSE
results for the two corresponding models by one another to get the four relative RMSE graphs depicted
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in each plot. As indicated in the caption of Figure 6.3, we divide the RMSE of the model trained on
DepToDest data by that of the model trained by the TtlDeps model. Thus the DepToDest model performs
better for a given arrival-area at a speci￿c forecast-interval length when the relative RMSE is < 1, while
the TtlDeps model is better whenever the graphs are above 1.
As can be seen, the DepToDest models produce much better short-term forecasts than the ones trained
on TtlDeps data, irrespective of the number of clusters used. However, for the realistic 30-40 minute
forecasts, the di￿erence becomes either small or the TtlDeps approach even outperforms the DepToDest
models. In case of perfect information, however, the linear regression model trained on DepToDest data
massively outperforms its TtlDeps equivalent. This suggests that the journey information does indeed
contain a lot of valuable information, which is not all that surprising, but certainly highlights that any
forecast model should use this data if it is available.
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Figure 6.4.: RMSE(LinReg, ARIMA deps) / RMSE(LinReg, Oracle deps). Models using perfect information about future
departures models outperform out-of-samples forecasts where relative RMSE values > 1.
Further evidence regarding the importance of journey information can be obtained by looking at Figure
6.4, where we compare the di￿erence between out-of-sample and perfect-information forecasts for
DepToDest and TtlDeps models. Clearly, the DepToDest models are much more sensitive to the quality
of the departure-forecast method. As most journeys take 10   15 minutes, 10-minute forecasts hardly
bene￿t from better DepToDest departure forecasts, but this changes as forecast intervals become longer.
The degrading performance of long-term, realistic DepToDest-based forecasts in Figure 6.4 and the
superior perfect-information forecast quality compared to TtlDeps shown in Figure 6.3, indicates that
more sophisticated models are needed to forecast DepToDest departures. These predictors could make
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use of additional data such as weather data, use more ￿ne-grained weekday-dependent conditioning
or models that take into account the behaviour of individual commuters to improve the prediction
accuracy. The individual-based prediction model could result in particularly good forecasts if di￿erent
transport service providers were to share data. For example a bicycle-sharing-scheme provider could
use information about customers entering a train or the underground to estimate when they are likely
to pick up a bicycle near a train station.
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Figure 6.5.: RMSE(DepToDest, 1 cluster) / RMSE(DepToDest, 3 clusters). Models with 3 cluster outperform single cluster
models where relative RMSE values > 1. Analysis is done for both LinReg and IPCTMC models.
In the next graph we look at the impact of using 3 clusters as opposed to 1 cluster, concentrating on
models trained on DepToDest data. This time we look at both LinReg and IPCTMC models. Figure 6.5
shows that extra clusters outperform out-of-sample forecasts made by single departure cluster models for
10-minute intervals, but perform worse for forecasts longer than that. In perfect-information forecasts,
however, they beat single cluster forecasts outright. These ￿ndings hold irrespective of whether we
look at LinReg or IPCTMC models and ￿t our observations regarding the accuracy of the quality of
the out-of-sample DepToDest predictions, which becomes even worse in the multi-cluster case, as it
is harder to forecast future departures for three clusters. However, the di￿erence is smaller than that
seen when comparing out-of-sample and perfected-information forecasts for single cluster models in
Figure 6.4. This suggests that having more accurate journey-time distributions has less impact on the
forecast quality than improving the quality of departure-prediction models. However, further research is
required to see if the performance of models with additional clusters can be improved by implementing
better passage-time-clustering algorithms.
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Figure 6.6.: RMSE(LinReg, DepToDest) / RMSE(IPCTMC). IPCTMC models outperform LinReg ones where relative
RMSE values > 1.
Having illustrated the amount of information that the journey data contains, we now compare the
LinReg and the IPCTMC point-forecast quality. Figure 6.6 suggests that their overall performance is
similar for all target areas, except when we forecast using 3 clusters with oracle departures, in which case
the IPCTMC model performs better. This could be an indication that passage-times for clusters are more
accurate than the parameters ￿tted for each cluster’s linear regression model. Ultimately, additional
arrival areas need to be considered to get stronger statistical evidence for this claim. However, the
transparency of the ￿tting process is certainly a strength of the IPCTMCmodel. Being a white-box model
that describes the macroscopic behaviour of individuals through passage-time delays, its parameters
are easier to interpret and it is less likely to over-￿t on some spurious correlations in the training
data. Irrespective of the model choice, the low absolute RMSE error for perfect-departure-information
forecasts (data omitted for brevity), suggests that the area arrival process is rather deterministic when
departures are known, which would support the use of a more parsimonious model. While this is
somewhat expected, it is still worth investigating the reason as to why arrivals for some target stations
are predicted better than others. To see if there are situations in which linear regression models are too
abstract, we look at the e￿ect of adding an error-correction model in the next section.
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Figure 6.7.: RMSE(IPCTMC + ARIMA) / RMSE(IPCTMC). IPCTMC without ARIMA error-correction performs better
than IPCTMC with error-correction where relative RMSE values > 1.
6.3.3. ARIMA error correction
Now that we have looked at the di￿erent regression approaches, we should also see if it is possible
to improve forecasts by adding ARIMA models as described in Section 6.2.3. We start by observing
that the use of an ARIMA error-correction model does not change the relative performance of LinReg
models trained on DepToDest and on TtlDeps data (see Figure A.1), which is reassuring since any other
outcome would cast serious doubts over our choice of regression model. Analogously in Figure A.3, we
see the same trends as in Figure 6.5, namely that models with additional clusters yield better forecasts
when provided with accurate departure data.
Figures A.2 and 6.7 show the impact of the error-correction model on the LinReg model and the IPCTMC
model respectively. As can be seen, the error model signi￿cantly improves short-term forecasts up to 20
minutes, which is important for travel-planning tools, as most bike journeys ￿nish within this period. 30-
to 40-minute interval arrivals, on the other hand, do not massively improve or even become worse for
both out-of-sample and oracle departures as we add the error model. The simplest explanation for this
behaviour is the fact that the error forecast itself becomes less accurate the longer we make the forecast
horizon. However, another reason why the error model improves short-time forecasts in particular
could be the fact that it compensates for the fact that we train our prediction models on all historical
journey departures, irrespective of whether journeys leaving during the warmup period have reached
their destination by t0. Note, that this information could be incorporated relatively easily in the IPCTMC
model. If we knew that none of the historical departures used in the model had ￿nished by t0, then the
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only change required in the current model would be to remove the reset event (ResetDestA ,t0). However,
￿tting of a LinReg model would become harder, as the historical departure information suddenly contains
additional information regarding the passage-time of journeys, whereas future departures do not contain
this information. Thus we would need to train two linear regression models, one for the historical
departures that have not reached their destination by t0 and another one to predict which of the future
departures will reach their destination within the forecast horizon. Removing the reset event in the
IPCTMC is equivalent to making the assumption that knowing how much time a journey has already
taken, does not provide any extra information regarding the passage-time distribution of historical
DepToDest journeys. When ￿tting two linear regression models, however, the ￿tting process would
attempt to use any potential distribution information, thereby increasing the chance of over-￿tting the
training data. Hence, the IPCTMC + ARIMA model o￿ers a much simpler way to address this possible
source of error.
Another interesting observation is that the error model appears to have a much larger impact on the
evening arrival forecasts, i.e. for Stn 354 pm and Stn 361 pm. Of course, we do need to test further arrival
areas to con￿rm that this in an actual trend, but if there is a journey correlation e￿ect as suggested by
Table 6.2, then an ARIMA error-correction model should be able to correct this to some extend. This
might also explain the degrading performance in the long-term, morning rush hour, perfect-information
forecasts, where correlations perceived by an error model might just be down to stochastic noise,
leading to an over-￿tted model. While further research is needed to con￿rm any of this hypotheses, the
discussion shows that aside from the rather obvious recommendation of developing better DepToDest-
forecast models, the observations made for the oracle-forecast quality of the LinReg + ARIMA and the
IPCTMC + ARIMA models prompt further investigation into the impact of journey dependencies on
forecast accuracy.
Finally, it can be observed that the LinReg + ARIMA oracle forecasts shown in Figure 6.8 outperform the
IPCTMC + ARIMA forecasts, although the IPCTMC + ARIMA model produces slightly better forecasts
under realistic circumstances. However, given the limited number of arrival areas that we tested, it is
generally not possible to declare an outright winner.
6.3.4. Time dependent error
Up until now we have only studied regression-model comparisons based on the overall RMSE error
for all forecasts made for the June 2012 journey data. In this section we look at the error with respect
to time and also show a number of forecast traces. To judge time-dependent errors better, we use the
Mean absolute scaled error (MASE) error metric [112], which is the error of the forecast model under
observation divided by the error of the Naïve-forecast model. The Naïve model simply predicts [t0,tf ]
as [t0   tf ,t0], the last known number of interval arrivals. In other words, the Naïve method represents
the actual time series shifted by tf minutes. The MASE metric is useful as it highlights how well our
forecast model extracts any signal from the data. Moreover, unlike RMSE, MASE is scale-free.
Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show the out-of-sample time-dependent MASE errors for the ARIMA model ￿tted
to the arrival-time series, together with the MASE error of the single cluster IPCTMC and IPCTMC +
ARIMA model. The linear regression model error is not shown as it is similar to that of the IPCTMC.
While the IPCTMC-forecasts generally perform better than the ARIMA ones, it becomes apparent that
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Figure 6.8.: RMSE(LinReg + ARIMA, DepToDest) / RMSE(IPCTMC + ARIMA, DepToDest). IPCTMC + ARIMA models
outperform LinReg + ARIMA ones where relative RMSE values > 1.
as the forecast interval becomes larger, the gap between the ARIMA model and the IPCTMC model
performance becomes smaller. This is likely to be a combination of the fact that the number of arrivals
for a longer interval is smoother and thus easier to predict, while at the same time the aforementioned
error in departure forecasts becomes larger. With regards to the time-dependency of the error, it can be
seen that albeit the IPCTMC error is often lower than the ARIMA one, the curves share a number of
similarities for peaks and valleys, which is caused by the fact that at certain times the number of arrivals
remains more constant than in others, which in turn implies that it becomes harder to outperform the
Naïve-prediction method.
6.3.5. Sample forecast traces
To conclude our case-study analysis, we show a single cluster, 20-minute forecast trace for each target
area in Figure 6.11. In addition to the point forecasts, i.e. the mean population size in case of the IPCTMC
+ ARIMA model, the error bars show the lower bound for 90% of the probability mass that we computed
using the Vysochanskij–Petunin inequality. The standard deviation is obtained from the uncorrected
variance of the IPCTMC model. While our error comparison between the out-of-sample forecasts and
forecasts using perfect-departure information suggests that the out-of-sample forecast can produce a
rather large error, it is encouraging to see that many of the actual arrival observations lie within the
probability bounds. A similar observation can be made if a biased binomial-distribution model is used to
bound the range of likely observations instead. The computation of these bounds is one of the major
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Figure 6.9.: Time-dependent MASE of 20-minute forecasts for di￿erent stations in June 2012.
advantages of IPCTMC models over LinReg models, since the latter one, being entirely deterministic,
provides no such information. Note, that while variance information is of interest, the tight probability
bounds suggest that for arrival forecasts the mean is a useful measure and describes the process well.
6.4. Related work
Froehlich et al. [80] were the ￿rst to propose a station-occupancy forecast model, based on historical
time-series data describing the number of bikes docked at a particular station. To make predictions
about individual stations, they trained a Bayesian Network model for each station, using time, prediction
window and the current proportion of occupied parking slots as regression parameters. Given the
current state of the system, their model forecasts future station capacity as either 0   20% full, 20   40%
full and so on. However, judging from their error analysis, their model only marginally outperforms a
simple historical-trend predictor.
Kaltenbrunner et al. [116] suggest an ARMA model to forecast the future number of bikes at any station,
using similar station-occupancy time-series data as Froehlich. The model takes the time series data for
each station as input and produces a forecast for the future station occupancy. Moreover, they observe
that the prediction error can be vastly reduced by incorporating information about the occupancy of
neighbouring stations in the form of time-lagged exogenous variables in the prediction model of each
station. Although their ARMA model produces signi￿cantly better results than comparable historical
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Figure 6.10.: Time dependent MASE of 30-minute forecasts for di￿erent stations in June 2012.
trend models, their decision to use an ARMA process to predict a highly time-inhomogeneous process
is possibly sub-optimal.
Yoon et al. [220] recently addressed some of these shortcomings by ￿tting an ARIMA process in order to
capture the time-inhomogeneous nature of bike-hire data better. Furthermore, instead of only looking at
neighbouring stations for extra exogenous variables, the authors compute a detailed time-lag-dependent
cross-correlation matrix for all pairs of stations. In doing so, Yoon et al. consider all correlations between
any two stations. Clearly, this approach makes more use of the available training data as it captures
both positively correlated neighbouring stations that experience similar tra￿c as the station whose
occupancy is predicted, as well as negatively correlated stations that have opposite migration trends.
However, the downside is that it further obscures the causality of the model. Since the station-occupancy
time-series data only represents the net change rather than the total number of departures and arrivals
and further contains no information about where individual journeys go, the correlations merely capture
general patterns between stations that exhibit similar or opposite station-occupancy patterns over the
day. Hence, there is a danger that their model might not be as robust with regards to sudden changes or
disruptions, for instance when station patterns are a￿ected by building works, train delays or time-table
changes, since global correlations between stations might not capture causal relationships such as
the number of bikes departing from or arriving at a particular group of spatially co-located stations.
Kaltenbrunner’s model might be more immune to that sort of behaviour, as single station closures or
disruptions would only a￿ect the forecast of neighbouring stations, which would all experience a similar
increase or decrease in occupancy.
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Figure 6.11.: Model forecasts compared to oracle traces of 20 minute forecasts for di￿erent stations on di￿erent dates.
Interestingly, while Yoon’s ARIMA model gives the best forecast in a benchmark carried out on data
from the Dublin cycle-hire scheme, it does not appear to outperform Kaltenbrunner’s simpler ARMA
model by much, which is generally surprising given the fact that they also consider the negatively
correlated stations and use ￿rst-order time-series di￿erencing. However, given our ￿ndings in Section
6.3 and those presented in [80] by Froehlich et al., bike-forecast models appear to have highly time-
dependent error characteristics, especially when comparing forecast accuracy during peak and o￿-peak
hours. As a consequence, rather than comparing the average and the standard deviation of the error for
di￿erent models, benchmarks such as the one presented by Yoon should also take into consideration
time-dependent error statistics to illustrate at what times their model outperforms other models. Given
time-dependent error information, one could then further investigate the bene￿t of ￿tting di￿erent
models for di￿erent times of the day, as we did in Section 6.2.3 in order to capture time-dependent
correlations better. Moreover, even if ￿rst-order di￿erencing is applied, the resulting lagged correlations
between stations, especially between those that are not co-located, are not guaranteed to be time-
invariant for an entire day. As an alternative to di￿erencing, normalisation approaches, like the one
we applied to the replicated error time series (see Section 6.2.3), could be used as an alternative way
to obtain a more time-homogeneous series. Finally, instead of considering station-pair correlations,
clustering stations with similar correlations could help to make models like Kaltenbrunner’s and Yoon’s
more parsimonious and robust.
Aside from research on out-of-sample station-occupancy forecast models, other notable contributions are
the cluster analysis provided in [60] and the departure-forecasting model discussed in [29]. Furthermore,
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Fricker et al. [78] use mean-￿eld analysis to investigate how ￿eet size and customer behaviour in￿uence
the station occupancy problem. In [79] the authors further consider mean-￿eld distributions of station
occupancy in a spatially-inhomogeneous system, where stations have di￿erent capacities and routing
probabilities. To capture the inhomogeneous nature of the process in their model, they resort to
clustering stations according to similarity in routing probabilities, capacities and customer-arrival rates.
However, while giving interesting insights into the dynamics as to how and when stations become fully
occupied or empty, their model requires a number of simplifying assumptions. Exponentially-distributed
journey times are one assumption, although Yoon et al. [220] clearly show that journey times are rather
log-normally distributed. Furthermore, the mean-￿eld approach assumes a system with a large number
of cyclists as well as stations, so it is an open question of how well the model compares to data observed
in a live system. Fricker et al. mention that there is good agreement with observations made in more
realistic models, though they do not provide any detail on the validation process.
6.5. Conclusions
In this chapter we investigated the use of a time-inhomogeneous PCTMC model to forecast area arrivals
in a bicycle-hire scheme. From a modelling perspective, we showed that journey-time distributions
of clustered routes o￿er a good high-level movement abstraction and that the resulting models are
amenable to fast, exact ODE-based moment analysis. With regards to the process itself, we were able
to illustrate the wealth of information contained in journey data compared to uncorrelated departure-
and arrival-time-series data, which have been commonly used in related studies. Furthermore, our
forecast-quality comparison between an IPCTMC and a black-box linear regression model found that
their performance is similar, although the IPCTMC model has the advantage that we can determine
properties about the distribution for the number of arrivals. The analysis further shows that the largest
source of uncertainty lies in the number of bikes that will leave the station during the forecast interval
as well as in their destination. However, the improvement obtained through the use of an ARIMA
error-correction model for perfect-departure-information forecasts indicates that there must be other
factors that we currently do not capture in our models. One such factor are historical journeys that are
completed by t0, but the dependencies between journeys indicated in Table 6.2 could also be a source of
error. Naturally, further research is needed to investigate how big their e￿ect truly is. Irrespective of
the source of the error, the error model for the mean of the IPCTMC process is an interesting concept.
Especially, given that e￿ects such as agent-movement dependencies are tremendously hard to represent
in a city-scale, high-level spatial IPCTMC model, it is potentially much easier to compensate for them
in a black-box error model if we seek to correct the mean of the forecast. In a process like the bicycle-
migration model, where most journeys can be assumed to be uncorrelated (see Table 6.2), a joint model
consisting of a linear regression model and an error-correction model thus appears to be a sensible
choice.
Despite the fact that the arrival forecasts made by our IPCTMC model do not immediately enable us
to make single station-occupancy forecasts, we are keen to extend our approach to achieve this in the
future. The major reason as to why we have not looked into this, is the limited availability of su￿ciently
granular data sets of matching journey data and station-occupancy time series. In addition to designing
an IPCTMC model for station-occupancy forecasting, it would also be interesting to measure the change
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in prediction accuracy of Kaltenbrunner’s [116] and Yoon’s [220] models using time-dependent models
for di￿erent periods of the day. Furthermore, additional research is required to study whether journey
data can help to build better spatial correlation matrices for the model presented by Yoon et al. [220],
which represent causal relationships between departures and arrivals more faithfully.
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7Case study – Crowd-Sensing
Key contributions:
Present high-level population model for opportunistic communication
in VANETs with non-congesting tra￿c on realistic road topologies Section 7.2
Show how DDEs can be used to obtain tight performance bounds for a
LTE/Gossip communication protocol when using a deterministically-
probing measure agent Sections 7.2.1 – 7.2.3
Fit models to data from London cycle-hire scheme Sections 7.3.1 and
7.3.2
Apply hybrid-simulation analysable non-Markovian IDPCTMC model Section 7.3.3
Show that communication protocol has potential to reduce LTE tra￿c Section 7.3.3
7.1. Introduction
Smart-city research promotes the use of technology to improve the quality of living and to reduce the
cost of services in urban areas. Speci￿cally, smart-city applications take advantage of data obtained
from sensor readings or local social network activity [98]. Applications range from simple services
for the urban population, e.g. providing local temperature, tra￿c or pollution reports, to complex
applications that monitor leaks in water systems [66]. As installation and maintenance of sensor and
network infrastructure are major cost factors [43], researchers have proposed solutions which make
use of mobile sensors to sample data. In particular crowd-sensing or participatory-sensing, where
pedestrians [117], bikes [43] or vehicles [136] are equipped with sensors and radio hardware, are being
discussed as cost-e￿ective alternatives for data collection in densely populated areas. To reduce the need
for network infrastructure, protocols for ad hoc, opportunistic Gossip networks have been suggested
[50, 136]. Aside from their cost-saving potential, opportunistic networks can act as backups when
infrastructure dependent mobile networks are overloaded or down.
While a number of studies [e.g. 50, 74], have addressed non-functional, high-level1 performance aspects
of information spread in Gossip protocols, examples of performance analysis of high-level, large-scale
opportunistic networks for data collection are less abundant in the literature. On the other hand, a
number of studies on microscopic mobile ad hoc network (MANET ) protocol performance for such
1 Models where low-level details such as wireless communication protocol details are abstracted for the sake of e￿cient
macroscopic system analysis.
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models have been published [e.g. 148, 136]. However, their analysis is usually limited to simulation
or empirical trials. In this chapter we introduce a generic stochastic model that enables engineers to
estimate the high-level performance of large-scale crowd-sensing systems, taking into account accurate
geographical topology, such as road networks. Opportunistic data gathering [30] is a key component of
our model, but like [74] we assume that data producing agents are mobile while Wi￿ upload points are
static. Moreover, we assume that agents can exchange messages in a Gossip fashion akin to [50]. In
combining these concepts in a single model, we provide a ￿exible mobile crowd-sensing performance
modelling-technique that is suitable for infrastructure planning purposes.
More speci￿cally, the model described in this chapter analyses the performance of an LTE(4G)/Gossip
hybrid-transmission protocol for large crowd-sensing systems. The idea is that clients can choose to
use LTE, a fast mobile data network, but are encouraged to rely on ad hoc Gossip networks in order
to reduce the peak time load on the LTE network as well as the overall transmission costs, so long
as service level agreements are likely to be met. Despite having a speci￿c analysis goal, many of the
model features described in Section 7.2 are kept generic and could easily be adapted to evaluate other
performance features, such as spatial crowd-sensing coverage. We are particularly interested in the
modelling scenario that arises when the number of network participants is spatially sparse with respect
to radio ranges, which can lead to large approximation errors when mean-￿eld techniques are used.
However, since the analysis of such non-linear population models outside a mean-￿eld regime [e.g. 50]
is hard as well as computationally demanding, our model reduces complexity by making use of the
￿ndings of Jahnke et al. [114] using a linear time-inhomogeneous population CTMC (IPCTMC) model
with extra deterministic delays instead (see Section 2.4.2). As a consequence we can use the hybrid
simulation technique (see Section 4.4) to analyse city-scale models with complex agent movement, as an
alternative to a full simulation approach.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows; In Section 7.2 we add communication semantics
to the movement model previously introduced in Section 4.5. Moreover, two analysis methods are
introduced in Section 7.2.3, a simulation-based exact solution technique and a hybrid-simulation tech-
nique for computing bounds for the e￿ciency and reliability of di￿erent LTE/Gossip transmission
policies in mobile crowd-sensing networks. Section 7.3 discusses how the model can be trained and
parameterised from publicly available data from the London cycle hire scheme and presents results.
Section 7.4 summarises our ￿ndings and suggests possible future research directions.
7.2. Model description
Smart-city applications, such as tra￿c and weather apps that provide local information in real time, are
usually subject to service level agreements (SLAs). An SLA might postulate that 90% of all data must
arrive within 10 minutes of being collected. To meet such demands while keeping transmission costs low,
data collecting agents should always attempt to use Wi￿ for sending their data to the service provider
and only resort to LTE for untransmitted samples whose ages approach the SLA deadline. To increase
the utilisation of Wi￿ uploads, it is conceivable that a crowd-sensing data transmission protocol would
further feature opportunistic Gossip communication, where agents exchange sensor readings whenever
they are within each other’s radio range. Any foreign data is then uploaded at the next available Wi￿
hotspot. This reduces the Wi￿ delivery time and increases the chance of conforming to the SLA without
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resorting to LTE transmission. Evaluating SLA compliance of a combined LTE/Gossip(Wi￿) strategy is
naturally challenging. Whenever a sample approaches an SLA deadline, i.e. whenever the age of a sample
that has not been uploaded viaWi￿ reaches the SLA deadline, the sampling agent needs to decide whether
it should rely on the Gossip network or whether to fall back on LTE transmission. The communication
protocol therefore requires a policy which makes this decision based on information such as the number
of Gossip contacts the agent has had since sampling the data. Our model o￿ers the opportunity to
compare such policies for large crowd-sensing networks. The most important performance aspects of
a policy are its chance of SLA violation and its e￿ciency, relative to a theoretically optimal policy, at
which the Gossip network is utilised. The model we are about to present is built on top of the movement
model discussed in Section 4.5 and is kept as generic as possible so that it can be applied to various forms
of crowd-sensing networks where participants move in a non-congesting manner. By non-congesting,
we mean modes of transport such as walking or cycling, where faster tra￿c participants can overtake
slower ones at any point and where arrival order at junctions or at tra￿c lights does not require a
queueing model. These assumptions are crucial as they drastically reduce the complexity of the analysis.
The model comes in two parts: a constant speed, route-based movement model, which was discussed in
Section 4.5, and a communication model which we discuss in Section 7.2.2 after introducing the notion
of a message-carrying measure agent in Section 7.2.1.
7.2.1. Measure agent, measure route
To decide whether to rely on LTE or on Gossip communication as an SLA deadline approaches, a protocol
policy requires information regarding the number of other agents the data was communicated to. In
combination with knowledge about passage-time distributions to reach the next Wi￿ spot, this allows
agents to make informed decisions in an e￿ort to meet SLA requirements at minimal transmission costs.
In this section we introduce the concept of ameasure agent, which is similar to a tagged customer in
a Stochastic Petri net. We de￿ne the set of measure agents asM ⇢ A ⇥ R ⇥ R, where (ac,t ,p) 2M is a
measure agent whose movement is de￿ned by agent class ac = (r, sg) 2 A (see Section 4.5). The policy
is then tested for a single data sample taken at time t , p% down route r . Furthermore, we assume that a
measure agent experiences the average delay at every delay node, i.e. for a given delay rate schedule
it moves deterministically and its exact radio range is known. That way we avoid non-linear rates in
the population model, keep the underlying IDPCTMC model linear and all populations independently
Poisson distributed. In our case-study analysis (see Section 7.3.3) we found that the measure agent
approach is a good proxy for the actual non-linear model, most likely because the randomness of
the delay rate schedule, the agent birth rate and the communication dynamics dominate the e￿ect of
random delay node sojourn times. When analysing a model we usually consider ameasure route rather
than a single measure agent. This means we look at the joint performance for a number of di￿erent
measure agents that share the same sampling location and physical route. The analysis of measure
routes in Section 7.2.3 adds the contribution of an individual measure agent to the overall measure-route
performance in proportion to their birth rate. This allows us to get a better understanding of how
transmission strategies fare across a range of participants.
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7.2.2. Communication Model
Since transmission mode decisions of measure agents depend on the agents it has communicated with
before the deadline, we need to extend the model shown in Figure 4.3 to keep track of unique contacts
made with other agents. A unique ￿rst-time contact occurs when a measure agent communicates
with another agent it has not previously communicated with. The number of contacts made during
[t ,t + SLA deadline] and the information about where contacts were made, form the evidence on which
decisions are made. While it is straightforward to capture contact time information in a simulation, we
have to discretise time into intervals to obtain these measures through DDE analysis.
Figure 7.1 illustrates a discretisation concept that enables us to estimate the Poisson distribution para-
meter for the total number of contacts made between a measure agent and agents from other agent
classes in a particular time frame or window. Time frames avoid the need to keep track of precise
moments in time at which communication occurred. If our deadline was t + 10 minutes, we might for
instance choose frames [t ,t + 1], [t + 1,t + 2], . . . , [t + 9,t + 10]. Note that due to the time-inhomogeneous
nature of delays, the distance covered by a measure agent in each frame varies with the rate schedule.
In fact Figure 7.1 gives a rather idealised notion of the spatial radio coverage of the measure agent in
each time frame, as it can happen that di￿erent time frames have spatially-overlapping radio ranges.
Having de￿ned time frames, we can work out the ￿rst-time contacts for each time frame using the
time-inhomogeneous model shown in Figure 7.2, which extends the movement model from Figure 4.3.
When a contact event between an agent of agent class ac 2 A and a measure agent ma 2M occurs in
frame i , the agent continues its journey in state Comm(Zi,ma,ac), where it can no longer communicate
with ma. The PCTMC rate of contact is 1 when an agent is within the radio range of the measure agent
and 0 otherwise, though we could easily make this behaviour more realistic by considering the distance
between two agents in the communication rate. As for the movement model (see Eq. (4.3)) linear DDEs
can be derived that compute the Poisson contact rates of the mutually independent Comm(Zi,ma,ac)
contact populations for any pair of measure agent ma 2M and agent class ac 2 A for each time frame.
Mathematically this can easily be justi￿ed by extending the argument made in [114] for delay-only
[103] mono-molecular reaction systems (see Lemma B.1). To compute the time-dependent radio range
of ma in stochastic simulations, we discretise movement to about 40 steps per second. The rate of
communication at any point in time is the total number of agents in ac that are in ma’s radio range.
r1
r2
r2a
r3
Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4
[t, t+1] [t+1, t+2] [t+2, t+3] [t+3, t+4]
A B C DE
F G
Figure 7.1.: Measure agent ma 2M progress on r1 in a model with 4 routes (r2 is bidirectional) split into time frames
(Zi ). The ma gathers its sample at location marked by the black dot. Diamonds mark locations of ￿rst and
last contact points between agents on r⇤ and ma in each time frame.
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Figure 7.2.: Contacts made in each time frame between measure agent ma 2M and agents of class ac = (r3, sg). States
F , G correspond to delay nodes on r3 closest to F , G in Figure 7.1. Dotted transitions indicate omitted
intermediate states. When agents of ac communicate with ma for the ￿rst time in frame i , they enter state
Comm(Zi,ma,ac).
Computing the distribution of Comm(Zi,ma,ac) through DDE analysis is slightly harder than collecting
the simulation ensemble statistics. Given the PCTMC rate of 1 per agent in ma’s radio range, the total
rate of communication in the PCTMC model at a delay-node within ma’s range is the number of agents
at that node which have not previously exchanged data with ma. However, we also have to consider
communication that occurs on paths between delay nodes. Figure 7.3 depicts a simple scenario where a
measure agent overtakes another agent on a path between two delay nodes. For illustration purposes
we assume the total time that the two agents can communicate ism = t2   t0, as the agents travel from
Del1 to Del2. In practicem can become even larger if the measure agent is delayed at Del2 allowing the
slower agent of ac to re-enterma’s radio range. Moreover, it is possible that t0 and t2 lie in di￿erent time
frames, hence we letm = Pimi , wheremi is the contribution of time from frame i . When the agent
of ac reaches Del2, its new state depends on its previous state at Del1 and (m0, . . . ,m j ). If the agent
already communicated withma before leaving Del1 themi have no e￿ect on the DDE computation as we
keep track of ￿rst-time contacts only. Let Comm(Zi,ma,ac) be the population of agents of ac at that
communicated with ma in frame i for the ￿rst time and Del1, Del2 the populations of agents of ac that
have not communicated with ma yet. Ifm(t ) = (m0 (t ), . . . ,m j (t )) is the vector of time-frame-speci￿c
communication window durations between agents of ac and ma that arrive at Del2 at time t , the e￿ect
Del1 Del2
Del1 Del2
Del1 Del2
t0
t1
t2
Figure 7.3.: Communication opportunity for measure agent ( ) and instance of another agent ( ), travelling on the same
route observed at times t0,t1,t2. Agents spend t2   t0 time units in each other’s range.
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of intra-path communication on the time-evolution of populations is
 E[NComm(Z0 ,ma,ac) (t )]
 t
= E[NDel1 (t   d1 )] ·  1 (t   d1 ) · (1   e m0 (t ) )
 E[NComm(Z1,ma,ac) (t )]
 t
= E[NDel1 (t   d1 )] ·  1 (t   d1 ) · e m0 (t ) · (1   e m1 (t ) )
...
 E[NComm(Zj ,ma,ac) (t )]
 t
= E[NDel1 (t   d1 )] ·  1 (t   d1 ) ·
j 1Y
i=0
e mi (t ) · (1   e m j (t ) )
 E[NDel2 (t )]
 t
= E[NDel1 (t   d1 )] ·  1 (t   d1 ) ·
jY
i=0
e mi (t )
(7.1)
where Qji=0 e mi (t ) is the probability that none of the agents has communicated with ma on the path
between Del1 and Del2, while 1   e mk (t ) is the probability that communication did happen in frame k .
This is using the fact that we capture ￿rst-time contacts and that themi (t ) are time-inhomogeneous
constants, since the movement of measure agents is deterministic. The probability of no contacts in
frame i then simply becomes P(X (t ) = 0) whereX (t ) ⇠ Poisson(mi (t )) and hence P(X (t ) = 0) = e mi (t ) .
Notice that (7.1) only partially de￿nes the system of DDEs for the computation of Comm(Zi,ma,ac) as
communication at delay nodes and on other paths needs to be considered, too. Moreover, for ￿rst-time
contact analysis we can reduce the computational burden of DDE analysis by ignoring sub-states
of Comm(Zi,ma,ac) like (Comm(Zi,ma,ac),Fsg ) shown in Figure 7.2, while in the simulation analysis
this information is implicitly kept as we follow all agent instances to the end of their route as part of
computing their passage times.
With regards to computation, Eq. (7.1) shows that the DDE system can be solved for a single measure-
agent, agent-class pair at a time and is thus well parallelisable. With respect to scalability, Figure 7.1
highlights that the number of routes we need to consider in our analysis, depends on the distance
covered by a measure agent from collecting its sample to reaching the SLA deadline. To reduce the size
of our case-study model, our policies only consider the contacts made in ￿rst 5 minutes of a 10 minute
delivery time deadline. Naturally, this implies that contacts made between t + 5 and t + 10 are ignored by
our protocol. While our analysis shows that the resulting protocol yields good performance, for other
studies longer intervals may need to be considered.
7.2.3. Policy analysis
In the study of LTE/Gossip transmission strategies, we are in interested the probability distribution
over the following 4 events (LL , LG, GL, GG), where LL = (ma chooses LTE ^ Gossip misses SLA),
LG = (ma chooses LTE ^ Gossip meets SLA), GL = (ma chooses Gossip ^ Gossip misses SLA) and
GG = (ma chooses Gossip ^ Gossip meets SLA). Obviously, a good decision strategy must aim to
maximise the probability of GG and LL on all routes. GL occurs when the SLA was breached by the
protocol and the occurrence of LG indicates that LTE resources were wasted.
For each of the numSchedules schedules (see l.6), Algorithm 7.1 computes the DDE bounds and the exact
simulation solution of the conditional categorical distributions for events (LL ,LG,GL,GG) given the
schedule. Lines 7–9 in Algorithm 7.1 compute upper and lower bounds for the conditional categorical
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Algorithm 7.1: Hybrid simulation for protocol analysis of measure agent ma in a system with
stochastic time-dependent delay rates. This is an adaptation of Algorithm 4.1.
1 Function hybridSimPolicy(ma)
2 ddeLBDists new List();
3 ddeUBDists new List();
4 simDists new List();
5 while numSchedules   > 0 do
6 schedule sampleSchedule();
// Solve Gossip contact DDEs and analyse performance bounds
7 ddeGossipSol ddeGossipSol(schedule, ma);
8 ddeLBDists.add(ddePolicySol(ddeGossipSol[0]));
9 ddeUBDists.add(ddePolicySol(ddeGossipSol[1]));
// Simulate Gossip contacts and analyse exact performance
10 simDists.add(simPolicySol(schedule, ma, numReps));
11 return List(hist(ddeLBDists), hist(ddeUBDists), hist(simDists));
12 Function ddeGossipSol(schedule, ma)
// Aggregate contacts and passage-times for all time frames and ac 2 A
13 (rma, dLma, dUma, hma) ddeSol(schedule, ma,mSLA);
14 ddeGossipSol List[2];
15 ddeGossipSol[0] List(rma, dLma, hma);
16 ddeGossipSol[1] List(rma, dUma, hma);
17 return ddeGossipSol;
distribution of the policy given the current ma, schedule combination (cf. Algorithm 7.2), whereas in
l.10 the exact distribution is computed from numReps simulation runs. A histogram of all samples from
individual schedules for the bounds and the exact distribution for ma, is returned in l.11. We can further
obtain the categorical distribution for a given measure route mr . Assume we have a measure route mr
comprising measure agents ma1 and ma2. Let mr denote the event that a randomly chosen measure
agent is either ma1 or ma2 then
P(GG | mr ) = P(GG^mr )
P(mr )
=
P(GG^ (ma1 _ma2))
P(mr )
=
P(GG | ma1) · P(ma1) + P(GG | ma2) · P(ma2)
P(mr )
=
P(GG | ma1) · P(ma1 ^mr ) + P(GG | ma2) · P(ma2 ^mr )
P(mr )
= P(GG | ma1) · P(ma1 | mr ) + P(GG | ma2) · P(ma2 | mr )
where P(GG | ma⇤) is the probability computed by Algorithm 7.1 and P(ma⇤ | mr ) is chosen to be the
ratio of ma⇤’s speed group’s birth rate parameter over the sum of speed group birth rate parameters
of ma1 and ma2. Also note P(ma⇤) = P(ma⇤ ^ mr ), as the event of agent ma⇤ being chosen always
coincides with the event that an agent of mr is chosen. P(LL | mr ), P(LG | mr ) and P(GL | mr ) can be
obtained in a similar manner. This way we can obtain a categorical distribution that describes how a
policy performs across a range of measure agents on the measure route. The reason as to why the DDE
solution can only provide bounds is that, unlike the stochastic simulation, the DDE analysis technique
cannot capture the precise time at which an exchange took place within a time frame (see Section 7.2.2).
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Instead, we can compute upper and lower bounds for any categorical distribution given measure agent
and rate schedule. An upper bound will be the distribution with the maximum possible P(GG) with the
lowest possible P(GL) and vice versa for the lower bound. The remainder of this section describes how
these DDE bounds can be computed for a single measure agent, rate schedule pair.
First we use DDEs derived in Section 7.2.2 to evaluate the ￿rst-time contact Poisson rate rZ i ,ma,ac ,
i.e. the ￿nal population size of agents in state Comm(Zi,ma,ac), for all time frames for all pairs
(ma,ac) 2 M ⇥ A, where ma = (⇤,ts ,ps ) and mSLA is the SLA deadline in minutes (see l.13 in
Algorithm 7.1). For each frame we also keep track of the earliest and the latest possible time tZ i ,e , tZ i ,l at
whichma and ac can communicate, as well as the ￿rst and last position pZ i ,f , pZ i ,l on ac’s route at which
communication with ma can occur (cf. diamond locations in Figure 7.1). We use these to calculate the
probability that an agent of class ac will reach aWi￿ hotspot inmSLA  (tZ i ,e  ts ) minutes from pZ i ,l and
the probability of doing so inmSLA   (tZ i ,l   ts ) minutes from pZ i ,f . dUZ i ,ma,ac and dLZ i ,ma,ac denote these
best and worst case Gossip delivery probabilities for agents of ac met byma in time frame i , respectively.
Since all agents are born independently and move independently, we can express rZ i ,ma =
P
ac rZ i ,ma,ac
and d⇤Z i ,ma =
P
ac d
⇤
Z i ,ma,ac · rZ i ,ma,ac/rZ i ,ma. Furthermore, let rma = (rZ1,ma, . . . ,rZn ,ma) be the vector of
time-frame-contact rates and d⇤ma = (d⇤Z1,ma, . . . ,d
⇤
Zn ,ma) be the vector of best (U ) and worst case (L)
delivery probabilities. Moreover, let hma = (hZ1,ma, . . . ,hZn ,ma) be the equivalent of dma, but computed
from historical data available for the local radio area that each time frame covers, assuming that the
message is exchanged at the end of a time frame. In other words the probabilities in hma re￿ect the
believe of ma upon which it will base its decision on whether to use LTE or not. Naturally, both dma
and hma depend on the location of Wi￿ hotspots in our model. Generally, there is no restriction on
how many there are on a route, but since we did not make them explicit model features in Section
7.2.2, we assume that they are always located at the end of a route. In Section 7.3 we assume that for
both DDE and simulation analysis, position-independent delivery time distributions hZ i ,ma are used for
each time frame. Hence, protocol policy decisions only depend on how many agents where met in a
frame. While this implies that both analysis techniques are dependent on the time-frame length, it does
not matter much in practice if time frames are chosen to be short enough such that the area covered
by a measure agent in a single frame can reasonably be assumed to have a single historical delivery
time distribution. Moreover, we also have to bear in mind that in practice a measure agent faces some
uncertainty over where the agent that it communicated with was actually located. Therefore, it can
be argued that choosing a single distribution for h for a reasonably short time frame is a choice that
engineers are likely to make in a real-world implementation of the protocol.
Having described how rma,dUma,dLma and hma are derived in l.7 in Algorithm 7.1, we now discuss how
Algorithm 7.2 uses these probabilities to calculate bounds for the performance of a speci￿c LTE/Gossip
policy given a measure agent ma and a schedule in ll.8–9 in Algorithm 7.1. To do this, we need to
compare the policy decision with the actual delivery probability for all probable combinations of time-
frame contacts (see l.5 in Algorithm 7.2). By valid we mean any combination of time-frame-contact
combinations that are obtained when considering that the number of ￿rst-time contacts in each frame i
is likely to be between 0 and the 99.9th percentile of the underlying multi-variate Poisson distribution.
For each valid time-frame-contact vector, we ￿rst compute P(LTE), the probability with which the
transmission protocol chooses the LTE network (see l.7). P(LTE) can be computed the same way as
P(SLAVio) using hma instead of dma. However, the strategy can also choose to apply further heuristics,
for instance thresholds as shown in Algorithm 7.3. Next we compute the probability P(contacts) of seeing
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Algorithm 7.2: Evaluating the LTE/Gossip strategy performance of an ma for a speci￿c delay rate
schedule (see ll.8–9 in Algorithm 7.1).
1 Function ddePolicySol(rma, dma, hma)
2 maxContacts (poisCDFInv(rZ1,ma,0.999), . . . , poisCDFInv(rZn ,ma,0.999));
3 contacts (1,0,0, . . . ,0);
4 P(LL )  0, P(LG)  0, P(GL)  0, P(GG)  0;
5 while contacts , (0,0,0, . . . ,0) do
6 P(contacts)  1, P(SLAVio)  1;
7 P(LTE)  lteProbStrat(hma, contacts);
8 for i  1 to n do
9 P(contacts)  P(contacts) * poisCDF(rZ i ,ma, contacts(i));
10 P(SLAVio)  P(SLAVio) * (1   dZ i ,ma)ˆcontacts(i);
11 P(LL )  P(LL ) + P(contacts) * P(LTE) * P(SLAVio) ;
12 P(LG)  P(LG) + P(contacts) * P(LTE) * (1 - P(SLAVio));
13 P(GL)  P(GL) + P(contacts) * (1 - P(LTE)) * P(SLAVio);
14 P(GG)  P(GG) + P(contacts) * (1 - P(LTE)) * (1 - P(SLAVio));
15 contacts nextValidContactVector(contacts, maxContacts);
16 return scale(List(P(LL ), P(LG), P(GL), P(GG)));
Algorithm 7.3: The 95% threshold LTE/Gossip policy used in Section 7.3.
1 Function lteProbStrat(hma,contacts)
2 P(LTE)  1;
3 for i  1 to n do
4 P(LTE)  P(LTE) * (1   hZ i ,ma)ˆcontacts(i);
5 if P(LTE) > 0.05 then // Threshold policy
6 return 1;
7 return 0;
the number of contacts in the contacts vector and P(SLAVio), the probability of violating the SLA when
relying on Gossip transmission given the current combination of contacts within a time frame. Since
￿rst-time-contact distributions as well as passage times in di￿erent frames are mutually independent
(see Section 7.2.2), we can obtain the joint probability for P(contacts) (see l.9) and P(SLAVio) (see l.10)
through multiplication of the respective probabilities for each time frame. Note that P(SLAVio) is simply
the probability that all agents which communicated with the measure agent fail to deliver on time. In
ll.11–14, the algorithm adds the current contact-vector contribution to the categorical distribution for
the given delay rate schedule and measure agentma. In l.15 the procedure chooses the next valid contact
vector for the loop. Finally, we return a scaled list of probabilities in l.16 in Algorithm 7.2. Scaling needs
to be applied as the categorical probabilities sum up to a value slightly less than 1, for instance 0.9991,
since we do not consider all possible contact combinations for computational e￿ciency.
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7.3. Case study: Crowd-sensing bikes in London
In this section we ￿t the model described in Section 7.2 to journey data from the London Barclays
cycle-hire scheme. For our analysis we use weekday morning rush hour journey data from May and
June 2012. We describe procedures to generate routes and speed groups, show how to create a sub-model
for speci￿c measure routes and how we implement tra￿c light and roundabout behaviour. In Section
7.3.3 we analyse two policies for two rate parameter setups on four measure routes with four measure
agents each.
The aim of the case study is to show that the hybrid-simulation analysable population model we present
is capable of giving valuable insights regarding the feasibility of Gossip-delivery networks under SLA
constraints. To do this we use our model to analyse the performance of two realistic policies that decide
whether a piece of information can be transmitted to the service provider through the Gossip without
violating the SLA. The two main measures we judge their performance by are the E￿ciency, i.e. the
proportion of SLA compliant Gossip transmission opportunities that where correctly detected by the
policy, and P(GL), the probability that the policy breaches the SLA for any given message. Moreover,
we also study the behaviour of the system with a model where the measure agent moves randomly in
order to assess the e￿ect of assuming deterministic measure-agent movement.
Figures 7.8 and 7.9 in Section 7.3.3 show histograms for (E￿iciency, P(GL)) samples and their corres-
ponding bounds on di￿erent measure routes for di￿erent model parameterisations. Table 4.4 summarises
the corresponding moments for E￿iciency and a marginal distribution for P(GL). Having analysed
the performance of two policies for a number of measure routes in this manner, Section 7.3.3.1 com-
pares the (E￿iciency,P(GL)) samples of the deterministically-moving measure agent with that of the
randomly-moving one.
To obtain samples of the bounds for di￿erent tra￿c light schedules shown in the histograms in Fig-
ures 7.8 and 7.9, we used the DDE-based hybrid-simulation technique described in Section 7.2.3. Full
stochastic simulation was use to compute actual samples in addition to the bounds. Con￿dence intervals
for moments are shown in the corresponding tables. To validate the correctness of our DDE-bound
calculation, we use multinomial con￿dence intervals to check that su￿ciently many (E￿iciency, P(GL))
samples obtained through full simulation respect their corresponding DDE bounds. Finally, the samples
obtained for the random measure agent in Section 7.3.3.1 were obtained from a full stochastic simulation
approach.
7.3.1. Route and speed group estimation
Although the publicly available data provides information about journey origin, destination as well
as duration, it does not specify the actual route taken by cyclists. To estimate routes, along with
roundabout and tra￿c light locations between any two stations, we extended Routino [25], a routing
tool for OpenStreetMap (OSM) [99]. As there are about 200k origin–destination pairs in our data set,
this process had to be automated. Using the standard Routino con￿guration for bikes, we found that 20%
of all generated routes were more than twice as long as their aerial distance. To avoid such overlong,
unrealistic routes, we always chose the shortest one from a number of alternative routes that were
obtained by relaxing the routing constraints for bicycles. Naturally, this assumption is an idealised one
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due to the lack of GPS traces as tourists for instance will often take detours. On the other hand we often
look at short routes of one to two kilometres where the number of sensible routes is usually limited.
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Figure 7.4.: Distribution of speed estimated for journeys made on routes with no tra￿c lights during di￿erent time
intervals.
The resulting speed distribution for weekday mornings in May, June 2012 for routes with no tra￿c
lights is shown in Figure 7.4. Clearly, speeds are lower the later we measure, which agrees with
observations made in [29]. Further analysis on the data shown in Section 7.5 indicated dependencies
between route length and speed distribution. The diagrams show distributions of the route length for
the [0%,10%], [10%,20%], . . . , [90%,100%] percentile intervals of the speed distribution (mean values ±1
s.d. are also depicted). The data suggests that the average route length of the 20% slowest journeys is
shorter than that of the 20% fastest journeys irrespective of the number of tra￿c lights. While this might
be due to incorrect route estimates, it could also be down to journeys being a￿ected by start, stop delays.
As speed = distance/time cycling = distance/(journey time   delay), speeds on shorter routes are more
likely to be underestimated, since start, stop delays have a proportionally larger impact. Of course, there
are other tra￿c related events, such as being slowed down rather than coming to a halt, which have
a big impact on the average speed on shorter journeys, too, but this is beyond the dynamics we can
capture in a high-level, city-scale model. For our analysis in Section 7.3.3 we use the speed distribution
between 7   8am from Figure 7.4 since the di￿erences in speed distribution appear to be moderate
between short and long routes with no tra￿c lights. We decided to use 4 speed groups, the 25,50,75,95
speed quantiles for our movement model (see Section 4.5.1), which work out to be 13,15,16.8 and 20.0
km/h for the 7   8am data. Each of these speed groups is assumed to have an equal share of a route’s
total birth rate.
7.3.2. Fi￿ing a network model
Another challenge in building the model for our case study is to create a topology that truly re￿ects the
physical road network of the inner city of London. Each measure route, i.e. a single physical route that
is used by di￿erent measure agents with the same sampling location, is assumed to start at a particular
point on an existing route, i.e. somewhere between the journey start and end, and ends at the location
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Figure 7.5.: Marginal distributions of journey distances per quantile intervals of the speed distribution of routes along
with mean ± 1 unit of standard deviation. Data is grouped by the number of tra￿c lights.
that the fastest measure agent (20 km/h) can reach by the end time of the last time frame, assuming
it is not delayed at delay nodes. All measure agents should take longer thanmSLA to reach a docking
station from their sampling point, otherwise no transmission decision is required. Having chosen a
measure route, we need to ￿nd all other routes that lie within its radio range of 30m and compute
subroutes, i.e. radio range overlaps with the measure route. Note that two distinct routes have the
same sub-route if their radio range overlaps with the measure route are identical. Sub-routes range from
simple intersections to longer overlaps going in either direction of the measure route. An example of a
measure route and its sub-routes is given in Figure 7.6.
An agent travelling at the speed of 20 km/h moves 1650m within a ￿ve-minute period. Although we
intend to allow a ten minute delivery deadline, limiting the length of the interval whose contacts we
capture massively reduces the number of sub-routes. Even when shortening the route in this manner, a
measure route in central London can easily have up to 120 distinct sub-routes for a 30m radio range.
To reduce the number of sub-routes further, we compute cliques of similar sub-routes, which share
  90% of the GPS way-points produced by Routino. For each clique we merge the sub-routes into the
sub-route within the clique, whose way-points that are most similar to all other sub-routes in the clique.
Moreover, the merged sub-route retains total birth rates. It also keeps information about the passage-time
distributions from the end of each merged sub-route in the clique to bike docking stations. That way we
can work out the passage-time distribution for each quantile representing speed group more accurately
than if we were to compute the joint clique passage-time distribution immediately. Generally, we found
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Figure 7.6.: Example of a measure route (black) from Waterloo to Whitehall and its corresponding sub-routes (green).
that cliques can reduce the number of sub-routes and hence the size of the agent class set A by up to
60%. Having computed cliques we discard all cliques with less than 3 journeys per hour which removes
another 50% of all cliques while only discarding 5%   10% of the overall number of journeys. Finally, we
compute the birth rates of speed groups for every clique and create discrete passage-time distributions
for agents from the end of their sub-route to their destination. When computing d , h for the analysis
described in Section 7.2.3, each DZ i ,ma,ac is calculated as the convolution of the passage-time required
to reach the end of the sub-route, either computed exactly through simulation analysis or as upper and
lower bounds using DDEs, and the empirical passage-time distribution from the end of the sub-route
to the docking station according to the speed group quantile. For example he slowest speed group (13
km/h) will have the 25% slowest passage-times of each sub-route in the clique representing the route of
ac. To determine the distributions needed to compute h, we partition the area around each measure
agent’s route into 250m ⇥ 250m squares and calculate local passage-time distributions for each partition,
by using training journeys to collect passage-time samples of agents from the half-way point of their
path through the partition to their destination docking station. For a given measure agent and schedule,
the delivery-time distribution for time frame i that hZ i ,ma is computed from, is chosen to be the one
of the partition that the measure agent spends most time in. As we mentioned before, this is a rather
crude proxy, however, one must bear in mind that depending on the implementation of the application,
measure agents may not be aware of the precise location of other agents at the time that data was
exchanged.
Tra￿c lights are clustered by proximity to ensure that phases of co-located signals are synchronised. For
our case study we used 2 phases for each cluster. Phase membership depends on the angle at which a sub-
route approaches the centre of a tra￿c light cluster. This way, routes from north to south experience a
di￿erent phase than routes from east to west. In the model with short delay rates, time-inhomogeneous
rate schedules representing phase changes of tra￿c light clusters, are sampled from an independent
normal distribution with a mean of 25 and a variance of 2 seconds using an initial uniformly-distributed
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(a) Queen’s Gate to Lan-
caster Gate
(b) Waterloo to Whitehall
(c) Fenchurch St to Barbican (d) Waterloo to Tottenham Court Rd
Figure 7.7.: Measure routes used in the case study. Tra￿c lights are green and red dots, roundabouts are blue.
o￿set with a mean of 10 seconds, while in the long delay model the delays are 50, 4 and 10 seconds
respectively. Furthermore, in the short delay model the delay experienced at a green tra￿c light is
assumed to be exponentially distributed with rate 2, but for the ￿rst 5 seconds after switching from red
to green the exponential rate is reduced to 0.2 to capture acceleration dynamics, while roundabouts
always cause an exponential delay at rate 0.2. For the long delay model we halve these rates except for
the green light rate and assume that the acceleration time interval extends to up to 10 seconds after a
tra￿c light turns green. Although we exclusively use exponential delays, if GPS movement traces were
available, we could alternatively use phase-type delays as in Chapter 6.
7.3.3. Analysis
We consider 4 measure routes (see Figure 7.7) with one measure agent per speed group, for di￿erent
areas of London. While the Queen’s Gate to Lancaster Gate and theWaterloo to Whitehall routes
are moderately used between 7   8am, Fenchurch St to Barbican as well asWaterloo to To￿enham
Court Rd are very busy as commuters head for the city. Measure agents sample data at the beginning
of their route.
We compare the performance of two policy strategies S1 and S2. S1 is a simple threshold policy that
decides to use Gossip whenever the Gossip success probability (see Algorithm 7.3) is believed to be
> 95%, assuming a 10-minute deadline. S2 uses the same threshold, but assumes a tighter deadline of
9 minutes at the time of making the decision. Hence, S2 is a more conservative strategy and should
meet SLA deadlines at least as often as S1. S1 on the other hand, being more optimistic, should
o￿oad more data to the Gossip network. We evaluate the strategies for all routes shown in Figure 7.7,
for the short delay and the long delay parameterisation (see Section 7.3.2) and look at the moments
and distributions on a per measure route basis. The main performance measures we study are the
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E￿iciency = P(GG)/(P(LG) + P(GG)), i.e. an indicator of how a strategy fares with respect to an
optimal policy and P(GL), the SLA violation probability of a strategy. For each measure route we
compute the performance using the procedure described in Algorithm 7.1 with numSchedules = 1000,
i.e. we compute 1000 categorical distributions conditional from randomly sampled time-inhomogeneous
rate schedules. For each schedule the distribution of (LL ,LG,GL,GG) and the E￿iciency measure are
computed. Any schedule-dependent result based on simulation analysis was calculated from numReps =
7,500 independent simulation runs, which we also refer to as replications.
In Figures 7.8 and 7.9, Upper Bound and Lower Bound represent the upper and lower bound samples of
(E￿iciency, P(GL)) for a speci￿c (measure route, rate schedule) pair, calculated based on the DDE-contact
analysis and the passage-time bounds. MA Sim represents the results obtained through full stochastic
simulation of a system with a deterministically-moving ma. We use MA Sim to validate that the bounds
computed by our partially numerical solution method are correct. In Table 7.1 the moments of the
DDE-computed bounds are respected by the corresponding simulation results. However, we further
need to check that for any tra￿c light schedule the simulation sample lies within the con￿dence-interval
region of a sample inside the bounds. On inspection we noticed that for both short delay and long delay
models a number of simulation samples lay outside the bounds. To check that this was statistically
justi￿able, we applied the following con￿dence-interval test to all bound-violating (LL ,LG,GL,GG)
samples. First, we computed a point within the DDE bounds that was close to the original sample
to serve as our multinomimal hypothesis. Subsequently, we checked if the original violating sample
lay within the 50% multinomial con￿dence interval (CI ) [204] region of the hypothesis when using
numReps = 7,500 independent trials. The percentage of bound-violating samples that also breached
such CIs was < 4% on all measure routes, irrespective of which strategy or delay rates were used. Hence,
there is no statistical evidence that our bounds are incorrect. Naturally, we could investigate this matter
further by increasing numReps to reduce CI-widths. However, with 7,500 replications, some simulation
runs already took 20 minutes per schedule on a dedicated multi-core processor with 16 cores, so a repeat
run with say numReps = 75,000 would incur an extreme computational cost. Aside from the statistical
argument, other reasons for bound violations may lie in small implementation di￿erences between
simulation and DDE analysis, the scaling applied to the categorical distribution as well as in sti￿ness
related numerical errors due to our naive implementation of the DDE-integration method. While the
application of standard DDE solvers would require us to re-implement our analysis in C++, the scaling
could be improved by estimating the categorical distributions of pruned contact vectors as the results of
similar contacts vectors, rather than simply scaling (P(LL ),P(LG),P(GL),P(GG)) by dividing it through
its sum in l.16 in Algorithm 7.2.
Having discussed the statistical relationship between DDE bounds and simulation results, we now look
at some of the qualitative ￿ndings of our analysis. Interestingly, the upper-bound E￿iciency is lower
than the lower-bound E￿iciency for both policies, though reassuringly a look at the raw data shows that
P(GG) is higher for upper bounds in all models and P(GL) is always lower, so this is only an artifact of
E￿iciency being a non-linear metric. The diagrams also show that the protocols behave as expected. S2
always has a better chance of SLA compliance, but never exceeds the e￿ciency of S1. While we only
show results for measure routes, for some schedules there were considerable di￿erences in performance
between individual measure agents. Furthermore, we found that the di￿erence between the use of short
delay and long delay rates is most visible for the measure routes from Queen’s Gate to Lancaster Gate,
Waterloo to Whitehall and Fenchurch St to Barbican, which are the routes with most tra￿c light clusters.
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Figure 7.8.: Illustration of DDE bounds and simulation results for deterministically-moving measure agents using histo-
grams of (E￿iciency,P(GL)) for all measure routes with the short delay setup. The underlying samples are
the (E￿iciency,P(GL)) calculated from 1000 schedules. Transparent areas indicate low, opaque areas high
concentration of samples.
In general, however, the systems are too complex to predict in advance how a particular rate setup
a￿ects the policy performance of a measure route.
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Figure 7.9.: Histogram as in Figure 7.8 for the long delay rates.
Table 7.1 shows the schedule independent P(GL) and average E￿iciency for each measure route and delay
rate setup. It uses the same samples shown in Figures 7.8 and 7.9. P(GL) and E[E￿iciency] are computed
as the sum of their respective schedule-dependent samples divided by the number of schedules used in
by the hybrid analysis. Hence P(GL) is a marginal categorical distribution due to the independence of
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S1: Threshold 95%, 10mins S2: Threshold 95%, 9mins
Lower Sim Upper CI-Width Lower Sim Upper CI-Width
Queen’s Gate to Lancaster Gate – short delay
P(GL) 0.035 0.031 0.027 2.099% 0.022 0.019 0.016 2.349%
E[E￿iciency] 21.070% 20.847% 20.590% 1.525% 14.469% 14.333% 14.099% 1.756%
Queen’s Gate to Lancaster Gate – long delay
P(GL) 0.049 0.044 0.038 2.015% 0.031 0.028 0.024 2.302%
E[E￿iciency] 25.803% 25.486% 25.240% 1.437% 18.507% 18.273% 18.039% 1.720%
Waterloo to Whitehall – short delay
P(GL) 0.104 0.081 0.065 1.619% 0.034 0.024 0.019 3.221%
E[E￿iciency] 48.487% 47.384% 46.429% 1.026% 22.985% 22.206% 21.419% 1.925%
Waterloo to Whitehall – long delay
P(GL) 0.097 0.074 0.057 2.989% 0.030 0.021 0.015 3.504%
E[E￿iciency] 48.015% 46.680% 45.582% 2.002% 22.745% 21.747% 20.905% 2.517%
Fenchurch St to Barbican – short delay
P(GL) 0.168 0.137 0.100 1.055% 0.147 0.118 0.084 0.924%
E[E￿iciency] 93.414% 93.054% 92.868% 0.292% 88.935% 88.405% 88.151% 0.451%
Fenchurch St to Barbican – long delay
P(GL) 0.180 0.147 0.111 1.959% 0.163 0.132 0.097 1.664%
E[E￿iciency] 95.948% 95.756% 95.594% 0.302% 92.774% 92.471% 92.221% 0.493%
Waterloo to Tottenham Court Rd – short delay
P(GL) 0.077 0.060 0.046 0.657% 0.069 0.054 0.040 0.646%
E[E￿iciency] 97.329% 97.218% 97.098% 0.044% 95.081% 94.908% 94.711% 0.063%
Waterloo to Tottenham Court Rd – long delay
P(GL) 0.075 0.061 0.042 0.488% 0.068 0.055 0.037 0.462%
E[E￿iciency] 98.607% 98.569% 98.464% 0.028% 96.692% 96.612% 96.407% 0.045%
Table 7.1.: E[E￿iciency] = E[P(GG)/(P(LG) + P(GG))] vs. probability of SLA violation P(GL) in %. The CI-Width
column shows the maximum relative con￿dence-interval width of DDE computed bounds.
categorical distributions for each schedule. While we could further compute the volatility of P(GL), we
are ultimately interested in the mean of the distribution, since any kind of SLA specifying the timeliness
requirements of the service, is likely to be given for a large number of data samples, say collected over
the course of a year, ensuring that individual, averse schedules do not result in missing contractual
performance goals. The resulting distribution P(GL), is shown in the table is an approximation for the
actual schedule independent SLA violation probability of a measure route. The simulation results in
Table 7.1 highlight that the overall measure route DDE bounds for E[E￿iciency] and P(GL) are good,
which is another indicator that the bound computation is accurate. Furthermore, the bounds are quite
tight, which suggests that our one-minute time-frame discretisation is adequate for this case study.
Moreover, despite being rather simplistic, on average our strategies have at most an 14% overall chance
of violating the SLA and often exhibit a high degree of e￿ciency. It is likely that more sophisticated
strategies can improve upon this further. A look at the values of P(GG) and P(LG) (see Table B.1), shows
that on busy routes up to 80% of the messages can be transmitted on time via the Gossip network.
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Even on less busy routes, such as the one from Queen’s Gate to Lancaster Gate, it is still possible to
o￿oad 40% with an optimal policy. In reality, Gossip network utilisation could be even higher since we
discarded 5%   10% of all journeys and also did not consider contacts made during the SLA time interval.
Moreover, bicycles could further o￿oad data to Wi￿ hotspots along their route or pass on foreign data
to other bikes in addition to their own data, thereby increasing the chance of timely Gossip delivery.
Considering a system with extra Wi￿ hotspots would not only make Gossip delivery more appealing,
but also have the additional advantage of reducing the cost of analysis, since we only need to consider
routes between any two Wi￿ hotspots.
7.3.3.1. Random measure agent
Finally, we study the impact of using a deterministic measure agent as opposed to a non-deterministic
one. As discussed in Section 7.2.2, the deterministically-moving measure agent leads to a closed system
of DDEs which compute the moments precisely, while a non-deterministically-moving measure agent
leads to non-linear approximate DDEs, whose moments can only be determined by simulation. In Figures
7.10 and 7.11 we compare the results from two simulations, MA Sim, where measure agents move
deterministically and RndMA Sim, where measure agents experience stochastic delays. The samples of
the deterministically-moving agent MA Sim are the same as the ones shown in Figures 7.8 and 7.9. As
can be seen, the overall histogram look very similar for the two types of measure agents, although we
￿nd that for individual tra￿c light schedules the categorical distributions can vary. However, looking
at overall schedule independent average of the probability distribution for (LL ,LG,GL,GG) as well
as E[E￿iciency] in Table B.2, the di￿erence between the two models appears to be rather small. This
indicates that the deterministically-moving measure agent is a good approximation for the measure
agent with stochastic movement in our model, which is encouraging as the measure agent abstraction
can reduce the cost of analysis.
7.4. Conclusions
Our main contributions in this chapter are the addition of a communication model to the mobility model
described in Section 4.5, for the performance analysis of a high-level crowd-sensing data-collection
protocol and its application to a large-scale bicycle network. Moreover, we show that the analysis of such
a model can be made using a hybrid DDE-bound computation technique when using a deterministically-
probing measure agent model. The case study has shown that it is easy to apply our model to real data
and to get some intuition about how reliable and e￿cient opportunistic data collection can be in a large
city. Naturally, due to the lack of GPS traces, this model is only a proxy for the actual movement of
bikes in London, however, if better data were available it would be straightforward to reuse many of
the modelling techniques described in this chapter to re￿ect the new evidence. For future research, it
would be interesting to apply our model to di￿erent data sets, such as pedestrian movement [125]. An
adaptation of our modelling technique to vehicular networks would also be desirable, although this could
prove a lot harder due to congestion and queueing e￿ects. Moreover, we would like to consider what-if
scenarios, e.g. what would happen to the performance of individual strategies if bikes moved 20% slower
than expected. Similarly, it would be worthwhile to modify the model to derive other spatio-temporal
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Figure 7.10.: Comparison of simulation results for deterministically- and randomly-moving measure agents using short
delay rates.
crowd-sensing performance metrics such as temporal area data sample coverage of crowd-sensing
approaches.
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Figure 7.11.: Comparison of simulation results for deterministically- and randomly-moving measure agents using long
delay rates.
With respect to our modelling technique, our results indicate that the measure agent simpli￿cation did
not a￿ect the overall system behaviour much, despite the fact that bike population sizes are relatively
small, on most routes a measure agent would meet at most 10 bikes within a ￿ve-minute period. However,
additional research is needed to understand the impact of using a deterministically-moving measure
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agent as opposed to a non-linear model in order to give guidelines for when the simpli￿cation is
appropriate. Moreover, limiting the analysis to a simple measure point per measure agent is wasteful.
Novel analysis techniques, such as e￿cient last-time contact analysis for time frames through time-
reversal, should be considered, in order to evaluate the protocol performance of multiple messages
simultaneously for a single measure agent.
Another simpli￿cation we made was the assumption of Poisson-distributed departures. However, in
reality the distributions are likely to take a di￿erent shape, for instance, it is reasonable to expect burst
departures from bicycle-hire stations as commuter trains arrive at a nearby station. To consider such
distributions, we would either need to use a time-dependent arrival rate   , or ￿nd an appropriate MAP
(see Section 5.7). Time-dependent, possibly probabilistic departure rates would be a ￿rst conceivable
improvement, but they do not result in correlated bicycle departures for di￿erent speed groups. Altern-
atively we could use a MAP, which would require us to compute second-order moments for the number
of contacts per time frame. Although the latter can be done numerically as well as through simulation
analysis, the resulting time-frame-contact distributions suddenly become correlated and will no longer
be Poisson distributed for a given tra￿c light schedule. Since their distribution family is also unknown,
we would either have to choose a multi-variate distribution for the moments or alternatively investigate
whether unbiased bounds for the service level can be computed. One downside of correlated journey
departures is that they are likely to a￿ect all speed groups, so the resulting numerical DDE analysis
might become signi￿cantly harder to conduct and therefore become less appealing than simulation
techniques. Either way, any insights into the e￿ect of correlated departures would help to increase
the level of realism of the model and further provide opportunities for scenario testing to investigate
protocol performance for di￿erent departure distributions.
Regarding computational challenges, it should be possible to further reduce the evaluation cost of our
hybrid approach by using more e￿cient ways to compute radio range intersections and better numerical
DDE integration techniques. We found that the DDE-bound computations, which took between 1-4
minutes per schedule on 16 Intel Xeon 2.70GHz cores, depending on the chosen model, were generally
faster than generating ensemble statistics from 7,500 simulation traces, which took 4-21 minutes per rate
schedule. However, a fair benchmark between the computational cost of hybrid DDE-bound computation
and exact simulation analysis is still the subject of future research. In particular, one ought to compare
the time taken to compute the bounds using a full simulation approach with that of the DDE-based
hybrid-simulation technique, since it is possible that the bound computation is less computationally
expensive than simulating the exact result. Additionally, in order to carry out the benchmark, we
need to optimise our implementation of both methods and decide which statistical and numerical error
tolerances to use in order to ensure that results are comparable.
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8Conclusions
In this thesis, we have illustrated why operations research on stochastic, spatio-temporal population
processes is tremendously hard at city-scale. However, as the range of spatially-aware systems increases,
it is vital to push the boundaries in this ￿eld. Mean-￿eld analysis was one of the ￿rst means to provide an
alternative to full simulation approaches, allowing parameter exploration at much reduced cost. However,
mean-￿eld approaches are not ideal in the presence of local and temporal variation in population size.
The models which we developed for our case studies show that the interaction between individuals is of
less signi￿cance than the interaction with their environment for a range of large-scale, heterogeneous,
spatial population processes. We then showed that for processes that adhered to this class of problems,
we could use IPCTMC modelling techniques and apply hybrid-simulation analysis. Moreover, in our
examples the partially-numerical solution methods o￿er an alternative to full simulation analysis.
To put our approach into context with other scalable modelling and analysis techniques that facilitate nu-
merical methods, let us compare and contrast it with mean-￿eld analysis, fast simulation and piece-wise
deterministic processes (PDMPs). Our technique heavily relies on applying independence assumptions
and making the behaviour of certain individuals more deterministic in an e￿ort to reduce the amount of
interaction between populations in the resulting model. Mean-￿eld analysis makes no such assumptions,
but requires a large number of interacting individuals to justify a deterministic interpretation of the
population evolution. Fast simulation studies, which study the interaction of selected individuals inside
a mean-￿eld regime, are tightly related to our approach, especially for the crowd-sensing process. In
contrast to fast simulation, however, our hybrid-analysable models assume that the traced individual is
behaving deterministically, while its surrounding environment is not. Furthermore, the main assumption
in ￿rst-order PDMPs is that the ￿uid evolves deterministically for a given state of the stochastic process,
while the evolution of the process can depend on ￿uid levels. This is a clear contrast to fast simulation,
where the state of individuals cannot a￿ect the behaviour of the mean-￿eld and to our approach where
population levels cannot a￿ect random variables which the population levels depend on.
The comparison shows that our approach is not a far departure frommean-￿eld, fast simulation or PDMP
analysis, but it certainly underlines the hardness of the problem at hand and illustrates the bene￿ts of
researching novel abstractions when analysing spatial population processes at scale. Given this insight
into our proposed abstraction and solution techniques, together with the applications presented in our
case studies, we hope to have convinced the reader that hybrid-analysable spatial stochastic population
models are indeed a useful paradigm for high-level performance and operations research of city-scale
spatial processes.
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8.1. Summary of achievements
In this work we have presented a number of novel modelling and analysis techniques for the analysis
of spatial population systems with extremely large state-spaces. Moreover, we showed that these
techniques are highly applicable to realistic, city-scale systems. Recalling our goals de￿ned in Section
1.1, we aimed to
(i) Show that extensions to chemical reaction networks are suitable formalisms for describing spatial
populations models.
(ii) Investigate abstractions for space in population models.
(iii) Find new ways of abstracting mobility in spatio-temporal populations models.
(iv) Develop models for large-scale, complex population processes that enable us to calculate higher-
order population moments using partially numerical techniques.
(v) Show that our modelling techniques work for processes at city-scale.
(vi) Provide example case studies to illustrate how our modelling techniques can be used to analyse
realistic application scenarios.
In the following, we brie￿y discuss our contributions to each goal.
Chemical reaction networks for spatial population processes
We used the PCTMC formalism (see Section 2.4), IPCTMCs (see Section 2.4.1) as well as non-Markovian
IDPCTMCs (see Section 2.4.2) throughout this thesis. Overall these formalisms have enabled us to
specify and present the semantics of our models, which is paramount for understanding their capabilities
and limitations. While it is encouraging that established formalisms and frameworks are well-suited for
spatial population models, there are still plenty of research opportunities in this area (see Section 8.2.3).
Abstractions for space
Chapter 3 gives an overview of spatial modelling abstractions found in the literature and provides a
simple classi￿cation model. Moreover, we discuss the importance of spatial abstraction, the position of
individuals within populations and their e￿ect on the dynamics of the resulting high-level population
model. Despite the fact that one can only choose between continuous and discrete notions of space,
the examples show that the right level of representation can be di￿cult to ￿nd and always re￿ects a
compromise between the cost of evaluation and model accuracy.
Mobility
Chapter 4 illustrates that the challenge of representing mobility in spatio-temporal performance models
turns out to be even harder than ￿nding abstractions for spatial features, especially if the movement of
individuals depends on their proximity to other individuals. Furthermore, in performance models of
MANETs and VANETs, mobility patterns in￿uence the network behaviour, but are often not the main
focus of the study. When designing scalable high-level models, this can make it di￿cult to balance
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between the accuracy of the movement model and the communication model. Hence, a particularly
important distinction is whether agent position has to be known at all times as in the crowd-sensing
model (see Chapter 7) or if it is su￿cient to only know about an agent’s whereabouts when it reaches
speci￿c locations as in Chapter 6. As our case studies show, ￿nding this compromise is paramount to
keep the resulting model complexity low at scale.
Stochasticity
Unlike many other studies on high-level spatial population models, our work pays particular attention to
second-order population moment estimation for large-scale spatial processes. In particular, we achieve
this in systems for which mean-￿eld analysis is a crude proxy due to temporarily or locally small
population sizes.
Large-scale applications
With regards to the aim of developing scalable modelling approaches for realistic city-scale systems,
we have illustrated that our models work well with real-world data sets (e.g. Chapters 6 and 7), while
retaining important spatio-temporal characteristics that govern the behaviour of the processes we
analyse. Moreover, the broad range of application areas covered in our three case-study chapters
highlights both the potential of population models as well as their current limitations. In particular
we believe that richer data sets would allow further interesting extensions for both of our bicycle case
studies.
8.2. Future work
Having reviewed our achievements, we conclude this thesis by outlining possible future research direc-
tions, open challenges and current barriers. Progress in some of theses areas, e.g. formalism research, tool
development and data collection, is more imminent than in others, e.g. novel approximation techniques
and benchmarking. In particular the last two areas are not only of interest to operations researchers,
but also to applied statisticians in the ￿eld of chemistry, epidemiology and theoretical ecology, which
underlines the di￿culty of some of these challenges. The remainder of this section is organised as
follows. Section 8.2.1 formulates open problems with regards to higher-order moment analysis in
large spatial systems, with a particular focus on models with linear, possibly time-inhomogeneous
population reaction rates that feature MAP arrivals as opposed to Poisson-distributed ones. Section 8.2.2
discusses possible future work on benchmarking as well as on solution algorithms that dynamically
switch between simulation and numerical techniques. In Section 8.2.3 we look at outstanding work on
spatial population modelling formalisms before we end the chapter by outlining current limitations in
the availability of spatial data sets, which can be an issue as we saw in our bicycle case studies.
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8.2.1. Spatial closure
Although there are a number of di￿erent spatial population processes, whose time-evolution of popula-
tion moments can be solved or approximated well using systems of couple di￿erential equation systems,
one of the major drawbacks of ODE techniques compared to simulation analysis is the non-linear
increase in the number of ODEs required for higher-order moment analysis. For large spatial models
this cost can already become prohibitively expensive for second-order moment evaluation. When
obtaining exact or approximate second-order moments of a population process via ODE analysis, the
number of ODEs increases quadratically in the number of populations in a system where all populations
are correlated. However, intuitively one might expect some correlations to be more important than
others. In spatial models for instance, we would expect that the strongest dependencies occur between
neighbouring populations. Take for example the WSN node with 36 nodes shown in Figure 8.1. We
s1 7 13 19 25 31
2 8 14 20 26 32
3 9 15 21 27 33
4 10 16 22 28 34
5 11 17 23 29 35
6 12 18 24 30 36
Figure 8.1.: Network used to illustrate the error caused by spatial closures.
assume that messages are generated by the nodes furthest away from the sink, according to a MAP
(see Section 5.7) described by Equations (C.1), (C.2). The data transfer from source to sink is modelled
using the store-and-forward model discussed in Eq. (5.3). If we use ODEs to compute the exact ￿rst-
and second-order moments of NB_l1 , i.e. of the number of messages arriving at the sink node, then we
intuitively assume that, in numerical terms, the evolution of these moments is most heavily in￿uenced
by the moments of NB_l1 and its joint moments with NB_l2 , NB_l7 , NB_l8 . In fact we have
 E[NB_l1 (t )Ns1 (t )]
 t
=   · (E[NB_l2 (t )] + 2 · E[NB_l1 (t )NB_l2 (t )]
+ E[NB_l7 (t )] + 2 · E[NB_l1 (t )NB_l7 (t )]
+ E[NB_l8 (t )] + 2 · E[NB_l1 (t )NB_l8 (t )])
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with   being the packet forwarding rate. The ODE evolution of the moments E[NB_l1 (t )NB_l⇤ (t )] then
depends on moments of 1-hop and 2-hop neighbours with s1 and so on. In other words, the in￿uence
of long-range correlations takes time to propagate, much like the error of higher-order derivatives in
the derivative-matching closure suggested by Singh et al. in [180, 179], which we discussed in Section
2.4.6.1. This led us to the idea of applying a spatially motivated, generic PCTMC moment-approximation
technique similar to the inhomogeneous closure discussed in [10]. In the following we will describe
a spatial closure mechanism that assumes independence between long-range neighbouring pairs
of populations in an attempt to reduce the number of ODEs required to estimate the evolution of
population moments. In contrast to closures discussed in Section 2.4.6.1, this closure does not actually
close the system of ODEs, though functionally it has a similar e￿ect in the sense that it will transform
joint-moments into products of moments.
Closure order ODEs # Savings Error(Var[NB_l1 (60.0)]) Avg runtime (ms) Savings
1 215 83.77% 60.4613% 1604 85.75%
2 441 66.72% 45.0895% 3046 72.94%
3 700 47.17% 17.9721% 4658 58.62%
4 964 27.25% 4.7045% 6523 42.05%
5 1169 11.77% 0.9128% 8102 28.02%
6 1267 4.38% 0.0077% 9639 14.37%
7 1314 0.83% 0.0000% 10221 9.20%
8 1325 0.00% 0.0000% 11256 0.00%
Table 8.1.: Error comparison for spatial closures of various orders applied to the bu￿er model with MAP data sampling
for the network depicted in Figure 8.1.
In a PCTMC we consider all populations that appear in a reaction with population A as ￿rst-order
neighbours of A. Populations that appear in reactions with ￿rst-order neighbours of A as second-order
neighbours and so on. We say two populations are n-neighbours, if they are ith-order neighbours
where i  n. A spatial closure of o(n) is obtained by assuming independence between any pair of
populations who are not n-neighbours. This is similar to the idea of the inhomogeneous closure in [10].
There, however, we applied the closure more aggressively and considered any pair of populations to be
independent if one or more of the populations were not n-neighbours of the population whose moments
we wanted to estimate. While this was an interesting ￿rst attempt at reducing the ODE evaluation
cost at the expense of approximation, this is likely to cause large errors when estimating populations
moments like Var[NB_l1] in models like the one above, as there are crucial dependencies between the
bu￿er populations of the message sampling nodes and the MAP states that would not be taken into
account for small n. Instead, the spatial closure used here globally acknowledges the importance of
population dependencies, but postulates that long-range dependencies are less important, much like
high-order derivatives which take time to propagate errors in derivative-matching closure schemes.
Table 8.1 shows the performance of the spatial closure for the WSN model with MAP sample generation
described above. The largest population distance is of order o(8). The error in the estimate of Var[NB_l1 ]
at time 60.0 is compared to the exact solution of the ODE system, which is exact as reaction rates are
linear. To obtain a fair comparison between run times, we averaged the run time of 50 computations.
As expected, there is an inverse relationship between the order of the spatial closure and its accuracy.
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While lower-order spatial closures produce large errors, the errors of spatial closures with order larger
than o(4) are very small and signi￿cantly reduce the runtime of the solver. Interestingly, the reduction
in evaluation speed appears to exceed the proportion of ODEs saved, which could be due to GPA’s ODE
representation and solution algorithm. Overall, the ￿ndings in this model are interesting as covariance
information is highly important in this network. This can be seen by looking at the ￿rst two moments
of NB_l1 that satisfy Var[NB_l1 (60.0)] ⇡ 2.5 · E[NB_l1 (60.0)], which implies that the bu￿er size is clearly
neither Poisson nor binomially distributed. In fact, the distribution of NB_l1 , is a complex mixture
distribution of dependent random variables, which can be seen from the dependencies introduced in the
reactions de￿ned in Equations (C.1), (C.2).
However, despite the encouraging ￿ndings presented for the WSN model depicted in Figure 8.1, results
regarding error behaviour similar to those presented by Singh et al. for the derivative-matching
techniques are desirable. While experimenting with the closure on other models, we found that our
technique gave unreliable steady-state results for the variance of the last phase in a simple Erlang model
with p phases, whenever we had an initial non-zero population in the ￿rst phase or when the MAP
process populating the ￿rst phase was highly modal. Clearly, this highlights one essential problem of the
spatial closure approach, namely that it is hard to judge which covariance information is crucial without
having computed it in the ￿rst place. So it seems that some sort of inspection, for instance through
simulation, is needed to make this decision. While approximation techniques such as a spatial closure
may turn out to be a dead end, it remains an important research goal to ￿nd more e￿cient numerical or
hybrid-simulation analysis techniques that reduce the computational expense of higher-order moment
analysis for large, spatial populations models. In addition to this, novel approaches for computing
higher-order moment bounds should also be considered.
8.2.2. Benchmarking solution techniques
A common feature of all population models presented in this thesis is that their moments could be fully
or partially computed using numerical integration techniques. By partial we mean models such as the
pheromone routing model in Section 5.6.1, or the crowd-sensing model in Chapter 7 that are amenable
to hybrid-simulation analysis. In the mean-￿eld modelling literature authors rightly point out the
e￿ciency of their numerical solution methods in comparison to full stochastic simulation approaches.
However, one must not forget that simulation approximations for mean-￿eld limits are obtained by
making population sizes extremely large, which results in tremendously small inter-event times. In
models like ours, which feature moderate or even small population sizes, it becomes much harder to
judge the bene￿t of using analysis techniques with numerical elements. Any comparison of runtimes
between numerically-based hybrid simulations and simulation-based hybrid simulations in this thesis
used variants of the naive stochastic simulation algorithm described in Section 2.4.5. However, it would
be a fairer comparison to use simulation techniques such as themulti-level Monte-Carlo (MLMC) for
stochastic reaction networks, suggested by Anderson et al. [16]. Their solution technique is essentially
an enhancement of the   -leaping method [86] and yields unbiased population moments up to a given
con￿dence-interval width.
Moreover, for a benchmark it is of utmost importance to measure the change in the width of con￿dence
intervals for any computed moments as we vary the number of rate schedules and the accuracy with
which we run the numerical solver for each rate schedule. This is because spending a lot of computational
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resources on computing accurate moments for a speci￿c rate schedule is generally not the best way to
reduce the con￿dence-interval width of the moments for the overall process that we seek to calculate.
This indicates that there is little bene￿t in using hybrid-simulation with simulation techniques to
compute the moments for a rate schedule, unless the cost of computing a single rate schedule poses
a signi￿cant overhead. However, using a su￿ciently error-tolerant numerical method to do so might
enable us to outperform full simulation techniques in a benchmark. The appropriateness of such a
technique hugely depends on the relationship between numerical errors and con￿dence-interval widths
and is subject to further research.
Where numerical methods can be shown to outperform simulation techniques for given conditions,
heuristics for deciding whether to use numerical or simulation analysis at a given moment in time
are needed. The most promising work we have seen on this challenge is that by Nicol [e.g. 156] who
presents such a heuristic for Susceptible-Infected (SI) models that bounds the second-order moment
error. Another related e￿ort is that by Stefanek [185, Chapter 4.3], who investigates a hybrid approach
for GPEPA models that switches between stochastic simulation and ODE-based moment-approximation
techniques as the process approaches a switch-point. While Stefanek’s approach is generally suitable for
any model that can be expressed in GPEPA and thus more general than that suggested by Nicol, it does
neither provide a mathematically-guaranteed error bound nor any insights regarding its cost bene￿ts.
8.2.3. Formalisms and tools
Formalisms for spatial population models are another important area of research. While we found
that chemical reaction network-style PCTMC and IPCTMC formalisms were su￿cient to express many
processes of interest, they do not treat the spatial aspects of a model as ￿rst-class citizens. Instead,
they allow modellers to mimic the notion of locations through labels. One decisive disadvantage of this
approach is that there is no formal way to express the precise relationship between the microscopic
individual-based model and the high-level population model. Gribaudo [93] and Cerotti [45] often start
by providing high-level microscopic model dynamics of agent behaviour and inter-agent communication,
which are subsequently abstracted as Markovian agent models. However, while their agent-state models
provide a good abstraction, the translation of the high-level model speci￿cation into MAMs has not been
formalised. The solution to this issue could be a formalism similar to the Process Algebra with Hooks
(PAH), developed by Degasperi et al. [64]. It o￿ers such a multi-scale view, where each layer represents
a di￿erent level of abstraction along with information about how it is related to other layers. A similar
technique could be used to link continuous-space perception function descriptions for microscopic
models with individual agents to high-level population models where the perception function acts
on populations of agents. In conjunction with software tools that automatically derive suitable high-
level abstractions from a microscopic process description, such multi-scale models would make a very
appealing modelling paradigm. While a fully automated process is likely to be challenging to implement,
a semi-automated approach o￿ering di￿erent choices of spatial abstraction level, mobility models and
inter-population dynamics could assist developers in creating more computationally-tractable high-level
population abstractions for large-scale spatio-temporal individual-based models.
Aside from multi-scale formalisms, there is also scope for novel population process algebras similar
to reaction style PCTMCs that make it easier to incorporate a number of concepts that have recently
received attention in the literature on mean-￿eld and ODE-moment-analysable population processes.
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Logical extensions would be the inclusion of non-Markovian, population-size- or density-dependent,
inter-event times to express general PSMPs. For delay-only reaction systems, Caravagna and Hillston
proposed Bio-PEPAd [44], however, for models with more complex generally-timed delay distributions
[e.g. 103, 106] a new formalism is needed. Moreover, current process algebras cannot handle populations
in continuous space or in hybrid-continuous spaces like the one we used in Chapter 7. Likewise,
continuous rewards [e.g. 186, 185] as well as agents with continuous state-spaces [e.g. 50, 102] should
be considered in the development of a uni￿ed, spatial stochastic population process algebra. As for
potential multi-scale formalisms, there is also a need for novel software tools that can inspect spatial
population models to suggest what forms of analysis are feasible, given some input on the required
accuracy and the availability of computational resources. Möbius [177] is a tool that provides such
features for a number of formalisms, however, its current population modelling capabilities are limited.
GPA, [189, 185] on the other hand, features a number of useful algorithms for the analysis of PCTMCs,
IPCTMCs [1], rewards [186], uni￿ed stochastic probes [124] and experimental implementations of
models with generally-distributed inter-event times [163]. However, despite the availability of many
functions required for the implementation of a uni￿ed population formalism in GPA, a considerable
amount of work is still needed to achieve this goal.
8.2.4. Data collection
Finally, an important problem that we often encountered during our research is the lack of spatially-
aware data sets that are suitable for realistic case studies. One major issue with spatial data, such as
movement traces of pedestrians, bicycles or other vehicles, is that this data is often highly sensitive with
respect to the data-protection rights of individuals. On the other hand, being able to identify individuals
often enables us to leverage models, e.g. by identifying di￿erent behavioural clusters. In view of the
privacy concerns, it is unsurprising that the data sets with the most accurate movement information
and the highest number of individual traces are public transport data sets such as inner-city cycle-hire
[e.g. 192] as well as taxi [e.g. 165, 36] and bus [e.g. 192] movements. Large-scale pedestrian and general
car mobility data sets are mostly generated from realistic microscopic simulations [e.g. 200, 125], while
empirical traces are usually restricted to studies with less than 100 participants. Fortunately, we have
observed an increasing number of initiatives in the area of data sharing for academic purposes, most
notably by public transport providers and projects such as Crawdad (http://www.crawdad.org). In
view of this encouraging trend, we hope that the availability of larger, more detailed data sets for spatial
processes will continue to increase in years to come, so that new case studies can be conducted.
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Figure A.1.: RMSE(LinReg + ARIMA, DepToDest) / RMSE(LinReg + ARIMA, TtlDeps). Total departure models with er-
ror correction outperform departure to destination models with error correction where relative RMSE values
> 1.
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Figure A.2.: RMSE(LinReg + ARIMA) / RMSE(LinReg). Linear regression without ARIMA error correction performs
better than linear regression with error correction where relative values > 1.
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Figure A.3.: RMSE(DepToDest, 1 cluster) / RMSE(DepToDest, 3 clusters). 3-cluster models with ARIMA error correction
outperform single cluster models with error correction where relative RMSE values > 1.
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Lemma B.1. The ￿rst-time zone contact population distributions for a single measure agent, speed group
pair in the delay-only population process shown in Figure 7.2, are independently Poisson distributed.
Proof. Figure B.1 depicts aMarkovian abstraction of the delay-only communicationmodel used in Section
7.2.2. All reactions in the PCTMCmodel are linear, with   ,   .   ,   as well as p⇤Z i and p⇤Z =
P
i p⇤Z i being
A B C
. . . . . . . . .AZ1 AZn BZ1 BZn CZ1 CZn
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B
Z
n
NB ·   · (1   pBZ )
N
C· ·p
C
Z
1
N
C ·   · p
C
Z
n
NC ·   · (1   pCZ )
Figure B.1.: Abstract, Markovian version of Figure 7.2.
time-dependent constants. From Jahnke et al. [114] we know that all populations of this PCTMC process
are independently Poisson distributed so long as the initial population distributions are independently
Poisson distributed, which is trivially the case when all populations are 0 at t = 0. Now, if we add
the delay-only nature to the model shown in Figure B.1 to obtain the model illustrated in Figure B.2,
an abstract version of the model used in Section 7.2.2, we can immediately see that if we shift the
evolution of the time-dependent constants according to the deterministic delays, NA(t ), NB (t ), NC (t ),
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NC ·   · (1   pCZ )
Det (j)
Figure B.2.: Abstract version of Figure 7.2.
N⇤Z i (t ) in the Markovian model have the exact same distribution as NA(t ), NB (t +  ), NC (t +   + h) and
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N⇤Z i (t + . . . ) in the delay-only model. Most importantly, this implies that they are also independently
Poisson distributed. Since NA(t    ) and NB (t ) are independent, so must be NA(t ) and NB (t ) as no
individual leaving A after time t     can arrive at B by time t . Repeating this argument for all pairs of
random variables, we ￿nd that NA(t ), NB (t ), NC (t ) and N⇤Z i (t ) are mutually independent and Poisson
distributed, irrespective of the time-dependent nature of   ,   ,   and the probabilities p⇤Zi . To work out
the Poisson parameter for each distribution, all we need to do is to keep track of the evolution of the
mean of each population using delay-di￿erential equations. Finally, as all N⇤Z i (t ) random variables are
independent and Poisson distributed, we can easily convolute all N⇤Z i (t ) to obtain the overall contact
Poisson distribution of zone i , which is also mutually independent from the contact distribution of all
other zones. In practice we convolute the distributions on the ￿y by computing the mean of NZ i (t )
directly. ⇤
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B.1. Extra tables
S1: Threshold 95%, 10mins S2: Threshold 95%, 9mins
P(E ent ) Lower Sim Upper CI-Width Lower Sim Upper CI-Width
Queen’s Gate to Lancaster Gate – short delay
P(LL ) 0.537 0.519 0.495 0.522% 0.551 0.531 0.506 0.482%
P(LG) 0.336 0.354 0.378 0.329% 0.365 0.384 0.410 0.331%
P(GL) 0.035 0.031 0.027 2.099% 0.022 0.019 0.016 2.349%
P(GG) 0.091 0.095 0.100 1.936% 0.063 0.065 0.068 2.152%
Queen’s Gate to Lancaster Gate – long delay
P(LL ) 0.525 0.506 0.485 0.748% 0.542 0.521 0.499 0.713%
P(LG) 0.316 0.335 0.356 0.614% 0.347 0.367 0.390 0.593%
P(GL) 0.049 0.044 0.038 2.015% 0.031 0.028 0.024 2.302%
P(GG) 0.111 0.116 0.122 1.976% 0.080 0.083 0.087 2.252%
Waterloo to Whitehall – short delay
P(LL ) 0.395 0.361 0.330 0.833% 0.466 0.417 0.376 0.630%
P(LG) 0.253 0.288 0.318 0.733% 0.381 0.430 0.471 0.432%
P(GL) 0.104 0.081 0.065 1.619% 0.034 0.024 0.019 3.221%
P(GG) 0.248 0.270 0.287 1.320% 0.119 0.128 0.134 2.243%
Waterloo to Whitehall – long delay
P(LL ) 0.399 0.360 0.327 1.389% 0.466 0.412 0.368 0.950%
P(LG) 0.257 0.297 0.330 1.256% 0.386 0.440 0.484 0.396%
P(GL) 0.097 0.074 0.057 2.989% 0.030 0.021 0.015 3.504%
P(GG) 0.246 0.270 0.287 2.352% 0.118 0.127 0.133 2.909%
Fenchurch St to Barbican – short delay
P(LL ) 0.056 0.053 0.046 3.839% 0.077 0.072 0.061 3.460%
P(LG) 0.048 0.053 0.058 3.475% 0.081 0.089 0.097 3.043%
P(GL) 0.168 0.137 0.100 1.055% 0.147 0.118 0.084 0.924%
P(GG) 0.728 0.757 0.796 0.652% 0.695 0.721 0.758 0.792%
Fenchurch St to Barbican – long delay
P(LL ) 0.038 0.036 0.032 6.907% 0.056 0.052 0.045 6.293%
P(LG) 0.029 0.032 0.036 5.975% 0.053 0.058 0.063 5.288%
P(GL) 0.180 0.147 0.111 1.959% 0.163 0.132 0.097 1.664%
P(GG) 0.752 0.784 0.822 0.862% 0.728 0.758 0.794 1.027%
Waterloo to Tottenham Court Rd – short delay
P(LL ) 0.017 0.016 0.014 1.538% 0.024 0.022 0.019 1.271%
P(LG) 0.024 0.026 0.027 1.446% 0.045 0.047 0.050 1.078%
P(GL) 0.077 0.060 0.046 0.657% 0.069 0.054 0.040 0.646%
P(GG) 0.882 0.898 0.913 0.118% 0.862 0.877 0.890 0.135%
Waterloo to Tottenham Court Rd – long delay
P(LL ) 0.010 0.009 0.008 1.683% 0.017 0.015 0.013 1.244%
P(LG) 0.013 0.013 0.015 1.757% 0.030 0.031 0.034 1.176%
P(GL) 0.075 0.061 0.042 0.488% 0.068 0.055 0.037 0.462%
P(GG) 0.902 0.917 0.935 0.074% 0.885 0.898 0.916 0.088%
Table B.1.: Categorical distributions (LL ,LG,GL,GG) and their DDE bounds for all measure routes. The CI-Width column
shows the maximum relative con￿dence interval width of DDE computed values.
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CConclusions
M00 ! M01 + B_l31 at 0.3 · NM00
M01 ! M01 + B_l32 at 2.4 · NM01
M01 ! M02 + B_l32 at 1.0 · NM01
M02 ! M01 + B_l31 at 9.2 · NM02
M02 ! M00 at 0.4 · NM02
M02 ! M01 at 0.5 · NM02
M02 ! M03 at 0.4 · NM02
M03 ! M02 + B_l31 at 1.2 · NM03
M03 ! M04 + B_l32 at 2.0 · NM03
M04 ! M00 + B_l32 at 1.2 · NM04
M10 ! M10 + B_l24 + B_l35 at 0.3 · NM10
M10 ! M11 + B_l34 at 2.9 · NM10
M11 ! M12 + B_l24 at 0.8 · NM11
M12 ! M10 + B_l30 + B_l36 at 0.3 · NM12
M12 ! M13 + B_l18 at 2.0 · NM12
M13 ! M10 at 0.4 · NM13
M20 ! M20 + B_l6 at 2.3 · NM20
M20 ! M21 at 0.3 · NM20
M21 ! M20 at 0.2 · NM21
M21 ! M21 + B_l12 at 0.5 · NM21
M21 ! M22 at 0.2 · NM21
M22 ! M23 at 2.0 · NM22
M23 ! M24 + B_l12 at 2.0 · NM23
M24 ! M20 + B_l6 at 1.0 · NM24 (C.1)
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! B_l12 + B_l28 at 1.2
! B_l18 + B_l34 at 0.7
! B_l32 + B_l33 at 0.5
! B_l33 + B_l34 at 1.5 (C.2)
The reactions shown in Equations (C.1), (C.2) describe the message creation process for the spatial model
used in Section 8.2.1.
